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differencein over-all collec-

tions but

some customers

will not

slight increases or decreases ia
their bills, effective

March

1.

The new system ia more "automatic" than the system adopted
last September which was based
on meter equivalents. This system
was unwieldy and difficultto process. The new system calls for a
fixed charge on meter size, entitling the user to a certain amount
of ‘‘free" water. A five-eights inch
meter will carry a minimum
charge of, $4.30. Other meter sizes
will carry higher
charges but they include more
water.

minimum

The modified system will raise
enough revenue to finance improvementand expansion work to
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the water system which already is
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finance the first phase of the twostage project. Another revenue
bond issue is proposed for 1966 or

WATCHES STACK COME DOWN

—

John (Yocum) Woldring

4

Y^s At/ti

'

of 394 Chicago Dr. was one of the first spectators on hand

1967.

as workmen of the Casemier and Dolman Co. Wednesday
began teaTing down the old city light plant stack on Fifth St.

41 Exhibits
A

1

4

a/

under way. This work calls for
an $800,000 revenue bond issue to

In

*

4

Woldring has a special interest in the stack since he helped
to drive pilings for the foundationback in 1928. Woldring
said 120 pilings were driven for the foundation of the 200-foot

Home Show

stack. At the time the photo was taken Wednesday afternoon,

workmen had taken 20

total of 41 exhibitors will take

demolition

part in the 12th annual Holland
Home Show Feb. 20-25 in the Civic

is

feet off the top of the stack.

The

proceeding brick by brick by men. working from

a scaffold inside the

stack.

(Sentinel photo)

Center.

Included in the

list

of exhibitors

are: Beckman’s Kitchen, Ottawa
Oil Co.. De Free Organ and Piano,
Reliable Cycle, A. J. Cook Lum-

City Ponders

bec, Michigan Tile Co.. Nies L.P.

Purchases

Gas, Keuning. Singer Sewing and
Brower Awning.
Home Heating, Rexair Sales
and Service. Gee Electric. Van
Wieren and Veen, Parkway Awning. Field Enterprizes, Meyer
Music House, Holland Board of

Holland city officiaLs said today

they were studying recent purchases made from several

elect-

victed of price fixing.

City Manager Herb Holt said
Townsend was

Realtors, Vacuum Cleaner Head-

looking into contracts totalingin
excess of $1,250,000 for equipment
for the additionto the city power

Water Conditioning,Electrolux,

plant.

City officialsin New York. Chicago. Las Angeles and San Fran.cisco said they would file damage
suits with the amount involvedstill
to be determined.

Michigan Bell Telephone.Streur
Carpet, and Bremer and Bouman.
West Michigan Construction. Buis
Mattress.Mooi Roofing.Essenburg
Lumber, Holland Furnace, Breuker and Den Bleyker.Keppel’s and

IN SERVICE -Charles A.

Studios.

Klungle, Seaman Apprentice,
is now at the U.S. Naval Receiving Station, at Norfolk,
Va., commanded by Captain
VV.A. Hunt. Jr. Klungle will
be transferred to the USS
Springfield.He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Klungle
Jr., 46 West 27th St.

Wiley's Cleaning Service. Hamilton

Manufacturing and Supply Co.,
and Holland Auto Top Upholstery
Service.

The Holland Exchange Club is
sponsoring the event and proceeds
will go toward the Goodfellows
Foundation. This foundationgives
milk to needy Holland familes.
The show will be open Tuesday
through Saturday. Feb. 21-25 from
5 to 10 p.m. Saturday'shours will
be from 2 to 10 p m.
Potato Fines Paid
In Lower Courts

Hospital

,

as the number climbed to

140.

GRAND HAVEN - Spring Lake
Produce. Inc., of Spring Lake, according to Hospital Director Driver Fined on Two
pleaded guilty in Grand Haven Frederick S. Burd.
Counts After Crash
Municipal Court Tuesday to violaSince the number of patientsin
tion of the Michigan potato marGRAND HAVEN-Reuben Schilvarious departments seldom equal
keting law and paid $25 fine and
ling. 44, Grand Haven, was assesbeds available, today’s census finds
sed two fines in Justice Lawrence
$5.50 costs.
The offense involved packaged 10 empty beds in the maternity De Witt's court M6nday night in
potatoes which were not branded wing and every other department connection with a property damor stenciledwith the name and full up.
age accident on ^.Lmcoln St. in
address of persons responsiblefor
Robinson Township earlierin the
Officially. Holland Hospital has
grading and packing as required
evening.
134 beds. Other beds are in the
by law.
Charged by state police with
Peterson's IGA Market af Con- halls, in the three treatment rooms, driving while his license was reklin paid $25 fine and $4.30 costs in the playroom of the pediatrics voked. he was sentenced to pay
before Justice James Charles at
ward and in the second r floor $50 fine, $4 90 costs and serve 10
CoopersvilleMonday on a charge
days in jail. For failure to yield
lounge.
of offeringand exposing for saje
the right of way, he was assesThere is a predominance of sed $10 fine and $3.10 costs.
packages of potatoesless than the
pneumonia cases in the children's The two-car crash Monday night
quantity represented
Complaints were signed by Lee ward. Adult patients fall into gen- involved Schilling's car and one
driven by Ray Whipple of Grand
Rice, state food and standards in-ieralcategories,
, as
lor emergencies, the
me nospispector for the Department of.
As for
hospi- Haven Township.Both cars were
Ital staff hopes there won't be any. considerablydamaged.
Agriculture.
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mitted on the United Press facsimile machine
which sends pictures to many newspapersand tele-

frosty outlines were missing, and by 11 a nt the

many

Boy, 12,

PlanetVenus

tween about 9 and 10:30 p.m.

\

Plan

^

Changed

The

west.

Weather
uBreau. eVnus. the brightest object in the sky outside the .sun and
moon, would be sighted to the west
between 9 and 10 30 p.m. at an
elevation of 15 to 20 degrees.

Weather Bureau officialsdiscounted that theory that the object
may have been a weather balloon.
They said a balloon would not be
visible at night and eould only be
seen with a powerful glass at any
other time.

Kceps De',u,y 8usy
_

Is

114 Years
Old Today
Holland is 114 years old today.
It

was on Feb. 9.

Passed

small scouting party arrived here
to found the Holland settlement.

The rest of the originalsettlers
had remained in Allegan while
Van Raalte and the small group
went to Holland.
The settlement started on what
is

now

Pilgrim

Home

swampy

original

H

i quite
rapidly, welcoming many
at 8 p m. at the groups from The Netherlands im*
Grand Haven Hospital.Dr. Ralph migrating'to 'he New World.
During the tall of 1847. the vilTen Have will speak about the
Holt program and show slides of lage of Holland was platted AdKorea All nurses of Ottawa ministrationand sales of village
lots were placed in charge of a
County are invited.
board oi trustees with Dr Van
St. Martha's* Study Guild, the Raalte at the head Price of lots
newly-formedguild at Grace was urst fixed at $10 and $15.

District Nurses Associationwill he

held

Monday

Church, will meet on Thursday,but was .soon raised to $40 and
Feb 16 at the home of Mrs $45 This was found necessary in
Eakill Corneliussen The name of ord°r 10 obtain funds for building
the new guild was incorrectlylist- a cnurch and school, opening
ed as St, Margaret s Guild. | road, support the poor, salaries
for the dominie, doctor and teachers, and divers other purposes.
Late that year, the colony was

Vending Machine for Stickers Used at Holland State Park

swept with sicknessand many
More than 950 park stickers, in- , C D. Harris of the department parks All of the money from the permits The machine is on the left died, making the first year a seeluding 800 annual stickers and smd that since the program was sale of the sticker.*-will be used as persons drive into the parx dnd vere test of courage. The mortality
150 daily stickers, have been pur- j^1 s,ar*0d and the park mana- for recreationalfacilities.Haney the notice on the machine says rate that season left colonists with
"purchase daily permits here many orphans who were promptly
said.
chased since Jan. 1 at Holland
Pr°„
cedure. only about half of the reAs they drive alongside the , taken in by other families.ConThe state manager said Holland
State lark at Ottawa Beach. Loiiipop^ wore submitted and they State Park is basicallyset to a machine instructionsindicate a slant increase in numbers led to
Haney, Park Manager said today. iucre incompleteHe said Hanev master plan that when completed com slot with the notation ' insert building an orphanage begun ia
Last weekend a total of 228 an- and Hare Broad, Grand Haven will
...........
. .....
.
...........
. 50 cents This amount of money May. 1848. and completed the folincrease
the usability
o( the
?niaiaS,|ICkcrSbHereLPUrChaSe(1
an?- ,,ale Park manager, had made re- entire area and bring into balance may be deposited in an> vombina- lowing year But it was never
° daily stickers. Haney reported.
tho many varied uses for the park, tion of silver com.* to total
50 occupied for the purpose it was
total
AiHiut
arrived at the He exacted that it would
1 am sure that we will
built and later was used as a parpark and turned around and didn t about March 1 before a report! many improvementssprouting be- Because of the meta i. contest ochial school, town house, Holpurcha.se stickei
cou|d be given on early sales of fore 1961 is over but many of the of foreign or Canadian coins those land Academy. De Hofy printing
Haney didn t have a report 00 gticROft.The sticker, when pur L.:ger projects Will be A iyed an toms are not a>
« mach office and currently is in use as
a . !u‘m ,er o: Per-',)n' '*ho have | chased at the state pa^. is $2 and til. next fall to permit lull use of me also has a-ptunger on the left a girls dormitory on Hope College
deuded to wait until later to pur- tbc (jai|y stickeris 50 cents An the park** during the s immer." that is to be used for return of j Campus on ' olumbia Ave. at the
c
r'
^ery le* nual stickers obtained from busi- Haney
money deposited only if a permit
ul 11th St
re iM‘d to buy stickers. ' ness establishments where hunt- J hilormationon the motor vehicle is not issued through the slot The lirst post office was estab. os person*, said they would jng an(j fLShing licenses are sold permit law is contained in a bro- marked
fished in ’.848 under the name of
purenase stickerslater ,Jhis year, |are aj|owe(i t0 charge 15 cents for chure available to motonsb Haney We urge everyone wno may be; Black River. The first mail came
prob.ny prior to the summer sea- handling on an annual sticker said the Holland park staff has planning on visiting the park to on a private route from Manlius,
pout officet and arson Some per.'on* said they were jhe annual permit U a decal built temporarydirectionalsigns, go prepared with sufficient change the nearest
n
c ang ng car> an won purchasej \thich contains its own adhesive set up roadside contact stationsto operate these •ending machines
onc* a wee* boon . routes
stickers later since 'tie decal can t
and is appliedsimply by removing ’and provided turning vac* roan- and to be careful in the use of the '*<'re Establishedto Allegan. Grand
be tran-lerred‘o another vehicle
the backing paper and pressing
power and fund.' along with the machine fo place the money id the Rapids Grand Haven
The stickersmay be purchased
aumn't in** windshield The dailv regular maintenance
correct slot und to be patient
"rst school waa a small
on Saturdayand .'Sundaysat the
permit u a ticket type and haw
Violators of the new law will re- , four seconds until the permit is 02 ’OJSf °° ,fu' #NUhw«*t corner
drive contact station at the park
‘trip of adhesive at the top edge ceive a special violation noiiee.
vended heioje attempting to re °-' !he
term The
entrance StickerswiH ne j.old dur
sen .o soon moved to ()» utng the winter month*
through Friday from
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STICKERS FROM MACHINE
machine has b«en wt up at

Cemetery

and gradually extended north and
westward The area was quite

Voters

(

v

i

1847, that

Dominie A. C. Van Raalte and S

Annexation

Officials said that the Weather
Bureau has received several calls of the Jamestown Village School Visscher. Clarence Klaase'n. W A
since Monday reportingthe bright District to the Hudsonville School Butler,. Willard C. 'Wichers. Laobject. Venus, the evening star, is District by a margin of 101.
verne Seme. Guy E. Bell. Herb
visible in the west for only a short
The other proposals on the bal- Holt. Gordon Strcpr. James E.
time each year.
lot were also passed. These con- Townsend.ConsultantScott Bagby,
cerned the acceptance of the Ronald Dalman Joe Roermk and
Ticket Driver in Crash
Jamestown Village school debt Arie LeFeber. the latter a Dutch
Holland police cited Phyllis P. and the increase of millagc one bulb salesman.
Cornell. 31. of Howell, Mich, for mill to cover the debt. A total of
improperbacking after her car 305 votes were cast,
Miss Nell Leenhouts and Mrs
struck the side of a car driven I A proposal to consolidate 13 Ray Lieffers ol Holland have reby Gordon R. Jones. 31, of 2238 school districts northwest of Grand turned from Chicago where they
South Shore Dr , at 9:32 a m. to- Rapids, including two in Ottawa attended the spring Gift Show in
day on WashingtonAve. near County, was defeated at the polls the Palmer House. LaSalle Hotel,
28th St.
Tuesday in a special election.
and the Merchandise Mart.

Jxi

j*

degrees. (Sentinel photo)

at the time, keeping the
settlementson high
ground There was one Indian settlement on a site now occupied by
J. Heinz Co
A marker in PilgrimHome Cemetery near the main entrance north
of 16th St. shou> the original site
a discussionon the use of buffer struck from behind by a car driv- of the first log church The Van
en by Arnold Mokma, 20) of rural Raalte family burial plot lies
parks in the zoning ordinance.
Issue
| slightly to the north. Tombstones
Four members of the Allegan Holland.
Ashley (the deputy said no one for Dr. and Mrs. Van Raalte were
City Planning Commission attendby
restored Jor FoundersDay celeed Tuesday's meeting as guests. was injured in the mishaps.
bration in 1957.
HUDSONVILLE - Voters here Present were Ernest Phillips,
The Holland settlement grew
A meeting of the Ottawa County
Tuesday approvedthe annexation Lawrence Wade. Mayor Robert

the

;

/,

risen to 31

Holland detectivessaid WednesI HAMILTON
WAMtlTftV - Allegan
411*ojn County
fnuntv
12-year-old Junior High
The
Holland
Planning
CommisJ deputy Roy Ashley of Hamilton,
School boy admitted stabbing David
Steenwyk.12, of 347 Washington sion at a regular meeting Tues- investigatingan accidenton M-40,
Ave. Monday afternoon as Steen- day night reviewed plans for a three miles north of Hamilton,
wyk and three other boys walked neighborhood shopping center for Tuesday didn’t have to move when
home from school.
Holland Heights Area and decid- he had to investigate a second
Detectivespraised school authori- ed to place the area ai Eighth St i mishap. Both accidents occurred
ties who had talked to the boy and and Paw Paw Dr. instead of at under identical circumstances,and
convinced him to talk to police if Eighth St and Brook Lane which one oi the drivers involved also
he had anything to do with the is in the vicinity of ll2lh Ave * j was named Ashley.
stabbing The boy turned himself The commission also reviewed Ashley said a car driven by
in to police a short while later.
professional offices at 22nd St. and Joseph L. Ashley, 49. of Allegan,
The boy told police he had shop- Michigan Ave. but made no de- headed north on M 40. slowed down
lifted the shea'll! knife from a cision.
when the exhaust from a car ahead
downtown store earlier in the day.
The commission approved vacat- ol him obstructed his vision. AshHe said that several boys had ing First and Second Sts and ley's auto was hit in the rear by
tossed snow at him and that he Central Ave. in the site for the a car driven by William Funckes.
became angered and stabbed new sewage disposal plant
24. of Hamilton The mishap ocSteenwyk.
Received for study was a petit- curred at 8 a m.
Authoritiessaid the boy will be ion from owners in the vicinity
Funckes' wife drove to the scene
turned over to Probate Court. of 40th St and Central Ave. pro- to pick up her husband. The exSteenwyk received three stitches testing commercial areas west of haust from her car blocked the
in his right side to close the wound Central Ave. and north of 40th vision of Albert De Haan, 42, of
caused by the stabbing at College Ave.
Grand Haven, headed south on
Ave. near 17th St.
Deferred for further study was M-40. so he slowed down and was

object was.
OfficiaLs said all calls reported
that the object was sighted about

Accordingto

mercury hod

Shopping Area ^air Accidents Holland

day a

Ottawa County Sheriff’s office in
Grand Haven also reported receiving abont a dozen calls from persons wondering what the bright

due

Admits

Stabbing Student

Creates Stir

„

aZ.

.

sections of the country during the week-

end had a change of heart in Holland Tuesday
and sprayed frosted beauty on Windmill Park, the

International

Federal Judge J. Cullen Ganey
in Philadelphia Monday levied
fines totaling nearly $2 million
against 44 individuals and 29 firms
for violating anti-trustlaws by
Lists
price fixings and submittingrigged
bids over a 25-year period. He also
sentenced seven executives to 30day jail terms and yesterday rePatient census at Holland Hosjected a plea to suspend their senpital reached a new high Tuesday
tences.

140 Patients

vision stationsoil over the country. It was 3

Several persons in tbe Holland
area reportingseeing a bright obsurvey indicated the following ject in the sky Tuesday night procities are studying possible legal bably were viewing the planet
action: Kansas City, Mo.; Kansas Venus, accordingto officials at
City. Kan.: Pittsburgh: Denver; the Grand Rapids Weather Bureau.
Portland, Ore.; Milwaukee,Wis.;
Holland police reported that they
Salt Lake City; Madison, Wis.; had receivedseveral inquiries from
and Birmingham,Ala,
persons sighting the object be-

A United Press

degrees
in Holland early Wednesday,the same low as
recorded Tuesday morning, but the shimmering

symbol of Holland's world-famous Tulip Time
festivals. This picture, taken by a Sentinel photographer Tuesday morning,Wednesday was trans-

in

city attorneyJames

quarters and Wayside Garden.
Southwood Plumbing and Heating. Hansen’s Drug, Sears. Don's
Flowers, Velvet Soft, Inc., Arndt’s

Holland Piano Organ

WINTER MORE BEAUTIFUL THAN SPRING?—
Old Man Winter who left plenty of grim scenes

rical equipment manufacturers con-
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Engaged

In

Dutch Drop

61-53

Win

tight defense

LAKE FOREST, ID. - Four free
shots in the final 30 seconds here
Tuesday night gave the" Lake
Forest College basketball team a
70-67 decision over Hope for the
sixth setback in 17 starts for the
Dutch this season.
Hope was leading 67-66 with 30
seconds remaining when center
Tom Lewis was fouled while going
after a rebound followingBob
Zigler'smissed free throw. Lewis
sank -two shots to push the Foresters ahead, 68-67 with 27 seconds

off

again on the Civic Center court

Tuesday night

as the

Stops Byron

For 6th Loss

and rug

ged backboard cintrol paid

* rsi

\

*

-
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Zeeland
Zeeland High School Principal
Lavern Lampen this week released

the names of 96 studentswho have
-Hudsonvillebeen named to the first semester
High’s basketball team won Its academic honor roll. The iistftnseventh straightgame here Tues- eludes students whose grades averday night as they scored a 55-47 aged "B” or higher for the entire

BYRON CENTER

Holland Christian’swinning for-

mula of a

Hudsonville

70-67 Game

Maroons

Aids

- -

mm

';
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Tight Defense

*

. ' /

Maroons

downed arch rival Grand Rapids

win over Byron Center for its sixth
OK League win in seven starts.
The Eagles are tied with Kelloggsville for the OK League lead.
After dropping their first three
games, Hudsonville has now won

first semester.

The freshmen class led the honor
roll with 29 names, or 21.3 per cent
of the class enrollment.The seniors

had 28 students on the honor
for 18.2 per cent of the class

list,

mem-

seven in a row.
bership.The sophomoreand junior
Byron Center tied the game, 47> classes both had 10.1 per cent of
A sellout crowd of over t.500
47 with 24 minutes of play re- their members on the honor roll.
fans looked on as the Maroons
maining but couldn'thit one-and- The list included names of 19 sophclosed out the home portion
one free throw situations the rest omores and 20 juniors.
of the game while Hudsonville The following studentsof Zeeland
their schedule. Coach Art Tuls’
cashed in on six free throws and High School have had grades of B
quintet has now posted 10 wins
a basket to take the eight-point or better throughoutthe entire first
left.
against three defeats, while the
win.
semester of the current school
The Dutch took the ball down the
class A Grand Rapids Eagles are
Hudsonvilleled 13-10 at the quar- year: Judith Aldrich, Stan Bergs
floor and set up a play with Jim
now 9-4. Earlier this season the
Vander Hill the triggerman. Van- ter and 28-22 at the half. The third ma, Claudia Burckhardt (exchange
period score favored the Eagles, student from Germany i, Sheryl
Miss Jeon Scholtcn
Furniture City crew defeated the
der Hill fired a jump shot and the
Mrs.
Douwina
Scholten
of
Steen,
42-38.
Dannenberg. Wayne De Vries,
locals 61-56.
bail bounced up on the rim, bouncJim Walma and Bob Holleman Gladys Drost. Doris Eding. Donald
The contest was close through- Minn., announces the engagement ed again and then slid off.
out although the Hollanders held of her daughter, Jean, to Edward
In trying to recover the ball, each had 14 for Hudsonvillewhile Essenburg. Alice Hanselman,
the upper hand most of the time T. Bosman, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hope fouled John Sime and the Terry Gale picked up nine and Karen Hungerink.Lilli Jokiranta
Larry Boldt and Phil Hoezee each (exchangestudent from Finland),
after a nip and tuck first quar- Edward Bosman of Holland.
Lake Forest guard sank two shots
Miss
Scholten
is a senior at Hope
had six and Bob Allen completed Gary Klingenberg, Barbara Kooiter. Grand Rapids did make a
with two seconds remaining to
man, Loren Meengs, Bonnie Hartdesperate comeback late in the College and Mr. Basman is station- give the Foresters a three poinl the scoring with two.
The Eagles will host Grand gerink. Fred Ringia, Dennis Ten
third period to hold a momentary ed at Bunker Hill Air Force Base victory.
in Indiana.
one point margin.
Hope saw an eight-pointlead Rapids Lee in an OK League Broeke, Gary Van Dam. Janice
game Friday night.
A June wedding is planned.
Van Dam, Darwin Vanden Bosch,
There were several bright feavanish in the final 3W minutes. The

Christian. 61-53.

game for the Maroons
in additionto taking the big victory. One was that the locals
actually beat the Eagles ,at their
strong point— rebounding.Hollind's
forward wall which includes four
tures in the

Dutch were leading, 65-57 with four
minutes to play but scored only
two points the rest of the game.
The contest was close all the way
and during the first half the biggest margin between the teams
was five points.
Lake Forest took a three-point,
38-35 halftime lead. Hope caught
Holland area horse owners, who the Foresters early in the sfccond
have shwn at the various shows half and the teams were tied, 4444. Hope then jumped ahead and
in Holland each summer, copped

Horse Owners
Receive Top

CLUBHOUSE BIRTHDAY CELEBRATED

Sandra Vander Kooi, Jane Van
Dyke, Karen Van Liere, Eudell

Fennville

Members

V rede veld, Linda WalMary Watt and Dorene Wiel-

Vis, Doris
ters,

enga.
Junior Class: James Berends,
FENNVILLE - FennvilleHigh’s Jane Bouma, Robert Brinks, Linda
basKetball team defeated Martin, Busscher, Robert De Feyter, Ruth
41-36 here Tuesday night for its De Vries, Dorothy Folkert,Robert
fifth Al-Van League victory in 11 Formsma, Roma Hansen, John
starts and its' seventh in 13 tries Hartgerink, Carol Huyser, Roger
Kroodsma, Betty Lampen. Janice
this season.

-

of the Woman’s Literary Club are
shown entering the Clubhouse for the 47th anniversary of the Club Tuesday afternoon. The

Beats Martin

Clubhouse was dedicatedon Feb. 7, 1914. A
dance program by Renate Harmon and a tea
party in the recentlyredecorated tearoom of the
club were feat ires of the anniversary event.
• (Sentinelphoto)

Dance Program Featured

players, Frank Visser, Ken Disselkoen, Clare Van Wieren and
Paul Steigenga did a tremendous
rebounding job against an Eagle
front line that averages at times
A double celebrationdelighted Johannes Brahms; Poor- Scareover 6'3". The big key to Grand
members of the Woman’s Liter- crow," a pizzicato polka by StraRapids’ nine wins has been their
The
Blackhawks
led all the *vay Meeuwsen, Richard, Miyamoto,
moved toward its eight-point
ability to control the boards.Their some of the awards at the annual
and enjoyed a 10-point margin at Ruth Mulder, Gayle Nyenhuis, ary Club Tuesday afternoon when uss and concluded with a flowing
margin.
they celebrated he 47th anniver- majesticViennese waltz, "Blue
“Arctic Antics," the first comfront line performers are Tom Michigan Horse Show Association
Vander Hill topped the Hope the start of the fourth quarter. Loaise Voorhorst. Lester Zischke sary of the dedicationof the Club- Danube," by Strauss. Her lovely
petition of the Western Michigan
Vander Woude, Rick Duistermars
Fennville led 32-22 at the close and Bonnie Zuverink. *
award dinner Sunday in Lansing's scorers with 27 points. He pushed
Sophomore Class: Judy Bartels, house. A charming dance recital costume drew applause from the Sports Car Society,will be held
and Gary Spoelhof.
of the third period but were outCivic Center.
his season's scoring total to 365
Sunday, Feb. 12 on Lake Maca
Another bright spot in the
scored 13-9 in the final eight min- Robert Barton, David De Bruyn by Renate Harmon and a tea party audience.
Gerald Heldcr of Holland, a points in 16 games for a 22.13
The tearoom was spring-like with tawa.
Maroon victor}’ was the strong member of the board of directors, average/ Vander Hill made 11 bas- utes as the Clippers narrowedthe Carol De Vries, Lois Dykema in the club tearoom chased away
flowers and tapers. Members of
Registrationfor the event begins
bench which came through with
Marilyn Johnson, MargaretKaper, midwinter doldrums.
was master of ceremonies for the kets in 23 tries and added five gap to six points.
Starting off her interpretations. the education committee of the at 11 a m. and sports car members
Stellar play when the pressure was
The
winners
held
a
8-5
first Milicent Koeman, KathleenKooievent and presented the 1960 cham- free tosses, tform Schut traifed
greatest.For most of the last
period lead and were in command, man, Jay Lehman, Marcia New- Mrs. Harmon selected the slow- club ’poured. Arrangements for the are expected from Holland, Muspionship awards.
with 12 points.
house, Camellia Plasman, Gene moving Debussy "Danse Sacree." tea were made by Divisions II and kegon, Grand Rapids and throughhalf and all of the pressure packMr. and Mrs. Gerrit J. Buth of
Tom Lewis, 6’3” all-aroundLake 19-14 at half. Ron Chase and Ted
Quickly changing costumes,she IV with Mrs. Lucien Raven and out Western Michigan. The event
ed third period, Tuls used three
Strnad each had 11 for the win- Poll, Sharon Rigterink, Daniel
Coopersvillewith Pretty Caprice Forest athlete, made 30 points for
also changed moods to dance the Mrs. Richard . Oudersluys, Mrs. will be held at the Red Cross swimJuniors, guards Paul Tuls and Jim
ners while John Damanskas added Shepard, Sharon Veldhuis, Shirley
won
the amateur three-gaited the winners. He canned 10 bas“Slavonic Dance No. 8.” by Anton Sidney Johnson and Mrs. Harold ming site on Ottawa Beach Road
Fredricks and starter dteigenga
eight. Jerry Fuss scored 13 for Watt. Jo Ann Yearry and Linda
award and the open five-gaited ket and added 10 free throws. Phil
Dvorak, a wild Bohemian type Boles and their committees.
just west of 168th Ave.
along with Visser and “reserve’’
Martin.
Zolman.
award with Golden Symbol. The Sokody added 17 for the Foresters.
During the business meeting, Time trials will be held on the
Fennville plays at Lawrence in
Freshmen Class: Sue Achterhof dance.
Disselkoen.All played a smart
other championship by the Buths
Coach Russ De Vette felt Lake
game against a variety of dean Al-Van League game Friday Jane Baron, Mary Brouwer, Judith Two Peer Gynt selections, “Sol- Mrs. Carl Harrington, president, frozen surface with competitiors
was gained with Country Cousin in Forest had a slight edge on the
fensive manuevers thrown up by
De Roo, Edwin Driesenga, Linda vejg’s Song,” and “Ase's Death" asked for the report of the nomin- attempting to lap a marked course
night.
overall rebounding but thought
the Amateur five-gaitedclass.
by Edvard Grieg were hauntingly ating committeewith Mrs. Julius in the shortestpossible time.
Drost, Ethel Everts, Bruce FormsCoach Wes Vryhof's invaders.
The three Buth champions are Hope had the edge on the defensive
Any car weighing less than
Grand Rapids took the edge in
Cager Has Measles
ma, Linda Hossink,Lois Jacobsen interpretedby the Viennese dancer. Karsten presentingthe slate.
in training with Mike Walker of boards.
Changing again in mood and
Announcementwas made of the 3,000 pounds and not equipped with
the shooting department with 21
GRAND
HAVEN-Rog
Weavers. Donald Kroodsma, Irvin Kuipers
Merabode Farm in Holland.
He complimentedthe work of
fielders in 60 tries for 35 per cent.
Grand Haven's 6'5" sophomore Gloria Marlink, Sheila Meeuwsen gaily costumed. Mrs. Harmon step- special event to be held on Feb. 21 tire chains or tires having exMrs. Gerald Helder of Holland Capt. Bill Vanderbiltand Ek Buys
ped up the tempo with a polka when a membership participation posed metal or abrasivemay comThe Maroons were not far behind
center,has the measles and may Keith Miyamoto. Karen Nyenhuis,
and Abbreviation won the reserve on working the defensive boards
by Strauss,"The Sweet Old Fash- meeting .will be “Our Heritage in pete.
with 24 baskets in 71 attempts for
not play against Muskegon Heights Benjamin Nykamp, Mary Piers
championship in the Green Work- while Vander Hill’s shooting was
ioned Girl.'* Then she continued Treasures," in a public display of
Chairman Philip Van Hartesveldt
about 33 per cent. Both clubs hit
Thursday. Weavers turned in a fine Bonnie . Redder, Sally Rice, Joe
ing Hunters. Several other win- praised by the Hope coach.
with "HungarianDance No. 6," by antiques in the Clubhouse.
said contestantsmay practiceun45 per cent in the second half.
game againstTraverse City Satur- Riedl, Ruth Shermer, Aon Van
Hope scored 28 baskets while the
ners of state awards took honors
til the first timed run at noon and
The losers used a sagging deday and came down with the Dorp. Linda Van Koevering, Susan
at the Holland Horse Show and Foresters had one less from the
each entrant will have two timed
Van Koevering, Betty Vis, Donna
jefense in an effort to stop the
measles after the game.
Castle Park Show in 1960.
floor. Lake Forest picked up 16
runs. Registration is open until the
Maroon forward wall. Both clubs
Voorhorst, Carol Zylstra and Ruth
Buth was re-elected presidentof free shots while the Dutch made 11.
second runs begin.
forced numerous ball handling erZwiers.
the organizationand David Bedell The Dutch return to M1AA Vcnhuizen, g
In this type of event the cars
James A. Vander Warf, Machinrors with effective defensive tacof Flint was re-electedvice presi- action Saturdaynight in Adrian. Hesselink,Jim, f
compete one at a time. Four trophist Mate, Fireman Apprentice.
tics.
dent and secretary-treasurer is The Bulldogsare 5-2 in league
ies will be awarded, with a special
USN, is home on leave from the
Grand Rapids moved ouf quickTotals ..... 28 11 18 67 U.S. Naval Training Center, Great During the next few weeks as Creek and Battle Creek Lakeview. trophy for the woman driver
Mrs. J.
Neath, Jr., of Lowell. action and host Kalamazoo tonight.
ly to a 5-0 margin, before Van
Lake
Forest
(70)
the Michigan prep teams move The winner of the Battle Creek achieving the best score.
Bedell, William Brittainof Wol- Hope is 6-2 in MIAA action and
Lakes, 111., wliere he has just comWieren connected for the winners.
FG FT PF TP
toward the end of their basket- district will also advance to Kala- All contestantswill receivedash
liamson, Buth. Wendell Locke of the Dutch defeated Adrian, 87-76.
pleted
the
Navy's
Machinist
Mate
The Eagles led throughout until
Sokody, f ......... 8 1 4 17
Hope (67)
ball scheduled, the main thought mazoo for the A regional in the
Hickory Corners and Mrs. Neath
plaques. Assisting Van HartesSchool. Upon completion of his
the Maroons closed fast with six
FG FT PF TP Dragisic, f .... .... 3 2 3 8
will be on the state tournament. Western Fieldhouse.
were re-eletceddirectors.Joseph
veldt are Bill Buis and Ed Easter.
leave he will report for submarine
straightpoints, to force a 9-9 tie
5
2 27 Lewis, c ........... 10 10 4 30 training at the U.S. Naval Sub- “March Madness" has been used The winners the A districts at The event will be run in an area
Sinkule of Ann Arbor was elected Vander Hill, ..... 11
at the quarter.
5
3
3
4
9 Sime. g ........
1
......
a directorand the terms of direc- Buys,
marine Training Base. Groton. to describe the annual prep tour- Benton Harbor. Portage and Lans east of the Red Cross swimming
Holland added 10 more points
2
0
0 6
8 Zigler. g ......
Vanderbilt,c ..... 3
tors run three years.
site. Van Hartesveldtsaid, where
Conn.
James is the son of Mr. and ney and for three weeks in March ing Everett.
without permitting the invanders
0
0
4
3
9 Kelly, g .......
many prepsters will experience The winner of the Kalamazoo the absence of streams,springs and
P. T. Cheff of Holland is also a Reid, g ........... 3
Mrs. John A. Vander Warf of 8148
to score to take a 19-9 bulge mid0
6
1 12
happiness and heartbreak.
regional will play the winner of
/
river currents and assures a uniAdams St., Zeeland.
way in the period.Big Steigehga director. A total of 350 persons at- Schut, g ..........
0
0
Totals ....... ... 27 16 14 70
The MichiganHigh School Ath- the Ypsilantiregionalin Class A form ice thickness.
Nederveld, c ...... . 0
tended
the event.
The Rev. Adrian Newhouse. paswas the difference with three retor of First Reformed Church, letic Association Bulletin reports and the Kalamazoo B regional The committee has laid out the
bound shots. Grand Rapids caught
that the district tournamentwill winner will play the Battle Creek
used for his Sunday morning sercourse so that 75 per cent of it is
fire to marrow the deficit to 19mon topic “Limited Atonement." be held March 7-11 while the regionalwinner.
over water witff a depth of three
15 before the clubs played on even
regionals ' are slated March 14-18
Holland was again listed as
The. anthem was “RememberNow
feet or less and the remainder of
terms for the last two minutes,
and
the
quarter
finals will be possible site for a quarter-final
thy Creator," Adams.. The Senior
it being no more than six feet of
giving the locals a 25-20 halftime
March 22. The semi-finals are game on March 22 but a check
ChristianEndeavor Society was in
water or less, Van Hartesveldt
lead.
charge of the evening service. March. 24 and the finals March with Civic Center manager Earl said.
The pace was fast and furious
25.
Price showed that the annual
Jerry Lamar was song leader,
during the third quarter as the
Sports Show will be in the buildHolland
Christian,
with
Raymond
Nancy
Plasman,
pianist
and
Linda
Young People to Sponsor
Eagles made their bid to overtake
ing that week.
Holwerda
as
tourney
manager,
Hansen, organist. The invocation
ihe Maroons. Paced by center VanTwo Class A semi-finalgames Program at Local Church
was given by Garvin Mulder, scrip- will host a Class B district.Chrisjjer Woude with three baskets, the
Young people from Maple Aveture reading by Loren Meengs and tian, Hudson' ille Unity Christian, will be played in the Jension Field.osers overtook the winners and
Terry Maurits, girls trio consisted West Ottawa, Hudsonville, Alle- house on the Michigan State Cam- nue Christian Reformed Church
managed a 40-39 bulge at the 1:29
pus in Lansing at 7 and 8:30 p.m. will sponsor a program to be preol Mardee Van Kley, Donna Zwy- gan and Zeeland will play.
mark on a fielder by Duistermars.
State officials reported, that the Friday while one Class B game sented Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in
ghuizen and Camellia Plasman,
Disselkoen came right back for
prayer by Joyce Nykamp, Charles district draw can not be held prior will be played at 7 p.m. in the the church by Robert Brower.
Christianto give the Maroons a
Lansing Sexton gym.
His program entitled “In These
Hansen. Sally Yntema. The follow- to Tuesday, Teb. 28.
11-40 margin going into the last
Two Class C games are slated Ways" includes colored slides, porThe
winner
of
the
Holland
B
dising topics were given: "On Your
guarter.
Then came some heady offenMark! Get Set! Go" by Sharon trict will play in the regional in at 7 and 8:30 p.m. in the Lansing traying God’s hand in nature,corPluister: "Can We Count on Western Michigan University Civic Center and two Class D related with stereophonic sound.
sive play on the part of the
*
Maroons as they shot to a 47-40
You?" by Bruce Everts: “Beyond Fieldhouse in Kalamazoo. Other games will be played in the Intra- Mrs. Alvin Heerspink will be sololead on some fine shooting by
the Call of Duty,” by Marcia New- districtwinners in the Western mural Sports Building at Michi- ist.
Refreshments will be served by
Visser. Vander Woude and Jim
house and “In The World Togeth- regional include:St. Joseph, Port- gan State at 7 and 8:30 p.m, Frimothers of the young people.
Verburg hit two to narrow the
er," by Linda Hansen. The Bene- age, Grand Rapids Godwin Heights day night.
Proceeds of the free-willoffering
gap to 47-44 at the 5:00 mark.
diction was given by Dr. J. Van and Grand Rapids Rogers.
Holland will play a Class A disThe Black Hills is a group of will go toward the raising of funds
Visser again took over to up the
Peursem.
to the Summer
Maroon total to 52-44 with 3:49 left.
At the morning worship in Second trict in Battle Creek in the Percy mountainsin southwestern South for representatives
Pressing tactics on the part of the
Reformed Church, the Rev. Ray- Jones Hospitalgym against Battle Dakota and northeasternColorado. Workshop on Missions.
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Eagles were of no avail as they
never got closer than seven points
ap^'n
Visser led the locals with 22
p0int>,whue Vander Woude had
11 for the losers At the charity
stripe, Holland hit on 13 out of
27 while the Eagles collected11
out of 1".

Christian now prepares for
another tough one when they take
on potent Allegan on Friday at

rt*
SB*
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— Those two Holland
High wrestlers prove that there is a spot in interM hqlastic wrestling for all weights. Ned
Gonzales tleft). is the top 120- pound wrestler
at Holland and is team co-captain while Steve
ALL BOYS WRESTLE

mond Beckering preached the sermon “Everlasting Love” and the

Penna is

the team’s smallest wrestler at 103
ixwnds. Both have competed in all of Dutch
meets this season.. The wrestlers, coached by
Bob Weber, practice in Jefferson School.
(Sentinelphoto)

will enjoy a patriotic tea and pro-

gram to be presented bvjBroup I.
On Tuesday evening at 7:30 p.m.

Allegan The Tigers with a veteran
club ha\e dropped just three
games and the Maroons were hard
pressed to take a 9-47 win early
in the season.Professional“rassling” has left “little man.
Holland Chr. (611
“He looked real good and wresthe impression that only the “big
FG FT PF TP guys” can take part in the sport, tied three men and pinned all
6
Steigenga, f
The “grunt and groan" crowd three of them.’’ W e b e pf said,
Van Wieren. f
3 10 are strictly entertainersand they “Penna did an outstandingjob and
Visser, c
1 22 are following the old adage of he had enough skill to pin the three
Bouman. g
5 "the bigger the} come the hard- Abo were all fois own size,” Weber
Windemuller, g
1 2 er They
said .
0
Tuls, g
Bu: interscholastic wrestlinghas, “While the opponents were exDisselkoen. f
nothmi: in common with “rassl- hausted and you would think Penna
0
Fredricks, g
ing ' These boys are trained in , would be tired, he manhandledhis

the Guild for Christian Service of
First Reformed Church had as
guests, women from Faith and
135-pound opponent and Jim Dyk- Second Reformed Churches. Dr.
stra pinned his 175-pound foe. Jim Tena Holkeboer was the speaker.
The Rev. Edward Tanis, pastor
Lamberts was defeated in the 186of Faith Reformed Church, used
pound bracket.
“If we had kept ihe official the topics “Honor His Name" and
score Holland would have won. 85- “The Offense of the Cross " for his
32." Weber said. Muskegon Cath- Sunday sermons.
The Rev.
Hooker, exchange
olic is just startingwrestling and
sought the outside competitionand pastor from Rusk Christian Reinstruction, Gary Vande Karap of formed Church, was guest ministhe Western Theological Seminary ter at the morning and evening
servicesin First ChristianReform
u[-<tie moves and holds of j third opponent worse than the first officiated the bouts.
The Dutch, with
1-4 dual ed Church.
legitimatewrestlingand mterscho- one." Weber added
The Rev John H Bull of Over
l.isticwrestling is set up with! The Holland coach felt the rea- match record, wrestle their first
isel
Christian Reformed Church,
Penna
's
skill
j match away
from
home
Thursday
divisions for all
;son was because of
H< and High has had a wrestling and training he ha received in'in Belding Weber said he would was guest ministerat Third Christian Reformed Church
; h.ive Penna in the 103 pound clu.second lime this the wrestling program.
At the North Street Christian
\ si: while Ned Gonzales will wrestle at
"The same
same was true
jr.'irh wa.' started
Reformed
Church, the Rev, L J.
.s,
120
pounds
a in the 120- pound di
Coath Hou Weber,
aid “He wrestled two joys { Bosch will be the 127-pound vo.v Hoffman, pastor chose for his
iv a eight brackets,
waie teilant .nut Tom Klenbaas will morning topic ' God s Reaction to
ih of them.’
ani'iMled to many
wrestle at 133 pounds. Jim Rows Sin." His evening topic was Hun

All Sizes Benefit

3

sixes

f

Roosien f
Vander Woude,
Verburg. g

Pottma. g
Spoelhof. f
Critter

g

.
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From Wrestling Program

fall.”

24 13 12
Totals
Grand Rapids Chr. (S3)
FG FT PF
Duistermars.

Junior Welfare League Plans Valentine Bridge

anthems were “Holy Art Thou."
Handel, and “1 Sing to Thee."
Luvase. His evening topic was
“The Confessionof a Doubter" and
the anthem was “Listen to the
Lambs." Dett.
On Thursday, Feb. 9. the Ladies
Aid of Second Reformed Church

.
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New Girls Care}. Mrs. Chandler Oakes. Mis.
Jim Van Fleet is the Impound tor ol Bethei Christian Reformed Junior Welfare Uaiur Valentine Paul Kiomparew Mrs Howard
Van Dam will t hurvh. used lor his .Sunday topici* dessert bridge were discussed at Poll, Mr* Ralph Stolp.,Mr*
Jo)
wnv’le at
potiniisLambeiN Our Lord s Authority and “Thola regular meeting of the toafut | Delwyn Van Tongeren and Mrs
Tmwda) evening The bridge will j Everett Hart Other# on the com
or Co-capt Gary Smith will be Dove As Our Teacher
,• impound vhoue and Terry
j

iking at *om®
heii. Weber
< uieman for h
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Final plans (or thr
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Penno So* photo)

bu*MNs conducted by
president.Mrs. Ted Boeve.

In other
Ihe

plan# were ducu#sed for a square
dance on March 3 lor the Special

.
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Lawton

1st

FENNVILLE — Fennville High'i
basketballteam toppled previously unbeaten Lawton, 56-50 here
F riday night in one of the biggest
upsets in Michigan.

Fennville had four players in
double figures with John Daman-

way

skas leading the

with

Christmas on Jan. 5, at the home

points. Dickinson followed with 13

while Ron Chase added 11 and
Van Lonkhuyzen had 10. Strnad

and engineered passes to teamLawton led 13-8 at the end of
mates and engineered passes to the first quarter and continued in
teammates Adrian Van Lonkhuy- the lead. 27-25 at halftime. Ray
zen, John Damanskas and Donnie Feher is the Fennville coach.
Jim Dickinson.
Each team made 22 baskets with
The trio responded with four Fennville taking only 53 shots for
Miss BeverlyAnn Worcxokl
points each as the Blackhawks 41 per cent while Lawton had 66
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Warczak of
scored 12 points in the last eight shots for 33 per cent. Fennville route 1, East Saugatuck. announce
minutes. A tight 3-2 zone defense, added 12 of 18 free shots and the engagement of their daughter
employed throughout the game by Lawton had six for 15.
Beverly Ann, to Joseph Okrei Jr.,
Fennville.was the most effective
The Fennville reserves defeated son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Okrei,
in the final quarter and Lawton the Lpwton seconds, 50-40. Fresh- route 1, Holland.
only made 'our points.
man Bill Tuleja had 21 points for A September wedding is being
Lawton used a man to man Fennville,19 in the second half. planned.
press in the fourth quarter and Fennville hosts Mdrtin in an AlStrnad fought off the press to fire Van League game Tuesday and
the ball into one of the others plays at Lawrence in another
.

league contest Friday.

Sewer Fees Establish Fund
To Aid New Disposal System
What is happening to funds local is $88,324.40. There is $15,577.55
residents pay for sewer service cash on hand. The sum of $16,045
charges?
is on deposit for the first interest
By now, this is a well establish- payment due in the next few
ed fund which in time will finance months.
Before the sewer service charge
approximatelytwo-thirds of the
cost of Holland’s proposed $1,600,- was instituted, the bity budgeted
000 sewage disposal system, ac- about $40,000annually to operate
cording to the Board of Public the present sewer system which
Works.
has been operating under capacity
Sewer service charges were in- loads or greater for several years.
stituted about in July, 1959, for the
Sewer service bills are sent out
purpose of startinga fund which the same time as water bills and
three-month
would in time help solvp the sewer are rotated on

a

To be as fair as possible, the BPW
and City Council felt that persons
and firms using the serviceshould
pay the greater share and that
taxes should finance the lesser
share, when and if a new sewage
disposal system would be installed.

Last June 13, city residents
voted a $1,600,000 bond issue for a
new system. The program was set

up so that the sewer service
charge would pay approximately
two-thirdsof the cost and taxes
the remainder. Annual costs on
principal and interest are estimat-

ed at $100,000. Annual cost to taxpayers amounted to about a half
mill on equalized valuation.

basis.

The $250,000 federal grant toward

A

Women's Morning Prayer
meeting was organized last Wedtheme "IndividualCom- nesday in the church parlors.

With the
petence and the NationalWelfare,"
the conference Ls expected to attract a record attendance of more
than 7,000 secondary school principals from throughout the nation.
Major speakers include such well
known leaders as Paul-Henri
Spnak, secretary-general
of NATO;
George Romney, president, American Motors Corporation:Dr. David

D. Henry, president.Universityof
Illinois: James C. Worthy, vice
president, Sears. Roebuck and
Company; Will Scott, manager,
product planning office. Ford
Motor Company.

Eostmonville Mon

Mrs. Harold Slagl

conducted

proclamation expressed the sincere gratitude
of the city to the local corps for its devotion

and service during its 25 years in Holland.
(Sentinel photo)

The Tawanka Camp Fire grouj*
Waukazoo
schoolsmet on Jan. 16 at the home
of Robin Gebben. 'The .meeting
was called to order by our presi

of Beechwood and

Mr. and Mrs. John Mast, 117
Park St., Zeeland, announce the
engagementof their daughter,
Arloa. to Marvin Ten Harmsel,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Herman A.
Ten Harmsel, 11 West Me Kinley,

made

for an
Mist Corolvn

Lemmmk

dent, Nancy Roberts. We talked
about a baked goods sale and decided to have it on Jan. 28. Lunch
was served by Robin's mother,
Patti Nykerk, scribe.

The Cantepatimmms of Wauka-

Mr. and Mrs. Everett Lemmink,

Grandville, an- zoo school met on Jan. 10 at the
nounce the engagement of their home of their leader. Mrs. Orr.
daughter, Carolyn, to Willis Vry After the presidentcalled the meethof, son of Mrs. Cornelius Vryhof ing. we collecteddues and discussand the late Mr. Vryhof, 380 East ed plans for a council fire in honor
of our teacher. Mr. Blair. We also
24th St.. Holland.
A May wedding is being plan- decided to hold a candy sale on
Jan. 12 Colleen King treated with
ned.
candy bars. Nancy Orr, scribe.
The Chesk cah may Camp Fire
girls of Longfellow school met at
the home of their leader on Jan.
2413

Miami Ave.,

24. We discussed our memory
books and we re planning to attend the Camp Fire celebrationat
the Civic Center. W'e also discussed plans for our next meeting.
Sally Wildschut, scribe,treated.
Or Jan. 16. the 5th grade Camp
Fire girls of Lakewood school met
at the home of Mrs. Nutile for
their regular meeting.We sang
songs and played a singing game.
Mrs. Porter’s second grade Blue
Birds were our guests. On Jan.
23 we rehearsed for our Ceremonial. Each girl will take part.
We also had a treat. Susan Nutile,

North Holland

since its organization45 years ago.

Army Advisory Board Chairman, as Copt.
David Badgley looks on. The mayor's

scribe.

Miss Arloo Most

sewer service 799.34 the previous year.
Total investment of the water
charges for the year ending June
30, 1960, were $145,188.46. Opera- department amounts to $4,323,ting expenses for the year were 910.34 and total investment of the
$52,893.76,leaving $92,294.70. Of electric department is $6,939,277.03.
the latter figure $50,296.87 was in- The Board of Public Works currently is constructinga $5Vj million
vested and set aside.
As of Jan. 1, 1961. total invested addition to the light plant.

convened nationally in Michigan

Robert Visscher (center) presents an official
proclamationhonoring the Holland corps of
the Salvation Army on the 25th anniversary
of its founding to Rev. John Hagans, Salvation

a slumber party. All the girls took
refreshments. Karen Oudemolen,

total receipts from

Last Sunday evening Mrs. B. De
Vries, missionary to India brought
Earl Borlace, principal of the the message to the local church.
Special music was furnished by a
E. E. Fell Junior High and Jay
trio composed of Nancy, Shelly
W. Formsma, principalof Senior and Linda Oonk.
High School,along with about 650
The Prayer Meeting devotionsat
Michigansecondary school prin- Family Night on Wednesday night
was led by James Hulst and the
cipals will attend the annual conmeditation was given by Roger
ference of the National Associa- Vander Kolk of the Western
tion of Secondary School Principals Seminary.
in Detroit's Cobo Hall, Feb. 11-15.
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Sas and
This will mark the first time the Mrs. Elizabeth Ziel of Holland
NASSP, a departmentof the Na- visited Mr. and Mrs. Herman
tional EducationAssqpiation,has Brink in South Blendon last week.

Wa
SALVATION ARMY HONORED —.Mayor

party which was held the next
evening We went to the West
OttawaZeeland basketball game
and then to our leaders’home for

amounted to
compared with $91,-

To Attend Meet

T

books. We also planned a slumber

According to the 66th annual re- water department

Local Principals

of their leader, Mrs. John Kolean.
Shelly Kolean. their president, called the meeting to order, Mary
Menken called the roll and collected dues. We discussed Requirement No. 7 in Fire Makers
and planned to shop for, cook,
serve, and clea'n up after a full
course meal on Jan. 13 at* the
home of Mary Menken. The scrv
ers of -the differentcourses were
as follows: Mary Menken and
Grace Surink, appetizers; Stephanie Karsten, toss salad; Deb>ie
Miss Constance Joan Stielstro»
Nykamp. bar-b-qued pork steak;
The engagement of Miss Con- Shelly Kolean. whipped potatoes
stance Joan Stielstra to Herbert and rolls: Mary Percival. corn,
J. Vander Veen has been announcpeas and relish tray; Lavonnie
ed by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Simmons, milk and ice cream; and
Clarence Stielstraof Ludington. Barb Chaddock.cake. Shelly KoMiss Stielstra. a student at Pur- lean arrangedand set the table.
due University,is the granddaughAfter thoroughlydiscussing our
ter of Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Brink,
dinner, we had a treat of candy
255 Lincoln Ave., and Mr. and bars from our leader. We then
Mrs. Nick Stielstra, 713 Lakewood earned honor 611 in Home craft
Blvd.
and adjourned our meeting until
Mr. Vander Veen is the son of Jan. 10. Sub-Scribe.Shelly Kolean.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert C. Vander The dies cha may Camp Fire
Veen, of Lafayette.Ind. He is atgroup met at the home of Mrs.
tending Calvin College.
Visser on Jan. 19 Donna DeKosA September wedding is plan- ter had charge of the meeting
ned.
New officers were elected as follows: Karen Faultersack. . pres
Sheryll Glupker,treas; Donna
DeKoster, scribe. We made valentines for the hospital. On Jan. 12.

Cheryl Monchein had charge of
the meeting. We made colored
symbolgrams for our memory

cost of the disposal plant will be
paid as work is completed. Disposition of any residue in the sewer
fund, once the new system is completed, will be determined later. Zeeland.
The BPW feels that the people at
Plans are being
that time should determine April wedding.
whether bonds should be paid up
more quicqly or whether further
expansion is indicated.
The 32-page annual report,distributed this week, reveals a net
operating revenue of $539,553.45
for the electric department for
the year ending June 30, 1960, compared with $473,113.95 the previous
year. Net operating income for the

port of the Board of Public Works, $131,838.96,

*
wr n *U0 M:
kM
If

The Kozunda Camp Fire group
held their first meeting after

18

Lawton was ranked fifth in Class
sported a 12-0 record11,in- made four.
cluding a 66-50 victoryover FennDave Stephayn made 17 for the
ville earlier this season.
losers who dropped their first AlFennville was trailing 46-44 go- Van League game. Lawton now
ing into the fourth quarter but has a 9-1 Al-Van mark. Fennville
floor generalTed Strnad took over is 6-6 overall and 4-6 in the league.

problems of an expanding city.

1961

Loss

D and

under the basket.
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Engagements

Hands

Fennville

HOLUND

Miss Bonnie Cook

The engagementof Miss Bonnie
Cook to Wayne Wildschut has been
announced by her mother.
Miss Cook is the daughter of
scribe.
Mrs. Nick Cook and the late Mr.
The Odako group had a meeting
Cook of 351 East Lincoln Ave.,
on Jan. 24. We worked on our
Zeeland. Mr. Wildschut is the son
memory books and talked about
of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wildschut of
the Fly-up and the Smorgasbord.
3094 88th Ave., Zeeland.
Miss Anno Marie Krcnemeyer
Stephanie Wiersema. scribe.
Miss Cook is attending Tracy*
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Krone- The Wacinton Camp Fire girls
Beauty Academy in Grand Rapids
meyer. 2784 Van Buren St.. Hud- met at the home of Mrs. Haiker
and Mr. Wildschut is employedby
sonville, announce the engagement
on Jan. 23. We elected new ofthe Zeeland Realty Co.
of their daughter. Anna Marie, to ficers as follows: Althea Haiker,
A May 17 wedding is being planHerbert Dale Redder, son of« Mr.
pres : Lisa Klomparens. treas.;
ned.
and Mrs. Justin Redder, route 1, Jill Slocum, scribe. We also planDorr.
ned our Council Fire. Lynn KlaaThe couple plans to be married sen. scribe.
on April 7.
The 6th grade Towanka group of

OLD BUILDING COMES DOWN
faint reminder of the tower

—

Only a

on the Wool-

structure.Workmen of the Don Brink Excavating Co. are expected to have the building

m

worth Building at Eighth St. and Central Ave.

torn down

remains as workmen last week began tearing
down the old downtown Holland landmark.

demolition work now going on is being done

Built in 1889, the building is being razed and

blocked off Central Ave., between Eighth and

will

be

replaced

by a modern

one-story

three to four weeks. Most of the

inside the building. Demolition crews have

Ninth

Sts.,

each day during working hours.
(Sentinel photo)

Midwinter Luncheon Held

Car Misses

By Holland Garden Club

River Plunge

GRAND HAVEN - Five young
Midwinter spirits were lifted
Winners of the prizes for table
Thursday afternoon for members arrangements were Mrs. Frank people escaped serious injury at
of the Holland Garden Club at an
Fleischer and Mrs. Leonard Dick, 9:40 p.m. Friday when a car went
informal flower show and lunchout of control on the lift bridge
eon at the Wooden Shoo Restaur- Springtime: Mrs. C. C. Candee and
on
US-31.
Mrs.
Stuart
Padnos,
February
ant which 75 attended
The
car. owned by Al Schuler of
Table groups of four with a chair- Fair, and Mrs Stuart Schaftenaar
man of a committee aired gripes and Mrs. Padnos, Winter Wonder- Grand Haven, was driven by Danand gave constructiveideas to the land.
iel Richard Klempel. 17, also of
leader before rotating to another
Judges for the arrangements
Grand Haven. Klempel apparently
table to meet with other members were Mrs. William G. Winter Jr.
and chairmen. At the conclusionof Mrs. Wililam Schrier and Mrs. hit an icy vpot causing the car to
spin around, strike a northbound
Glerum Elementaryschool met at the luncheon, chairmengave brief Titus Van Haitsma
reports.Questions will be submitThe
March
meeting of the Gar- car driven by Darien Clerk Cumthe home of our gurdian, Mrs.
Brand. Nancy Raak. our presi- ted to Garden Club members on a den Club will be a joint meeting mins. 22. Grand Haven, then hil
questionaire to be passed on to with the Woman's LiteraryClub on
dent, called the meeting to order.
the bridge rail which saved tht
Tuesday. March 7. at 2 p.m. at the
Then we collected the dues and the board.
car from plunging into Grand
Mrs. Carl Cook, program chair- Woman's Literary Clubhouse. Mrs. RfVer
said the pledge to the flag. We
began working on symbolgrams man. introduced other chairmen, John Knight of Cuyahoga Falls. City police said the car traveled
several of whom showed slides Ohio, will be the guest lecturer.
for our names. I*ater.we are going
130 feet from the point of impact
to make headbands. Judy Van which were provided by Alvin Pot- She will use as her subjects, with the Cummins car, and chargter of the Camera Club.
"Fashions in Flowers" and "Color
Slooten, scribe.
ed Klempel with violationof the
Study group leaders announced; in Design."
ba.MC speed law
dates of forthcoming events and
Members were reminded to brine Riding with Klempel were Jil)
Mrs. H. Jekel Honored
invitedmembers to participateas their Garden Club books with Schuler, j;, Jeff Schuler. 14. Dali
a fulfillment of their membership. them to the April meeting.
On Her 83rd Birthday
ffoster. 16, and Beverly Faster, 14

the meeting. Plans are being made

to have these once a month.
A P.T.A. meeting from the North
Holland, Waverly and Noordeloos
schools will be held in the Beechwood school tonight. The children
from the three schoolswill present
the program.

Marvin Nienhuis submitted to
surgery at the Holland hospital
Thursday morning.
The next meeting of the North
Holland Extension Club will be
held Tuesday evening at the home
of Mrs. Albert Brouwer. The topic
will be “Mrs. Consumer goes to

I

All were treatedin Municipal Hos
ipital for bruises and abrasions.

Mrs. Henry Jekel was honored

Market." .

at a surprisebirthdayparty Thurs-

Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Bakker and
son, Peter, of Haarlem were Tuesday evening visitors at the home

day evening

at her

home on

Grand Haven

Jacob Vanden Bosch

Man

Honored on Birthday

-112th

Dies in Washington

|

The Schuler car was considerably
damaged.

Ave. She is 83 years old and makes
Children of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
her home with Mr. and Mrs,
V/ overly Club Has
GRAND HAVEN— John Huizenga, Vanden Bosch were entert
of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Bauman.
Gerald Jekel.
GRAND HAVEN
Simon F.
Miss Diane Koy Meistc
85. formerly of 116 Howard St in their parents home at 304 West
Party
Mrs Jekel was presented with Grand Haven, died Thursday in a
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Meiste
Misner. 91. died unexpectedly
17th
St.
Wednesday
evening
The
Wav€r|y
Activjty c,ub
Rev.
Luidens
Addresses
a corsage, plants, flowers and veterans hospital in Washington.
route 2, Hamilton, announce the
Thursday night at his home in
other
gifts.
Kastmanville.He was born in Guild at Bethel Reformed engagementof their daughter
D C , after a long illness He was
.:Mr:..Vanden
S 1 in'lhe scb0°l Thursday night for itj
Miss Dorothy Kolmon
In the group were her children born in the Netherlands and came
Diane Kay, to Harold Douglas
Muskegon County and lived in the
birthday annivers.
regular meeting which was
was folThe
Guild for Christian Service Stevens, son of Mr. and Mrs Har
Mr.
and
Mrs
Tim
Kalman
of
and
grandchiidren
including
Mr.
Eastmanville area for 55 years.
to this country at the age of 8 j Present were Mr. am M -Ger- lowed by a valentine party.
of Bethel Reformed Church met old De Feyter of 90 Riv&hills Zutphen announce the engagement and Mrs. Elmer Jekel of Grand
He retired from farming 20 years
He was a retired carpenter His , aid Vanden Bosch. Mr
Mrs
The Home Economics lesson on
Wednesday evening in the church Dr.
of their daughter. Dorothy, to Al- Rapids. Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
aga His wife. Fern, died in 1933.
wife. Bessie, died in 1957. He was | toorad Vlnden Bosu Mrs. La
Consumer Goes to Market"
basement.
vin
Russcher.
son
of
Mr
and
Mrs.
Jekel.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harvard
A
May
wedding
is
being
planned
S-rvivingare two daughters,
a member of Eastern Star, Elks
The Rev. A. Luidens showed by the couple.
verne Cook, Mrs. Mm;
Henry C. Russcher, route 3, Hol- Jekel, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob G. and Masonic lodges
Mulder, "* pr.'se,n'edby lhe lead«r>.
Mrs. Henry Harmsen of Coopers’Jake Zmdema and Mrs. Alvin
slides and spoke on Gospel through
land.
Essenburg. Mr. and Mrs. Henry E
*ter, Mr.
ville and Mrs. Gerrit Bennink of
A
veteran of the Spanish Ameri- Mr. and Mrs. H.»i
Strabbmg after which games wert
Ravenco Temple Time.
! Terpstra, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Grand Rapids: two sons. Leonard
can war, he enlistedon the day and Mrs. John De
Mr and | played Winning prizes were th«
Devotions were led. by Mrs. M. Christian Endeavor
' Nienhuis. Mr
andMrs
Eugene
i a"
"u
r'
and Floyd of Kalamazoo:10 grandMrs. Henry Beukemo
1 was declared and
Vanden Bosch. A cornet solo was Union Has Banquet
Mrs. Marvin A nden Bosch, Mesdames Julius Ryzenga. DenJekel. Mr. and Mr* Robert Jekel
children and eight great grandlater
was
promoted
to captain and
W. Fought and
Dies in Grand Haven*
presented by Tom ^teffens and
and
Mrs. Aimer anden Bosch, ms Stemfort.
; of Grand
Rapids, Mr and Mrs.
About 115 members of the Holchildren.
major
Doug Hartgerink.•
Mr. and Mr- ( ester Vanden Alvm Strabbmg. A potluck lunch
Harold
Achterhof.
Muss
Margie
land ChristianEndeavor Union
GRAND HAVEN - Mrs, Henry
was served.
Hostesses for the evening were
Jekel, Edwin Terpstraand Ivan! Surviving are four daughters, Bosch. Unable to t present were
gallwred m DurW Hall Thur.«i»y
;2
Judge Denies Motion
I’lM Hillcrest, Jekel Also present was Mrs J. j Mrs. Flint Haralson of Chevy Mmard Mill
tht Mesdames John Lieuwen, John
Laverne took.
In charge of the arrangements
GRAND HAVEN— Circuit Judge Bleeker.Charles Dams and Albert evening for the annual C. t ban- died at 1 15
were the Mesdames Alvin Kapen.
where he made hisj
Thursday
in her Bartels, mother of Mrs. Gerald! Chase, Md
quet to climax ChristianEndeavor
Raymond L. Smith Friday alter- De Maat.
ga Lawrence Prins and Ed
home
for ih last two years, Mrs. Hope JVs Lose Contest
home after a four-week illne.. I Jekel
... j
Week
Zuidema *
noon denied a motion to suppress
Grand Haven.
She
was
born
in
Grand
Haven,
Retre>hments
included
a
decor1 Ho -d
Hadaday
Highlight of the program was
evidence and dismiss the case of
.md and Mrs. To Calvin JVs, 93-72
Initiation,Installation
birthday cake Pictures were I Mrs Lad Sim
chalk artist. John Drolen of Kala- was a member of First Christian I
Y. C. Lyons. 35.
.
two
Lam
FraiicisStebh
Miss Lena Ver Hagc
mazoo Bryon White, student at Retormed Church and a life mem- ,J|ken of the group,
charged with possession ot {m- 'ea^re Mothers Meet
sons, John. J
tier
of
the
Senior
Ladies
Aid
Of Zeeland Dies at 85
bling memoranda Slate polite Mrs Cameron Cranmer was in- Western TheologicalSeminary.
die Ind
Harold of Ne'
society Slw- taught Sunday School Teammates Sit Together
found a pad of gamblingslips in Mailed as treasurerand Mrs was toastmaster and I-ee MefcVesi
grandchildren
ZEELAND - * Miss tni
All of the members of Holland
the glove compartment of Lyons ; Albert Boyce was initiated as a of Grandville was soloist and also for many years
grandchildren
Hage. 85. of 41
Surviving
are
the
huabtnd,
for-t
High
>
starting
five
last
*ca>on
car last Nov 17 when Lyons was member at a meeting of Mothers led group singing Misn Patricia
Zeeland, died
mer owner ol the Beukema Feed »a> together during the Hollandstooped for driving TO Vtiiles an of World War II held Wednesday Vaaoer Beek was pianist
home Friday. She
The
North
Holland
C
E
.society
*tore
on
North
Seventh
St
uo
Muskegon gam*- Friday ni?hl
hum in a 55-mile zone Lyons had at the hall Mrs Elmer De Boer,
tack outside her 1
had
the
largwt
percentage
ot
it*
daughters,
Mrs
Jay
Hop
ol
Muv
the
Clitic
Center
'All
are
presentgiven permissionto aearth his president , was in charge of the
mg
ly home becauw of wmesttr oxcar
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Holland City

News Sunday School North Blendon
\

Relativeshere were Informed of
the birth of a daughter to Mr.

Lesson
The

Light of the World

John

9;

24-38

P. Dame
This lesson tells about a miracle which brought sight to a blind
man. Through the performanceof
this miracle Jesus teaches us today that He is the Light of the
world and that He gives spiritual
vision to people blinded by sin.

By C.

I. Jesus always

The Home of the
U«Um4 City Newt

Junior High

saw needy peo-

"And as he passed by, he
Published every saw a man blind from his birth.”
T h u r • d » y by the
ientlnel Printing Co. Some people only see things, selOffice M - 56 Weit dom people. The disciples, seeing
Eighth Street, Holland,
this blind man asked whether he
ilgan.
Second claM poetage paid at or his parents had sinned. The
ple.

Holland, Michigan.

and Mrs. Ken Vender Kodde of
Grand Rapids. Mrs. Vander Kodde
is the former Patricia Westveld

South Blendon

of this place. At present the Van-

Furnace Co.

in observance of Youth Week the
Senior C. E. members took an
active part in the Sunday evening
service. Miss Linda Elzinga presided and gave the opening prayer.
Miss Myrna Aalberta and Miss
The Holland Furnace Co. was
Nancy Kamminga were at the orcharged
Tuesday with fraud in the
gan and piano, respectively. Clark
Elenbaas led the song service and sale of furnaces in Minnesotain
Miss Sharon Vande Guchte, Pres- a suit filed by Minnesota Attorney

In

der Koddes are staying with Mrs.
Roy Westveld at Borculo.
Mr. and Mrs. Duane Wolbers
are announcingthe birth
a
daughter, Sandy Lee, born at ButEight studentsof E. E. Fell ton Vruggink and Larry Huyser
terworth Hospital at Grand Rapids Junior High School received all gave the pastoral prayer. Ushers
last week Tuesday. Mrs. Wolbers A's. a 4.0 average, for the last were Bill Rynsburger, Kenneth
and daughter returned to their marking period in the first semes- Wabeke and Ro ger Kamminga
home here on Saturday.
ter. They are Tom Arendshorst, while Jerry Vande Guchte. Ray
Mrs. John Le Febre is assisting Jeff Hollenbach, Pete Notier, mond Steigenga, Roger Schepers
at the home of her children,Mr. Janice Sasamoto, Paul Steketee, and Donald Vruggink waited on
and Mrs. F. Brower, at Jenison. Sheryl Vande Bunje, Warren Van the congregation for the offering.
The Browers became the parents Egmond and Barb'ara Veenhoven.
Miss Gloria Vrugginkpresented
of a son last week Wednesday.
Getting 3.9 averages were Vicki the work of C. 2. International.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Martinie of Boere, Robert Brolin, Alda Grants, Rev. Roskamp delivered the mesAllendale were Tuesday evening Bev Kiekintveld, Marcia Ko$ter, sage choosing as his subject"God’s
visitors at the home of Mr. and Bob Oosterbaan, Mary Slag, Kay Interferencein Man’s Life." The
Mrs. William Berghorst.
Slaghuis, Marilyn Swank and specialmusic was a flute solo by
Mrs. Nick Elzinga accompanied Ronelle Vollink.
Miss Nancy White from the Tall-

Honor Roll

of

’

^

1961

Faces

Announces

-

Charge

Minnesota

Hamilton

1960

The newly installed pastor. Rev.
Ralph Ten Clay, conductedthe
Sunday services ii) the Hamilton
Reformed Church. His first mess-

Payroll Hits

age was entitled, "Buildinga Habi-

Hospital

Record High

" The Glrte’ choir,
accompaniedby Palmer Veen on

tation for God

Although hospital pay scales are

his cornet, sang. "When
Is Called Up Yonder.”The wel- employes of Holland City Hospital
coming consistorymembers were rose to a new record high of
Herman Nyhoff and Lawrence Leh$709,890during 1960, Fred Burd,
General Walter F. Mondale in man.
hospital director said today.
At
the
evening
service
Rev.
Ten
Freeborn County districtcourt.
In a few words, this is essenClay
used
as
his
sermon
text,
Local Holland^ Furnace Co. offitially the story of rising hospital
cials said today tbe news came "Every Man in His Place.” The
costs and Blue Cross rates.”Burd
as a complete surprisesince there church choir tang, "My Jesus I
said. "Most of the cost of operhad been no indication of such Love Thee.”
ating a hospital is the pay of em"Operation:
Motto"
was
the
Juncriticismin reports forwarded to
ployes. We can’t greatly reduce our
ior
CE
topic.
The
program
was
the home office here.
"We know of no complaints of by Ardith Van Dyke and Linda need for employes, as does industry, by using assembly lines and
the kind set forth in press re- Hauck. John Kleinheksel led the
eases in Minnesota, but in line devotions,song leader for Febru- elaborate labor-savingmachines."
"Hospital serviceis provided by
with long-standingHolland policy, ary is M?ry Elenbaas. pianistis
we will Immediately and thorough- Donna Ten Biink. Two students people, not machines. Their pay
constitutes from two • thirds to
ly ipvestigate these allegations. We from Western Seminary led the
know that some of them are wholly Senior C.E. They were Roger three-fourthsof the hospitalbill."
On the other hand, Burd conwithout merit and all are entirely Vander Kolk and John Bandt.
tinued,
nearly all of the money
Song
leader
for
February
is
Ben
contrary to long-established
company policy,” local officials said. Folkert,pianist is Jay Allen Leh- received by hospital employes
flows back again into the comThe Minnesota attorney general man.
the Roll moderate, the total amount paid to

plight of this man made them ask,
just talk, but they did not act—
Jesus acted. Jesus answered the
question of the disciplesby saying that neither he nor his parThe publlither shall not be liable ents had sinned but "that the Mr. and Mrs. John Hopp of Coop- The followinggot 3.8: Betsy madge Methodist Church and a
for any error or errors In printing works of God might be made
ersville and Mrs. Jane Barense of Aardsma, Jackie Brown. Marianne vocal duet by Misses Carol Vanan> advertisingunless a proof of
such advertisementshall have been manifest in him.”
Beaverdam to Holland last week De Jong, Harry Derks. Nancy der Wal and Karen Wabeke. Both
obtained by advertiser and returned The suffering of some gives God Monday where they celebratedthe
Diekema, Vicki Fris, Roger Lem were accompaniedat the piano by
by him In time fo corrections with the occasion to show his power
birthday anniversary of their sis- men, Harry Mussman,^ Mark Gene Wabeke.
such errors or corrections noted
munity for purchases of food,
plainly thereon; and In such case If and love. Jesus made the blind ter. Mrs. Jo Scholten.
The Junior C. 5 members and charged that the firm "fraudulent- The King's Daughters met on
Nieuwsma, Fred Pathuisr Linda
any error so noted Is not corrected, man do something too. We read
clothing, shelterand other necespublishersliabilityshall not exceed
Mrs. Henry Smit is spending a Plaggemars. John Wheaton and their sponsors, Miss C o r n a 1 i a ly intimidatescitizens into buy- Monday evening. Slides on Africa
sities.
such a proportion of the entire that Jesus “spat on the ground, month with her children and grand
were
shown.
A
welcoming
party
ing
furnaces
by
falsely
representZwyghuizenand Mrs. Dick Olsen,
Tom Williams.
cost of such advertisementas the and made clay of the spittle,and
According to Allan Barth, execfor Mrs. Ten Clay by all the
ing
that
the
prospect's
furnace
is
attended
the
Zeeland
C.
E.
Union
childrenthe Visser family.
space occupied by the error bears
Getting 3.7 were Loanne Bouwutive director of Michigan Hospital
ladies
of
the
church
will
be
on
to the whole space occupied by anointed his eyes with the clay,
Mrs. C. Meeuwsen and children man. Mary De Boer, Julie Ha- rally held Sunday afternoonat defectiveand that its use will resuch advertisement.
and said unto him, Go wash in
Association,hospitals together
Feb. 14 at 7:4. p.m.
of South Blendon were Friday worth, Myra Kiekintveld.Debora First Reformed Church in Zeeland. sult in asphyxiation, carbon morank as one of the largest emthe
pool
of
Siloam.”
Jesus
did
The
adult
class
party
will
be
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
visitors at the home of their par- Klomparens. Larry Stewart, Jan Aurtt Bertha from the Children's noxide poisoning,fires, explosion
One year. 13.00; six months. not even lead him there but orderployer groups in the state. The
held
on
Feb.
17
on
Friday
evenor
other
damage."
ents and grandparents, Mr. and Tregloan, Linda
12.00; three months, $100; single
Duren, Bible Hour was the speaker. The
pay of Michigan's 67,397 hospital
Local officials said the firm has ing.
copy. 10c. Subscriptionspayable n ed him to go. gnd he did and Mrs. H. H. Vander Molen
local
group
received
the
banner
advance and will be promptly “came back seeing.” It is much L. G. Houghton spent last week Janice Van Lente and Janice Wise. for having the most members pres- maintained its present six
Also on Feb. 17 the Worlds Day employes totaled $257,530,000rr
discontinuedIf not renewed.
Averagesof 3.6 went to Andrew
better to minister to the suffering
of Prayer meeting for women will nearly a quarter of a billion dolTuesday and Wednesday with relaent. The leaders at the Junior C. branches in Minnesotafor more
Subscriberswill confer a favor
Attalai,William Boersma, Bon
lars last year alone, Barth said.
bv reportingpromptly any Irregu- than to speculate about them.tives and friends in Muskegon and
E. meeting Wednesday evening than a half century and that they be held in the Overisel Christian
nie Conrad. Barbara Hilbink, Judy
larity In delivery. Write or Phone
II. An experience gives assurReformed
Church
at
2
p.m.
The
are
managed
by
men
who
have
Pentwater,
Thursday Mr. Johns, Delwyn Kleis, Karen Lub- were Douglas Vande Guchte and
EX2-231L
ance. The neighbors of the blind
Houghton was a visitor at the bers. Sheila O’Connor, Carole Norman Steigenga using for their had as much as 40 years of ex- speake rwill be the Rev. Everett
man found out from him that home of Mart Sterken at Holland.
perience in the business.Officials speaker will be the Rev. Everett
tppic "We Trust in God."
THE ‘EMERGENCY’
Oosterink, Barry Prins, Laurie
Jesus had healed him and they
In the Haven Reformed Church
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Stanley Elzinga
The
Rev.
A.
Roskamp
and
14 pointed out that the local firm is
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Watt and
RACKET
reported it to the Pharisees for and family of Grandvillewere Sun- Roberts.Gail Rutgers. Crystal
the only one which operates a the young people had charge of children have moved from their
C.
E.
members
attended
the
GoldWhen World War II came along the healing had taken place on
Slag. Doris Sterk. Joyce Stewart,
day afternoon visitors at the home
en Chain banquet commemorating branch system instead of through the morning service.Philip Maat- trailer home which was located on
the Congress passed a number of
the sabbath. The Pharisees asked of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Elzinga. Jim Thomas. Carol Vander Molen, the 80th anniversary of Christian independent dealers, and that it man was chairman and the folthe farm of their parents,Mr. and
“emergency"tax measures to help the healed man about what had
Alan Ver Schure and Mark
owing took part; responsiveread
Mr.
and
Mrs.
De
Graff of HolEndeavor
week
last week Thurs- is done that way so that the comMrs. Arend Vereeke, to Dowagic
finance the war. Since then the
Volkers.
happened and he told his story.
pany may completely control the ing by Liola dipping; scripture, where he will be teacherin journal“emergency"taxes on various The«man'sparents were asked and land were Sunday evening visi- Getting 3.5 were Lon Aussicker, day evening at the Faith Reformed
end use of its product, guarantee Sandra Mitchell; prayers, Gene ism, English and coach in the
items have been extended year they said that he was their son, tors at the home of the Rev. and Rick Coleman. David Dekker, Church in Zeeland. A film "The
oil, David Grissen, Roma Hanheating satisfaction, and fully proMrs. John Hommersons entertainGod of Creation” was shown.
Dowagiac High School.
after year.
sen and Rev. De Jong; special
born blind, but they did not know ed several members of the Senior Paula Frissel, Gregory Gilbert,
Mr.
and
Mrs. Nick Vander Wal tect its customers.
The Mesdames Willis ZwagerThe term emergency tax has about his healing. The Pharisees
The Minnesota complaint music by Nancy and Mary Ann man, Jim Klyrvstra, Henry Dolfin
Christian
Endeavor
Society
on James Glatz. Barbara Gosselar, and Lester visited Mr. and Mrs.
been used by Congress instead of tried to persuade the healed man
Sunday afternoon. Those present Roberta Hallan, Bonnie Johnson, Renzo Vruggink and Helen Sunday charges that the practices there Lugten. The offertoryprayer was and George Ohlman attended the
“sales" tax because the sales tax
given by Calvin Lohman. The
to give the glory to God but he were Misses Helen Richardsen, Mary Lievense. Bill Meyer, Mich- evening.
constitute"a public nuisance.”
annual Praise Service of the Fedidea was not popular. Therefore,
message entitled, "Impossible Neustuck to the fact that he once was Marcia Moll. Marilyn Lahar, Ruth ael Oonk, Laurie Pomp. Judy
The familiesof Willard and Gereration of Women’s Societies in the
a limited number of industries blind but now he could see and
trality” was given by Rev. De
Dalman. Marilyn Wolbers, Sharon Reinking, Diane Sandford, Faith ald De Haan attended the funeral
interest of Leprosy Missions at
were penaliied with high ''emerJong.
that Jesus had healed him. A per- Meeuwsen and Joni Hommerson Swets, Karen Swets. Howard Vene- servicefor their father and grand
the annal Board meetin held Mongency" taxes instead of low genThe evening sermon was en- day afternoon, Jan. 21, in Zion
son with a Christian experience and Preston Martinie, Dave Wol- klassen, Pamela White and Ann father,Fred De Haan, last week
eral sales taxes.
titled, "Faith Without Works Is
has a testimony. He knows that bers, Al Hoop and Dick Zwyghui- Wissink.
Wednesday afternoon at the Zaag
LutheranChurch. Plans for the
The latest example of the "emMr. and Mrs. Harold Whipple Dead " The Merri-Notes of Dren- Annual Praise Service Wednesday
Those receiving a 3.4 average man Memorial Chapel in Grand
something has happened to him zen.
ergency” tax racket is the oneand daughter,Miss Ruth Jean the furnished the music.
and no argument can make him
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Piers of were Lois Boersen.JoAnn Den Rapids.
afternoon.April 5 at the Prospect
cent additional federal gas tax
On Tuesday evening the Guild Park Christian Reformed Church
Fairbanks, Nancy
change his mind or make him Zeeland were Sunday visitorsat Uyl,
Mrs.
Roy
La
Huis
and
Mrs. Whipple, spent a few days in Wisenacted last year with the profor Christian Service met. The
doubt. The church is in need of the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Gebben. Libbie Hanson. Judy George Vrugginkattended the an consin.
were made.
vision that it would expire next
Mrs. Frank Wicks and Mrs. program entitled "Into All The The deacons meeting was held
people who can say, "One thing Lamar and daughters.
Jacobsgaard, Kristy Kammeraad, nual board meeting of the FederJune 30th. A move is underway to
I know, that, whereas I was blind,
Ahna Vander Molen of Grand- Barb Klaasen, Craig Leach. John ation of Women’s Societies Leprosy Harry Hutchins spent several days World Together" was yi charge of Tuesday night at the home of Mr.
continuethe tax and even increase
Mrs. R. Brower, Mrs. F. Billet,
now 1 see.”
ville spent Saturday afternoon and Leenhouts, Linda Lound. Luann Mission held last week Monday in Chicago visiting Mrs. William
and Mrs. Gerrit Berens. Wives
it above the present federal tax
Mrs. L. Lynema and Mrs. Roy
III. Jesus seeks his own. The evening with Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Mookie. Leslie Nienhuis, Mary afternoon, at the Zion Lutheran Gorgas.
accompanied
fcof four cents a gallon.State gas
Mr. and Mrs. R. Hoffman and Maatman. Mrs. Floyd Kaper led
Piersma, Peter Rector, Claudia Church in Holland. There were
longer the religious leaders talked Vander Molen.
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Hop. Mr. and
taxes range frorr three to seven
childrenof Glenn Ellyn. 111., spent Bible Study.
to the healed man the more he
Fred Le Febre and Jerry F. Reek. Vickie Sparks, Roxann 150 women delegatespresent.
Mrs. Harry Bowman. Mrs. John
cents a gallon not counting state
Sermon topics in the Christian Postma. Mrs. Joe Huizengaand
testifiedconcerninghis healing. Berghorst left the Grand Rapids Speak, Darla Stremler, John Ten
Mr. and Mrs. John Steffens last weekend visiting their parents.
sales and local taxes. In other
When the religiousleaders could airport by plane Sunday evening Cate. Arlin Ten Kley. Betty Van have received word of the birth Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Beck, at Reformed Church were. "The Mrs. Martin Tubergen spent last
words, state and federal "sales"
Holy Spirit Our Sanctifier” and
not force the healed man to say for Florida where they will visit Kampen, Earl Van Voorst, Linda ot a grandchild, a girl named Silver Lake.
week Tuesday afternoon with Mr.
taxes on a necessityare some 50
Mrs. Martin Bennett was a pa
Christs’ Call to Become Fishers
that Jesus was a sinner they be- the latter's parents Mr. and Mrs. Volkema. Rose Walton, Bruce Tamera Dawn, born Feb. 1 to Mr.
and Mrs. Dick Vander Molen of
per cent of the price of the progan to revile him and finally cast Fred Berghorst who are vacation- White. Jim White.
and Mrs. Harold Steffens of tient in Douglas Community Hos- of Men.”
Chippewa Drive near Ottawa
duct less taxes. $1 on every 10
pital last week. Sunday she ac
The young peoples society met Beach.
Getting 3.3 were Dennis Bobel- Euclid, Ohio.
him out of the synagogue. When ing there.
gallons of gasoline.
Jesus heard what had happened to
Sunday evening guests at the companied her daughter,Mrs. Sunday afternoon.The topic was
Henry Walcott of Zeeland was dyk, Nancy Bolhuis. Marc Busch,
Mrs. Jennie Barense spent MonIs it any wonder the worms
the
him he sought him and found him a Wednesday afternoon visitor at Jeanne Bruins. Donald Cook, Mary parsonage with Rev. and Mrs. A. Basil Monroe, to her home in Kal- presented by Henry Bergman and day, Jan. 31, at the home of her
taxpayers' arc beginning to turn
Paul Haverdinkoffered prayer.
and made himself known to him. the home of Mr. and Mrs. William De Haan, Dale De Jongh, Elaine Roskamp and family were their amazoo for a visit.
sister, Mrs. Johanna Scholten.in
and no longer believe their law
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mitchell and
The men’s societymet on MonFolkert,
Jane
Grebel.
David
niece,
Miss
Helen
Ypma,
student
Take
note of this fact — Jesus Berghorst. On Saturday afternoon
Holland with other relatives. The
makers when they talk about "temchildren of Huntington Woods re- day evening. The CalvinistCadet
found him after seeking for him. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Colts of Forest Hamm. Sharon Hoeksema. Judy at Calvin College, and Mr. and
occasion was the birthday anniverporary” taxes?” It is time to call
cently visited ,'their mother, Mrs. Corp also met.
The
healed
man
lost the fellow- Grove visited their parents the Jongsma. Larry Kearns. Colleen Mrs. Donald Van Ball from Grandsary of Mrs. Scholten.
a spade a spade and admit that
Laverne Davis*
Membership papers were receivLawson, Kathy Miedema. Kathy ville.
Mrs. John Posma, who has been
most temporary or emergency ship of the synagogue but Jesus Berghorsts.
The Saugatuck Past Matrons ed from Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Rab- staying with her children. Mr. and
Mr
and Mrs. Milton Vruggink
The
Vereeke family were guests Notier, Michael Oasterbaan, Paul
offered him a better fellowship.
taxes are just an excuse for perClub held its February meeting at bers coming from the Overisel
of the Edward Elzingas and not Prins. Tom Prins. Janet Steininger. and family of Hudsonvillehad supMrs. Gerrit Berens, moved last
manent sales taxes, which legisla- Jesus asked this man who had
the home of Mrs. Lloyd Waugh. ChristianReformed Church.
Mrs. N. Elzinga as stated in last Jim Stroop, Herbert Thomas. Gail per last week Friday and spent
week into the new home built east
been
asked
a
number
of
questions
tors are afraid to propose for fear
Preceding the meeting dinner was
Mrs. John Volkers was also reoi the Berens Home.
Van Raalte. Linda Visscher,Mary the evening visiting Mr. and Mrs.
concerning his healing."Dost thoti weeks column.
of losing votes.
enjoyed at Lee’s restaurant.
ceived by letter from the Overisel
James Vruggink and boys.
Mrs. J. C. Huizenga will ob- Wierda. Janie. W'indisch.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Klynstra reThe honest thing to do is to cut believe on the Son of God?” The
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nyhuis Mrs. Jessie Greiff is a patient Christian Reformed Church Mr. ceived word of the birth of a son
serve her 94th birthday anniver- Receiving 3.2 were Gloria Bailey.
healed
man
had
spoken
of
Jesus
out such subterfugesand if needs
in Community Hospital. Douglas. and Mrs. Dale Kempkers and
called on the Rev. and Mrs. Henry
to Cpl. and Mrs. Charles Klynstra
demand it. establish a general first as a man, then as a pro- sary on Feb. 12. She still enjoys Karen Bekuis. Richard Boven.
Mrs. Minnie Lundgren of Hol- three baptized children were reWednesday.Feb. 1. Cpl. and Mrs.
comparatively good health although James Brondyke, Susan Brooks. Fikse at Holland last week Wedphet
and
now
he
was
going
to
sales tax instead of socking a few
land visitedin the home of her ceived from the Park Christian
her eyesight is impaired.
Klynstra are stationedat Stafford.
Kathy
Burke.
Patty
Buurma.
Gail nesday afternoon. Mrs. Fikse is
learn
more
about
Jesus.
In
answer
industries with sales taxes running
son and family, Mr. and Mrs. Reformed Church of Holland.
Va.
Russell Wolbers waj the leader Campbell,Steve De Loof. Peggy being cared for by her daughter,
from 10 to 50 per cent, as with to the healed man's question. "Who
Eugene Lundgren.
Jerome Kleyi had his memberat the meeting of the Junior CE De Witt, Jack De Zwaan, Marilyn Mrs. Donald Bos.
Sandra Hungerink led the Chrisis
he.
Lord,
that
I
might
believe
telephones, transportation and
Guests of Dr. and Mrs. Arthur ship transferedto the Third Christian Endeavor topic Sunday afterDorgelo, John Dyiedzic. Barbar John Cook is now making his Thomas last Tuesday evening were
on him?” Jesus said. "Thou hast Society on Sunday evening,
gasoline.
tian Reformed Church of Zeeland.
home with H. Velderman at Zeenoon on "To Smoke or not to
The exorbitant tax on gasoline both seen him, and it is he that special service in observenceof Freise, Karen Granberg. Eileen
Mr. and Mrs. U. S. Crane am
The Music Hour Club met on Smoke.”
land.
Christian
Endeavor
Day
was
held
Griep, David Havinga, Craig Hills,
may be the straw that breaks the talketh with thee." The healed
Mr. and Mrs. Trevor Nichols of Monday evening at the home of
The special music Sunday eveat the Reformed Church Sunday Craig Hoffman, Alan Holleman, , The local school was closed last
camel’s back and brings a halt man responded by making a great
Fennville and Mr. and Mrs. John Mrs. Marvin Van Doorink. The
week
Friday
for
the
annual
Ottawa
evening. The service opened with Lynda Howard, Linda Johnson,
ning included instrumental ftumstatement.
"Lord.
I
believe"
and
to the deception practiced in the
Tucker of Holland.
program. "Rhythm Band Music” befs by John Vugteveenand Bob
County Teachers’ Institute held in
a song service in charge of Pres- Rex Jones, Dan Kleinheksel.
name of "emergency" or ' tem- then he worshiped the Saviour.
Mrs. Orville Millar entertained was in charge of Mrs. Floyd
Schronteboer of Zeeland.
Also Lorraine Miles. Linda the Grand Haven High School.
In this story John witnesses to ton Martinie.He also favored with
the. Douglas Past Matrons Club Kaper.
porary" taxes. The worms are
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Van Meter
The Ladies Aid will meet Thursa vocal solo. Prayers were offer- Miron, Carol Mouw. Margo Naber,
.turning against the temporary tax the deity of Jesus and that he
for a dessert luncheon last TuesThe annual polio <Jrive was held day afternoonwith Mrs. Les Bekand their mother. Mrs. Van Meter
ed
by
Richard
Dalman.
Marilyn
Jo
Ann
Nordhof,
Sharyanne
Overhad been sent by God into this
racket.
day.
on Monday evening by the Lion
from Grand Rapids, left last week
ins and Mrs. Albert Van Farowc
world to give light and life to all Lamar and Ellen Meeuwsen. The way, Judy Palmer. Sue Rowder,
Richard Hoffman, representing Club members.
Saturday morning with their houseas hostesses.
creed
was
read
by
Harold
Bieswho believeon him. The religious
Dave Ruddick, Roseann Schaap,
Saugatuck. will attend the citiSeveralladies attendedthe Leper
trailer to spend a month's vacaDonald Palmbos was hit by a
leaders could not. refute the fact of brock and Robert Berghorst read John Slighter, Bradley Spahr,
zens' council of the Grand Valley Board meeting in the Holland
tion in Florida.
car at Huyser school last week
the blind man's healing but they the scripture lesson. Speakers were Sandy Stasik. Bonita Stassen,
College Feb. 16 in Grand Rapids Zion Lutheran Church. Those presMr. and Mrs. Richard Vruggink
and suffered a broken knee cap.
Dies at
of
did their best to discredit the man Joni Hommerson on the subject Nikki Steele. Myra Swieringa,
The Rev. Ronald Fassett, pastor ent were Mrs. John Smidt, Mrs.
Mrs. Sherwin Hungerink is conW’illiam H. Haverdink. 80, of and Jesus and the miracle. Their "Forward For Christ and the Linda Tobias. Susan Townsend. visited Mrs. Marion Vrugginkand of Saugatuck Methodist Church, is Purlin Tanis and Mrs. Gordon
Faith last week Friday evening.
fined
to her home sufferingfrom
Church”;
Ruth
Dalman,
on
the
East Saugatuck Holland route 5 minds were darkened. The healed
Jack Vander Wege, Elaine Van
spending this week at Henderson Boerigter.Mrs. Addison Lohman,
Mrs. Allie Lampen is confined
asthma.
died at his home early Wednesday man accepted the fact and be- subject "What Is the Christian Huis. Phyllis Van Ingen, Sharon
Mich., where he is guest preacher Mrs. John Veldhoff. Mrs. Garry
-Mr. and Mrs. Harold Haasevoort.
after a short illness. He was lieved and worshiped his newly dis- Endeavor Pledge” and Sharon Van Lente, Betty Veenhoven. Leon to her home because of a- heart The Hendersonminister,the Rev
Alderink and Mrs. James Zoeroff.
Bruce
and Pauline and Mr. and
Meeuwsen on "Christian Endea- Ver Schure. Robert Walters, Irene ailment.
born in East Saugatuck. He was a covered Lord.
Marshall Saunders, was speaker in
The annual Community Council Mrs. John Boers and Dale from
vor and the Unified Finance Welling, Lorna Weyschede. Jim Mr. and Mrs. Dale Haverdink the SaugatuckChurch two weeks
retiredfarmer and a member of
meeting has been postponed to the
and boys of Beechwood, Holland,
West Olive were visitors last
Drive.” Other special music was
Wietzel, Bill Weswedel and Tom
ago.
evening of March 7.
visited
their
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wednesday evening with Mr. and
provided by the boys quartet and
Re,orm I
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Gorz
and
Working.
Dick Olsen and Phyllis and Henry
Mrs. Kenneth Haasevoort and
the entire Junior CE group. Rev.
Mr. Haverdinkis survived by
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Gorz left last
Averages of 3.1 went to Larry
Scotty of Borculo to celebrate
Hommerson delivered the closing Alferink, Charlene Bard, Mary Avink last week Thursday evening. weekend for Florida where they
one son. Gordon, and one daugh61
•
Mr.
and
Mrs. Herman H. VrugScotty’s second birthday anniverremarks.
ter. Mrs. George Zoerhof, both of
wiB spend a month’s vacation.
Becker, Calvin Bellman. Phillip
HAMILTON — Joe Slotman, 61,
The local Junior CE Society at- Bronkhurst. Steve Bronson, Dennis gink spent last week Wednesday Walter Holz, of the Michigan
East Saugatuck. seven grandchil- of route 2. died unexpectedlyTuesThe Mr. and Mrs. Club is col- sary. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hoffman
afternoon in Fremont visiting their
dren. one sister,Mrs. Frank Kooy- day en route to Holland Hospi- tended the Rally of the Zeeland Clark. Cheryl De Witt. Terry Driy,
Department of Health, spent sev- lecting old Christmas cards to send and children from Harlem were
daughter and family, Mr. and Mrs.
unable to attend.
Union
held
at
the
First
Reformers of Holland; two brothers-in- tal.
eral days in Saugatuck checking
Timothy Dykstra. Cecile Gaillard,
to the mission fields to be used
Henry Klamer.
Elmer Kloosterman submitted to
ed Church at Zeeland on Sunday Laurie Hoedema.
law, Fred Honing of East Saugathe
sewage
system
this
week.
Kouw,
He was employed at the HamilMrs.
Nellie Bekius and John
by
the missionaries.
surgery
in Zeejand Community
afternoon.
The
guest
speaker
was
tuck and Jacob Kleinheksel of ton Farm Bureau as a foreman
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Newnham
Alyce Lorence. Leon Lubbers, Bill
Elzinga called on their sister. Mrs.
"Aunt Bertha” from the Children's
The
ushers
for
the
month
of Hospital last week Tuesday and
Ovensel.
spent
a
few
days
in
Milan.
Mich,
Me Nitt. Tom Northuis.Tom Pelon,
and was u member of the Hamilton
Anna Dogger, at Pine Rest last
expects to return home this week.
Bible Hour. Kathy Lamar and
Vern Plagenhof. Diane Rutgers, week Friday afternoon.Rev. Ros- at the home of Dr. and Mrs. February are Dean Headley and
Reformed Church.
Russel Grasman returned home
Carol Moll of this place favored
Justin
Dunmire,
this
week.
Kenneth Driesenga for the mornDale Short. Wrenn Slocum. Thomas
He is survived by his wife, Dena;
R.
Til
kamp drove them downthere.
after an operation on his foot. At
with a vocal number. The local
it
ing
services
and
for
the
evening
Turner, Shirley Underhill. Mary
one son. Paul of Hamilton; three
Miss Karen Wabeke spent last
the jyesent he is using crutches.
group was awarded the banner for
services they are Jack De Witt and
White and Kathy Windemuller.
grandchildren; two brothers.HarSaturday and Sunday with her
Mrs. Harold Haasevoort, Pauline
R.
having second place in attendance.
Kenneth
Prins.
Students getting the 3.0 average
vey of Hamilton and Milo of Byron
friend.Miss Elaine Gebben, at
and
Bruce spent Friday afternoon
Rep. Riemer Van Til was one of
The Rev. Gerrit Rozeboom of
Next Sunday Rev. Gerrit Roezwere Dennis Andringa.Ella Jo Hudsonville.
Center; five sisters. Mrs. Emma
with Mrs. Robert Hoffman and
Ottawa will conduct the morning
boom
and
Mr.
Hammerson,
pastor
M,Ss M,. service at the Reformed Church Bailey. Judy Barber. Mary BeckSunday visitors at the home of
children of Haarlem. Cindy and
of the North Blendon Reformed
man. Veryl Bekuis.John Beukema, Mr. and Mrs. George Vurggink and
Ricky are sick with the measles.
Ann Arbor and Ypsilanti
°,f 1Detroll;N'rs »a“' here next Sunday. There will be
Church,
will
exchange
pulpits.
Judy Borr, Karen Daining. Robert Berwin were Miss Johnne DrieThe Dorcas Dauhgters Society is
a
special
offering
for
Unified
FinHospital with stafl member, of She'W3
Mr! Grace
De Jong. Victoria Dekker. Dale senga of North Blendon. Mrs. Dr Robert De Haan. chairman Rev. Rozeboom is moderator of the planning a Home Talent Program
the Michigan Society for Mental Marney of Ann Arbor and Mrs. ance.
De Waard. Jennifer Dick, .lim Marian Vruggink and Faith, Mr. of the Departmentof Psychology North Blendon church and he will for Friday night, Feb. 24.
Doris Lezman of Hamilton;sevHealth. Inc.
Seminarian Dennis Hoekstra conadminister the sacramentof bapEeningcnburg. Sue Fetters, and Mrs. Gerald Koeinga and chilThe Rev. J. Blaauw chose for
at Hope College,has accepted an tism to the children of the church.
ducted services at the Christian
Mr. Van TU and his colleasneseral nieces alui D<l',hf''sMarilyn Fitts, Nancy Fox. Nancy dren of Borculo,Ralph Heuvelman
his stermon subjects last Sunday
invitation to write for the Library
Reformed Church here on Sunheard Dr. Stuart M Finch
is
i
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Bakker
visitGumser. Bill Helder, Karl Her- of Jamestown. Henry Avink and
day.
of Education on the subject "Ac- ed Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Schout "The Prayer For Bread” and
the operations of the institution
Of)
polsheimer, Jackie Huxhold, Mr. and Mrs. Dick Olsen and , ce|erate(jLearning Programs ’’
"The Doom of The City.”
for children in the Inner sit y
Local folks were invited to atFriday evening.
Karlene John, tyandy Johnson,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Haasevoort
xhc
Library
of
Education
is
betend
the
meeting
of
the
World
Michigan's NeuropsychiatncinSunday evening the Senior C.
Dianne Kemme. Marilyn Koeman.
spent Sunday evening with Mr.
Visilors at the home of Mr. and | mg published by the Center for
Home Bible League Chapter held
stitute. Dr Finch reviewed a speKen Kolenbrander. Patty Lemson, Mrs Nick Vander Wal last week \pp|ied Research in Education. E had charge of the whole srv- and Mrs. Jake Jongekrijg.
Holland police Tuesday were seek- at the Hillcrest*Christian
Reformcial request for funds to begin a
Brian Marcus. Claire Morse? Phil WedneAay evening were Mr. and headed bv G. Richard Gottschalk ice. Kenneth Driesenga lead song
Or Friday at 8:00 p
Unity
day care center for children at ing a kmfe-wieldingyoungster, ed Church at Hudson ville on Sunservice; Jerry Vander Kooi gave
Patama, Richard Robberts. Patty
Jacob Ver Lee and Mrs. wjth .the 'present plan calling for the invocation;Linda Wyrick, Circle has arranged to show the
the hospital The legislators were about 12 years old. who reportedly day afternoon
Roels, Betty Russell. Rich Schaf- Christine
film Blueprint for World Con75 volumes.
stabbed another youngster Mon- The local Christian School Aid
guests on a tour of the facility.
scripture; Diane Bartels, special
tenaar, Cheryl Scholten, Diane
Local relatives have been in- 1 The Center, financedby Prentice- music; congregational prayer, quest" which will be held in Unity
Ai YpsilantiState hospital Dr day afternoon on the way home Society met on Monday evening of
Shashaguay. Steve Steketee, Henry
Library. The men are invited to
formed that Mrs Herman Brandt na|| has tor ib aim the improvethis week On Tuesday evening
0 R Yoder, superintendent,em- from school.
offertory prayer. Jack
Ten Brink Kathleen Thomas, ot Bethlehem,Pa., submitted to mfnt 0f general understanding of Headley;
meet
with them to see this film
Henry Steenwyk of 347 Washing- the Men s Society held their reguphasijed the need (or a separate
De Wilt The message was gi\en
„
Manioc Timmer, Mamba Tobias. major surgery at St. Luke s Hos- ,he fields of specialization in Kduchildren i unit at the hospitalNow i ton Ave , notified police late Mon lar meeting
by Ardith Nagelkirk.Uwrence onutomm.unvllsm'1n n
Susan Topp. Ale Toutoaint, Rich pital ol that city.
childrena* young a* *e\en years day afternoon thaf hi> son. David,
On Thursday evening of this
Vander Kooi and Ann Eisenburg.
.r d^4, ^r4,J‘0U De (,ro<M *nd
cation

W. A. BUTLER
Editor and Publisher
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Dr De Haan joined the Hope Visitors at the home of Mr andj^,ldr;nB jnd ,hfr,
a stab wound in the week local delegate, »Ui
B;"k: “an-'
from
i Bill Vander Lugt. Sandy Vander
tally ill patients, ai
acuity m 1956. He is a member! Mr» Case Potter Sunday
the esemng
as he and three other young- the delegate meeting ol the ZeeCyrus Wise, 85, Dies
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Win 12th;

Oilers

Fine

Aids

Beat Terre Haute
Cook's Texaco Oilers,

led

by

Herbie Lee and Henry Hughes,
defeatedthe Terre Haute All-Stars,
115-103. Saturday night before 1,800
fans in the Zeeland High gym.
The Oilers, now undefeated in
12 starts, buried the Hoosiers with
an adding-machine offense which
saw six players score in double

Dutch

Win

92-78; Sixth

MIAA

Victory

ALMA-Hope College'* basketCook's took a 31-24 first quarter
ball team copped its sixth MIAA
lead and never trailed. The Zeeland five received outstanding win of the season here Saturday
first quarter scoring from Lee and night with a 92-78 win over Alma
figures.

Hughes as they combined for a College before a slim crowd of
total of 18 markers. Willie Hamp- 100 persons in Phillips Gymnasium.
ton.

6'1” Terre Haute

guard,

Jim Vander Hill tallied 35 points
amazed the crowd with his long
to again lead the Dutch attack.
jump shots and made eight points.
Hampton and John Gibson for- The slim sophomore has scored
merly played at IndianapolisCris- 188 points in seven MIAA games
pus Attucks with the famed Oscar for a 26.6 average. He has made
Robertson.
338 points this season in 15 games
The second quarter saw the for a 22.8 average.
Oilers outscore their opponents by
Against the Scots Vander Hill
10 points and leave the court with took 39 shots this season's high)
a commanding 63-46 halftime mar- and connected 14 times, including
gin. Herb Lee. continuinghis two series of three straight bastorrid pace, netted 10 points and
Ray Ritsema chipped in eight.
Ritsema, playing his best game
this season as an Oiler, was strong
on the boards and grabbed several
reboundswith reckless abandon.

kets in the second half. He made
seven free shots.
Bill Vanderbilt turned in his
finest offensiveoutput of the season and added 20 points to the
Dutch total. He made eight of 17
Ritsema and Hughes led the Oiler from the floor and added four
rebounding with 13 apiece and straight free shots. Bob Reid was
Paul Benes followed with nine. the other double figure scorer for
Hampton netted seven points dur Hope with 14.
ing the second quarter for Terre

To

Holland Rifle

Defense

Maroons

KALAMAZOO team

63 39 win

lost to Kalamazoo. 1.949-1.908

Saturday night in a St. Joseph Val-

Holland Christian’scage squad ley Rifle Associationmatch.
The setback was Holland’sfourth
used a superb defense and backin seven tries. Kalamazoo had 500
board control' on the Civic Center
in the prone position; 497. sitting,
court Saturday afternoon to romp 486, kneeling and 466 standing.
to an easy 63-39 win over Kala- Holland had scores of 500, 489, 474
and 445.
mazoo UniversityHigh. .
Holland has two more matches
A homecoming crowd of 2,000 this
season and both will be at the
fans saw the Maroons rack up Holland Armory. Holland hosts
their ninth win in 12 starts com- Grand Rapids on Saturday, Feb.
11, and on Saturday, Feb. 18.
pared to U High's 7-4 record.
Vern Avery led Holland with
Aside from the opening minutes
of the contest, the invaders never 385. Others were; Chuck Klungle,
threatened as the Maroons had 384; John Clark, 383; Roy Avery
command all the way. The game 378; Howard Working. 376; Terry
was played well in spurts as fre- Handwerg, 372; Fred Handwerg,
quent foulingturned much of the 370: Alma Clark, 368; Louis Van
tilt into a foul shooting match. A Ingen, 359; Judy Avery, 357.

49 fouls were called, 22
against Christian and 27 on the

of 47.

gymnasium and the movie "Hunchback of Notre Dame "
Feb. II. Zeeland High Band will

Each squad lost two

Hospital Notes

play-

a club meeting last Thursday The
Jaycees aided the local March of
Dimes by conducting a canvass in
Zeeland Township A special Charter Night meeting will be held
Feb. 23.
The nest regular Jaycee meeting before the Charter night will
be Thursday, Feb 9. at City Hall
at 7:30
All men between the
ages of 21 and 35 who live in the
Zeeland area are invited to at-

ers via the foul route and caused
frequent substituting
both

Admitted to Holland Hospital
Friday were Mrs. Marvin Mey
coaches.
aard, route 2, Zeeland; Hazel
While the Maroon offense clicked
Ruth De Ridder, 12905 Quincy St.;
in spurts, the defense was great as
Lola Jo Shoulders,route l; Peter
it limited the invading Cubs to
Jacobusse. 465 168th Ave.; Jeffrey
just 41 shots in the game. In fact
Coach Barney Chance's quintet Kreun. 2486 Thomas Ave.; Sally
Selby, 465 Lakeshore Dr.; Susan
managed only 17 attempts in the
Mass. 572 Pin? Ave.
first half and 25 in the first three
DischargedFriday were Mrs.
quarters.The mark is outstanding
Arie Vander Wilk, 487 Lincoln:
inasmuch as the Cubs are a fast
Joseph Wagner, Sr., 37 Fast 35!h
break, free shooting club The
St.: Mrs. Guadalupe Garcia, 86
losers collected only 12 baskets in
West Eighth St.: Mrs. Robert Wilthe 41 tries for 29 per cent.
ey and baby. 131 Scotts Dr.; Mrs.
The Maroons did not have a hot
Gerrit Riphagan.300 West 17th
night on the hoop but they collecSt ; Franklin Kolk. 415 Howard
ted 20 more shots than the Cubs to
Ave ; John J. Vander Woude. 1889
hit on 19 out of 61 for a 31 per cent
106th St., Zeeland; Paul Elenbaas.
mark.
228 West 15th St.
Coach Art Tula got some great
Admitted Saturday were Heidi

jobs

Robert Kramer, who heads the
university's agricultural
marketing

be representedat the District Solo- and utilizationcenter, explained
Ensemble Festival to be held at that more than one third of all
jobs in the country are in some
Lowell.
Their first communityservice way related to agriculture. He esproject as a club was discussed timated that there are 7 million
by members of the new Zeeland jobs alone in the area of the
Junior Chamber of Commerce at manufacture and distributionof

total of

losers.

Ottawa County
Farm News

By Richard Machiele
from the Congo, were the special
County Extewioa Director
feature st the Youth for Christ
What should a farm youth, faced
Club in Zeeland High School,
with the fact of fewer jobs on
Thursday. Jan. 23. Miss Hager is
farms today, plan for his future!
sponaor of the club.
He might well plan for a nonMiss Whitenell.school librarian
farm agriculturaljob. young perand sponsor of the Zeeland High
sons attendingMichigan State UniSchool Future Nurses Club, gave
a book review on books pertain- versity's46th annual Farmers
Week were told. While it's true
ing, to nursing for the Future
that there are less farm jobs, there
Nurses Club last Thursday eveis a future, a great future In
ning. Jan 26.
The Senior Class of Zeeland agriculture.Added together there
High School held a party on Jan. are 25 million jobs in modeni agriculture This number is rising and
27. Tobogganingwas enjoyed, followed by a dinner in the school more than offsets the drop in farm

Holland's rifle

by

•

Kleeves. 13811 New Holland Rd.;
Lloyd E. Snyder. 739 First Ave.;
Edwin A. John. 268 West 12th St.;
LaVerne Steketee. 663 Columbia
Ave.; Timothy Skinner, 176'* East
18th St.: Mrs. Russell Morris. 40
tower of strength in the front line
West 32nd St.: Mrs. Sidney Steon defense as well as the boards.
genga. 14 East Sixth St.
Tuls used all 12 boys on the
Discharged Saturday were Mrs.
squad with 11 breaking into the
Terry Ver 'Tlulst and baby. 509
scoring column. The Kazoo mentor
Rose Park Dr.; Mrs. Lawrence
substituted in platoonsin an effort
Hyma. 2030 Lakeway; Mrs. Earl
to wear the locals down with speed
Working. 271 East 14th St ; Bruce
and aggressiveness.At one stage
Van Nuil. 372 West 19th St.; Jefin the second period, all regulars
frey Kreun. 2486 Thomas Ave.;

With an IBpoint lead entering

The children of Mr and Mrs.
Brower, returned missionaries

Team Defeated

The Dutch took 109 shots 'seaHaute.
son's high) and scored 35 times
The third period proved to be for 32 per cent. The Dutch had
nip and tuck as the Oilers scored halves of 19-57 and 16-52.
rebounding from the starting front
29 points and the All-Stars made
Alma, riddled with semester in- line of Frank Visser, Clare Van
28. Hughes meshed eight markers eligibility,also made 32 per cent Wieren and Paul Steigenga. a
for the "Gas Men" and Gibson of its shots. The Scots tried 97 junior starting his first game. Viscanned 11 for Terre Haute and the shots and scored 31 for 32 per ser had his best game on the
Oilers gained a 92-74 third quarter cent. Alma made 17 of 50 and 14 boards while Steigenga was a
advantage.

Zeeland

^

pm

farm

supplies.

Another 7 million are employed
in tho' processing and distribution

of farm and forest products. At
farming continue*to specialize
there will be more and more jobs
availableoff the farm. There are.
and always will be. good jobs in
agr-business for young men and
women who will work, are neat
and friendlyand who do not expect to start at the top.

tend

The next meet mg of the Lincoln A dairy cow can be easily upElementarySchool Parent Teach- set. a Michigan State University
ers Association will be held on dairy professor told a Tuesday
Monday Feb 13. at 8 p m in the Farmers' Week audience at Mich-

Mrj. Thomas O. De Pree

Miss Black Speaks

Vows

school auditorium, P. T. A president James Watt announced.
The meeting will present a spe
cial program in the form of a
panel discussion by members of
•

With Thomas O. De Pree

igan State.

W

W.
Snyder reported that the
dairy cow is a highly -specialized.,

habit-formingcreature who needs
an expert to understand her likes
the ‘ School Board concerning the and dislikes She thriveson regu•
Hope Reformed Church was the
Kenneth R De Pree of Cassopolis proposed new Roosevelt Rd ele- larity and dislikes helter-skelter
scene of a wedding at 4 p m. Saturday uniting in marriage Miss attended his brother as best man. mentary school, and other school operations.
Skills needed to operate a milkDeanna Black, daughter of Mr. Ushers were Paul Tellers of Bq,s- district problems
and Mrs. Herbert Black, of 164 ton, Mass , and Richard Verduin Board members who will partic- ing machine properly are easy to
Lake Shore Dr., and Thomas O. ol Greenville,former roommates ipate in the panel discussion are get. Snyder pointed out. The real
De Pree, son of Mrs. Kenneth De of the bridegroom, and James De presidentC. J. Yntema. Mrs. Mar- problem is to establish a regular
Pree. brotherof the groom. Master vin Verplank, Randal Dekker and routine that include*, in a set
Pree of Holland.
order, all the steps needed lor
The Rev. William Hillegbndsper- and mistress of ceremonies were Adrian Wiersma.
formed the ceremony. Anthony Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lyerla of Fen- Parents will have opportunityto good milking.
meet with teachers in the classSome dairymen try to handle
Kooikcr presided at the organ and ton.
Henry De Jong sang "O Perfect A reception followed at Ameri- rooms from 7:30 to 8 pm, prior more machines than they can
Love" and "The Lord's Prayer.” can Legion Club. Assisting were to the panel meeting Refreshments keep up with Each cow doesn't
The bride wore a white organza Mr. and Mrs. William Dowler pf will be served after the meeting get the individual attention she
The Misses Marla Bos. Barbara needs for best milking. A good
floor length gown with neckline Detroit and Miss Suzanne De Pree.
Jo
Faber, Sharon Yntema and rule of thumb might be to milk
sister
of
the
groom,
who
had
and hemline hand embroidered
Lynn Van Eden and Dave Baron. ten cows per machine per hour.
with Swiss silk. Her veil of English charge of the guest book.
After a wedding trip to Quebec, Ronald Bekms, Marvin Feenstra
illusion was held in place with a
band of crystal and pearl. Her Mr. and Mrs. De Pree will live and Cliff Ter Hear, all students Owen Fransen. tester for the
bouquet was of white chrysanthe- in Syracuse, N Y., where Mr. De at Western Michigan University, Ottawa No 1 Association,D H
mums and ivy centered with a Pree is working towards a master's Kalamazoo, were home for their 1. A . reports the following high

nations. •

At the free throw line, the Dutch
the final quatrer, the Oilers began came through with a fine 22 points
their crowd-pleasing antics and in 29 chances, including seven of
paced by Gary Lee and George nine in the first half and 15 of
Duncan put on a ball, handling and 20 in the second half. Reid was
dribblingexhibition, much to the the best free throw shooter with
satisfaction of the partisan crowd. eight of nine while Vanderbilthad
Gary Lee dribbled, handled and four of five and Vander Hill seven
stole the ball with his usual finesse of 11. Norm Schut made two
from both squads were on the
Benjamin Lemmen, 616 Lawn;
and "Dunk" again put on his drib- straight free shots and Gary
bench.
Mrs. Don Koops. Hamilton;Mrs.
bling show. Lee "put the icing on Nederveld and Ron Venhuizen had
U High was fired ZonTurioH
up at the
Lena Marcus. 215 West 12th St.;
the cake" when he hooked a foul one each. The Scots made 16 0 start of the game aod
collected | Sally
Lakeshore Dr
shot in the closingminutes.
30 free shots.
the first two baskets to hold a 4-0Admitted Sunday were Mrs.
Bob Kendricks, ex-Wayne State
lead. Van Wieren pumped in two
John H. Rutgers, route 1; Louise
Standings
player and Oiler newcomer, gave
for the Maroons to knot the count
degree in public administrationat semester vacation.
herds in milk for the month of
Metz, route 1. Pullman; Walter white orchid.
the fans a preview of his cage
L
at 4-4 Kazoo added three more to
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dibley of December
Syracuse University
As
maid
of
honor,
Miss
Judith
Finck,
320
West
17th
St.;
Mike
prowess with seven points during Calvin ............... .. 6
0
take a 7-4 lead, their last of the
Jarvis Van Rhee Zeeland. 1.368
The bride was a reporterfor the Detroit were weekend guests ol
Veele, 654 North Shore Dr.: Mrs. Lynn Dowler of Detroit, cousin
2
the fourth period.Arley Andrews, Hope ................
game. Doug Windemullernotched
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Brill.
Grand
Rapids
Press.
lbs : Gerrit Bereos. Hudsonville,
of
the
bride,
wore
geranium
red
Peter
Petroelje.
393
West
20th
St.;
2
Terre Haute season scoring leader, Adrian .............. .. 5
four for the locals to start the
John Gorman of East Central 1,352 lbs.; Gerald Poest. Zeeland
Hazel Miles. 241 Lincoln Ave.; faille with an organza overskirt Mrs. W. A. Butler entertainedfor
3
had nine in the final frame.
Kalamazoo ............. 4
Maroons on a spurt to lead them
Ave. is vacationing in Florida.
Miss
Black
with
supper
ami
1,347 lbs ; Alber^ Ter Haar. Hudand
matching
head
band.
Her
bouStephen
Scott,
339
West
31st
St.;
4
Andrews,who had been scoring Albion ...............
to a 15-10 first quarter bulge.
Dr. C. E. Boone left for Florida sonville. 1 286 lbs and Henry BakMrs. Chester Belt. 181 West 25th quet of white carnations was cen- shower Feb. 1 and Mrs. Paul Mc6
a 35-pointclip and had two 49- Alma ................
Christian pulled away in a hurry
Lean and Mr, and Mrs. Roy Heas- via plane, last week.
er. Byron Center, 1.262 lbs.
St.; Mrs. Thomas Turner. 284 West tered with red.
8
point games this season, was held Olivet ............... .. 0
at the start of the second quarter
ley
entertainedfor the couple Mr. and Mrs Robert De Bruyn
High Butter fat Herds: Gerald
The bridesmaids.Miss . Carol
10th St.; Martin Van Wieren. 160th
Alma challenged the Dutch un- with eight straight points while Ave.: Mrs. Chris Vanden Heuvel, Boer of Grand Haven and Miss Thursdayevening A rehearsaldin- spent several days last week in Poest Zeeland, 59 lbs.: Gerrit BorGibson had 25 for the losers and
holding the losers scoreless.Most
Karen Kaiser and Miss Glennda ner was given by Mrs Kenneth De New Orleans. La.‘, attending the eas. Hudsonville.49 lbs.: Jarvis
Hampton added 24. Capt. Jim til the closing minutes when Hope of the scoring was done at the 52 Washington.Zeeland.
pulled to the final 14-point spread.
DischargedSunday were Betty Vander Meer of Grand Rapids, Pree and Misses CharloUe and United Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Van Rhee, Zeeland. 49 lbs ; AlEllsbury meshed 15 while Chuck
bert Ter Haar, Hudsonville, 48
The
teams
were
tied three times charity stripe as each club man- Raak, 215 North Jefferson, Zee- wore dresses similar to the maid Evelyn De Pree at the latters’ Convention.
Miller had 12. Ron Felling added
Frank Boonstraof Cherry St., lbs.; Henry Baker. Byron Center.
n
the
first 10 minutes and the aged only two fieldersapiece in land; Mrs. Jerald De Vries. 124'i of honor's and carried white car- home in Zeeland Frulay night.
seven and Dick Lawson made two.
the stanza. By the end of the first
Zeeland, while enrolled in the 47 lbs ; Potgeter & Sons, AllenThe Oilers,hitting the century score at the 10-minute mark was half, the locals had upped their West 14th St.; MichelleMurrell.
Pharmacy Division at Ferris In- dale. 46 lbs.
307 West 19th St.; Mrs. Jewel
S. Schrotenboer, 18, of route 2,
mark for the fifth time this sea- knotted.26-26.
stitute.Big Rapids, was among the
Hope
gained
a
three-point45- margin to 28-19.
Ottawa No. 2 D H I. A. tester.
Graves, 3484 58th St., Hamilton;
James St.
son. were led by Herbie Lee with
The third quarter was a low scor455 Ferns students who ’'ere Harry Sutton, reports the follow,
42 halftime edge and continued in
Fred
J.
Pickel,
132
Lakeshore
Deputiessaid both cars were
24 while Hughes had 21. Kendricks
named to the Dean s Honor List ing high herds in milk Oscar
command in the second half and ing affair with the Hollanders out- Blvd.: Mrs. Walter Alverson, 124
headed north on 136th Ave., and
added 17 and Benes canned 13.
scoring
the
Cubs,
11-5.
Steigenga
for academic excellenceduring the Hecksel. Coopers ville, 1,469 lbs.:
worked the margin to 66-59 at
East
Seventh St.; Mrs. Otis Barwhen Schrotenboer signalledfor a
Ritsema followed with 12 and Dunled
five
other
local
scorers
in
the
Fall
Quarter.
the second 10-minute period.
Ken Willard. Coopersville. 1.383
low. 527 West 22nd St.: Mrs.
left turn at Felch St. Hornstra
can had 10.
The Scots were led by some fine period with two baskets. Both Hen?y Vollink, route 2, Hopkias. Forty-fourpersons reported tc a started to pass the Schrotenboer At the annual mid year com- lbs.; James Busman. Coopersville
Gary Lee and Bill Fox each had
mencement at Central Michigan 1,179 lbs : Roger Holmes. N’unica.
shooting by forwards Dave Peters Windemullerand Van Wieren sat
Hospital births list a daughter, regular blood donor clinic at Red vehicleon the right shoulder.Schsix while Tarp London and Ron
University,Mt. Pleaaant. Jan. 22, 1,164 lbs.: Gerrit Buth, Coopersand Tom Me Phillips.Alma co- out much of the third period and Kateri Marie, born Friday to Mr.
rotenboer drove past the intersecNykamp had five and one point
Cross headquarters Monday and 18
H. Dale Glass of Zeeland was ville. 1,146 lbs.
captains.Me Phillips sank 12 bas- a good share of the fourth,with and Mrs. Robert Byrne. 211 East
tion
and
signalled
for
a
right
turn,
respectively. London and Jim
others reportedfor emergencies
awarded an A. B. degree in Comkets in 28 chances and added 12 four fouls. U High again managed 16th St.: a son. William Alan,
High Butterfat Herds: Oscar
deputies said, when the two
Westbrook, dropped from the club
at Holland and Zeeland Hospitals.
only two fielders in the stanza.
merce.
free throws for 36 points.
born Friday to Mr. and Mrs. RichHecksel, Coopersville.53 lbs.; H.
vehictesetollided.
The
collision
forclast week, were returned to the
Emergency
donors
were
Mrs.
Rehearsals are now going on
Both clubs started to find the ard Bale, 168 East 16th St.: a
Peters made 10 straight baskets
Willard. Coopersville.51 lbs : H.
team Saturday.
Grace Blauwkamp. Marvin E. ed the hornstra car into a tree, for "The Curious Savage," the
for 20 points. Both scorers had range in the fourth quarter as the daughter. Catherine Elizabeth,
Burmeister, Cooper^ ille. 47 lbs.;
deputies said.
The Oilers will host a Chicago
Brandt. Glenn Brower. Meredith
Zeeland High Junior Play to be James Busman. Coopersville,43
seven of 15 shots from the floor in scoring tempo picked up consider- born Saturday to Mr. and Mrs.
team Saturday night in the Zeeland
J. Bruischat,Ted Elhart. Edward
given March 22. 23 and 24 Starthe first half. Peters made only ably. The locals pulled out to a Walter Roper. 336 Wildwood Dr.
lbs.: Gerrit Buth. Coopersville. 43
gym at 8:30 p.m. and will play a
Jousma, Mrs. .Gene A. Kempkers;
ring in the play are Arlene Vander
48-25
count
with
5:51
remaining
in
three of 11 in the final 20 minFour
A
daughter. Jane, born Saturday
lbs.; A. Van Kampen, Conklin.
return game with Cleveland CarIvan
Kleinjans.
Raymond
Kooistra,
Meulen. Mary Baron. Julie Schaap.
/ the tilt and then Tuls reinserted to Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Wierda,
41 lbs.
ney's in the Holland Civic Center,
Mrs. A. Lappenga. Don Maatman,
Jane Bouma, Louise Voorhorst,
Coach Wayne Hintz had to call his regulars to match the U-High 649 Lake St.; a son. Scott Allen,
In
Friday. Feb. 17.
Willis Sale. Dr. L. E. Schmidt,
Diane Monroe, Bob Brinks. Dave
up three players fromk,the Alma platooningtactics. Visser was the born Saturday to Mr. and Mrs.
Sir Isaac Newton played with
In the prelim, Zeeland Lumber
Arthur Schuchard, J. Harris StegGRAND HAVEN-Three Muske- Gnssen, Tom Curmck and Bob soap bubble- to discoverthe comintramural league to complete his big gun in the final stanza as he Norman Jacobs, 5654 Lake Dr.;
and Supply fell to H. E. Morse, 55gerda, Bud Westerhof. Judy WilDe
Feyter.
collected
seven
markers
to
lead
squad after he lost four players at
a daughter born Sunday to Mr.
gon young men paid 825 fine and
39. John Heyboer had 13 for Morse
Directorof the play is Mrs. position of light.
the Hollanders. Kazoo's fine for- and Mrs. Harold Noble, 439 East ber. Mrs. Dwight Willits.
the semester break.
$5.10
costs each in Justice Lawand Wayne Schout led Zeeland with
Other
donors
.were
Carl
AukeRoger
Bruggmk.
The Scots had to cancel thSir ward Dave Stafford,the leading Main .St i Fennville.
man. Dennis Auwema, Marlin Bak- rence De Witt'4 court Friday on
11.
game with Youngstown,Ohio Fri-’ scorer in the Kalamazoo area,
ker. Maynard Batjes. I.*o Bearss, charges arising from an incident
day because only six players emild finally found the range from the
Mrs. Bernice Beld, Howard Beld, Thursday night at the ski bowl
play. Included in those bumped oy corner to hit 10 points in the last
Norman Boeve, Mrs. Anna Bruis- where city police found the trio
the books was Ferris Saxton, all- eight minutes. Christian's final
ot
chart. Harvey Bruischart, Jacob sitting in a car with several bottles
margin
of
24
points
was
the
largest
M1AA guard. Alma now has a 3-8
De
Vries.
Robert
De
Young.
Corof beer cooling in the snow.
lead of the tilt.
Seventy-nineelementary and secrecord and a 1-7 league mark.
Cooper, 21, was ondary student teachers from Hope
Visser led all scorers with 15
A double ring ceremony uniting neil Gemmen, Allen Goorman Richard
Coach Russ De Vette noted AlJohn A. Griep. Mrs. Albert Hart, charged with furnishingbeer to a College were on hand to meet their
Pulling away in the last quar- ma has given Hope close games points, while Stafford paced the in marriage Mrs. Minnie Deters
Mrs. Albert Hart. Jr.. Arthur C. minor and Ronald Ward Crummel, supervisingteachers from Holland
losers
with
14
markers.
At
the
of
Fennville
and
Henry
Scholten
in
Alma
over
the
years
and
pointter, Holland Christian's Little
Hills. Paul Johnson. Mrs Matthew 21, and Hans Van Neer, 20. were
free
throw
lane
the
winners
hit
was
performed
at
the
home
of
High. Holland Christian.West OtMaroons posted their 10th win of ed out similar contests in the
Kemme. Robert Looyenga,Renzo charged with drinking beer in a tawa and Zeeland High Schools at
on
25
out
of
39. tries while the in- Dr Simon J. De Vries, pastor
past.
The
Hope
coach
felt
Hope
the season Saturday afternoon on
J. Luth.
motor vehicle. A 20-year-old Spring a tea and reception held Thursthe Civic Center court by tripping played "sloppy" at times in the vaders connected on 15 out of 29. of Fourteenth Street Christian ReMrs. Rita Marcotte. John Naber, Lake youth also was present but day afternoon at Phelps Hall.
Holland
Chr.
(63)
formed
Church,
on
Jan.
20.
contest
and
felt
the
lack
of
specKalamazoo' University High’s reSAVE WITH STATE FARM'S
FG FT PF TP
Mrs. Leonard Brenner of Hop- Melvin Nagelkirk.Mrs Sharon was not drinking.He was releas- 1 The semi-annual tea is held to
serve squad, 57-39. The Holland- tators may have been part of the
LOW INSURANCE RATES FOR
New house, Earle Nies. Robert J. ed.
8
j
kins
and
David
Scholten
of
Grand
enable
student
teachers
to
become
Steigenga.
f
reason. "We had plenty of shots,"
ers have dropped two games.
CAREFUL DRIVERS
6 Rapids, son of the groom, attend- Noll. Gordon E. Peffers. Jason Charles Pierson, 33, Grand acquainted with the teacher with
Van Wieren. f
Although the locals towered over De Vette said.
SEE Ml
Ryvpma. George A. Salatka. Mrs. Haven, paid $10 fine and $430 whom he or she will be wofkim:
15
ed
the
couple.
Freshman Ron Venhuizen con- Visser.
the much smaller Cubs they had
Minnie
Sheldon.
Mrs.
Alvin
Tyink,
costs on a charge of assault and
Following the ceremony a wedf oordinatorsof student teaching
troublegaining a safe margin un- tinued to impress with his play in Bouman, g ..
8 ding dinner was served at Cumer- Russel Van Den Bosch, Bernard battery upon his wife. Dorothy. for the Holland public schools are
til the final stages. The locals a substituterole and is knocking Windemuller. g
6 ford's Restaurant. Assistingat the Van Langeveld, Maynard Van The incident occurred at the Pier- Margaret Van Vyven and Robert
managed a 15-13 count over the on the first string door. He add- Tuls, g
6 reception were Mr. and Mrs. Bob Noord. Mrs. John Veldman, Mrs. son home late Wednesday night. Slocum J. F. Schipper is coordinDisselkoen.f
scrappy Cubs at the quarter and ed eight points.
3 Scholten. The R?v. Gerrit Dykman. Gertrude Ver Hoef, Claude Vic- Sheriff's officers made the arrest. ator from Zeeland. Raymond HoiFredricks, g
Hope (92)
then increased the bulge to 29-24
tory. Russel Victory. Fred Voss.
1 j pastor of the Immanuel Reformed
werda from Christian High and
Diepenhorst.
f
......
0
FG
FT
PF
TP
at the half.
Calvin Weener. George Wise and
2
Church
of
Fennville.
gave
the
closLloyd Van Raalte from West OtLangeland,
...... 0
14
Dairymen's Association
Coach Elmer Ribbens' crew held Vander Hill, f
Arnold Zuverink.
6
ing
remarks.
tawa
Vander
Wall,
......
1
Boyink.
f
2
the upper hand throughout the
Physicians on duty were Dr. C. Plans Meeting in Allegan
Hope College faculty present at
Following a wedding trip to
8
Klaasen. f ......... o
third quarter and moved out to Vanderbilt,<
S
Cook and Dr. G. J. Kemme. ALLEGAN— A meeting tor Dairy the tea were Garrett Vander
Florida the couple will make their
1
..
nine point leads repeatedly. By Schut.
Nurses were Mrs. Earle Vander
Improvement Association Borgh, chairman of the education
63 home at 90 East 20th St
19 25
3
Totals
the end of the stanza they still Reid, g
Kolk, Mrs W. C. Wichers, Viola members will be held Tuesday. department. John J. Ver Been Dr.
Kazoo U-High
1
held a 42-33 margin, it was all Nederveld. (
Van Anrooy and Mrs Ron Boveo. Feb. 14 at 1 pm. m the Lounge Tunis Baker, and Mrs Helen
FG FT PF TP Longfellow School Will
4
Christianin the final stanza as the Venhuizen. f
Nurses aides were Mrs, George of the Griswold building All D. Schoon. all member* of the edu2
1
Gaylord, f .
Cubs tired badly and proved no Buys, c
Vander Weide, Margaret R. Steg- H 1. A members are invited
Exhibit
Children's
Books
cation department
4
; Stafford,f
match.
ink and Mrs Joe Roennk Gray
Larry Johnson, head of the D
Also present were Hope profesTotals
2
35 22 19
; Carter, c
Dave Tuls led the locals with
A collectionof 600 new chil- Ladies were Mrs.
Dangre- H. I
Records
of
Michigan
and
sor#
who leach educationmethods
Alma (78)
2*
j Goodrich, g
18 markers, iollowedby Ron Lubdren's books of I960 will be on mond. Mrs. Linda Van Vuren and a professor in the Dairy Depart- courses, Dr. Clarence De Graat,
0
FG FT PF TP Engels, g
bers with 14. Don Kronemeyerwith
exhibit in Longfellow School gym- Mrs Daisy Tetuink Historians ment at Michigan Stale University Dr Donald Brown Charles Ste1
1 20 1 Duncan, f
.11, Cal Boer, eight, John Vander Peters,
...... 10
nasium Tuesday. Wednesday and were Mrs Fred Beeuwkes and ; will be on hand to help dairymen ketee. Joan Pyle Donald Kohlck,
0
Veen, three, Tom Tykcma. two McPhillips.f . ..... 12 12 3 36 ; Warfield,f
Thursday sponsored by the Long- (Mrs Thomas Van Dahm In charge find out more about their own Jantina HoUeman, Robert Smith
0
8 Zomcr. g
and Randy Nykamp. one. Rhodes LaRue. c
fellow PT.A
of the canteen were Mr*. Ted dairy operations,using (he dairy and Barbara Lampen
1
Phillippi. g
7 Cooper, f
led the losers with nine.
Local educators and parents are Berkey and Mrs. Ken Woldring.4 man's own dairy records
Di AVr,!
Henderson, g
1
3 Terpstra. g
invited to visit the display which
and Dr John HoiEach
dairyman
will work alone i of the colleg
0
Economon. c
4 Gerring. f
will be open from 2 to 4 p m,
at a table using his own records | lenbach. vice trident of the colChristian
Aranosion. g
and 7 to 8 30 p
on the three 3
present.
to fill in charts and
1 lege, were ui
j Totals
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L«
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450 Attend Annual Rally

January

Ottawa County
4-H News

Of Junior Endeavorers
Permits Hit

$169,581
A total of 42 applications for
building permits totaling $169,581
were

during January with
Building Inspector Gordon Streur
filed

in City Hall.
This included a $90,000 permit
for a new plant for Holland Products Co. and a $25,000 service
station for Boeve Oil Co. The latter permit is still awaiting City
Council action.
Other January permits listed two
houses. $30,331; 23 residentialalterations and repairs. $13,785; 10
commercialalterations and re
pairs, $9,665. and two industrial
alterationand repairs. $800.
Six applicationstotaling$26,545
were filed this week with the build
ing inspector.They follow:
Dr. H. W. TenPas. 293 West 29th
St., ceiling tile in basement, $300;

Four Junior Christian Endeavor
Societiesof the Holland area will
share the attendance banner
throujhout the coming year as a
resuNLofhaving 100 per cent attendance at the annual Junior
Christian Endeavor Rally held
Sunday afternoon.They are Rose
Park. First, Ebenererand Trinity
Retormed Church Junior societies.
The rally held in Rose Park Re-

1961

devotionswere in charge of Fourth
Reformed group. They presented
an object lession and concluded
with singing and prayer. Taking
part were Shirley Knap, Mike
Fraam, Beverly Geertman, Tommy
Moes, Janice Tummel, Janice

Let

Run to Avoid

By Willis S. Boss
County Extension Agent, 4-H
We would like to call attention

Frozen Pipes

to the talent conteststhat* will be
held during the districtachievement days. Members may perform
with instruments,vocally, comedy,
or use other talent abilities. We

A rash of water troublesbroke
out in Holland Sunday as warm
ing temperatures pushed frost farther into the ground on such exposed places as nice clean streets.
This led to a recurrence of frozen pipe troubles of 1956-57 when

Dozeman, Ronni, Knap. Karen *'11,8,*11" P1*" ho'd
Koeman, Judy Scbutt, Susan Da Pre-lalenlc0"lesl 8,,lcc
W«rd and Mary D,
b"1 5I* ac,s 10 l*rl°rra “ ,he
The Girls’ Choir of Christ Mem- district event. We urge all informed Church as a climax to orial Reformed Church under the terested members to prepare for
this now, as it is only 6 or 7
Christian Endeavor Week attract- direction of Mrs. ' Earle Vanden
ed about 450 persons, close to 380 Bosch, sang several numbers and weeks away.
of whom are enrolled as regular the Oonk sisters,Nancy, Shelly
We have just completed the
members of Junior C.E. Societies. and Linda, of Calvary Reformed,
leader training meetings for the
Speaker for the afternoon was also sang. They were accompanied
(oopersville and Hudsonville disMrs, Henry Jager, wife of the b> their mother, Mrs. Bill Oonk.
BiirOudemoleV'prtsmied
'the
o[Wcte. nnd ««.rd. »tre prwmqj
pastor of Ebenezer Reformed
to the following members and
Church. By use of puppets she held fertory prayer and the Rev. Henry
leaders; Karen Davis, achievethe attentioni' the youngsters as A. Mouw of Sixth Reformed Church
ment; Duane Lowing. Gale Me
she brought out the story of Daniel. gave the closing prayer.
Nitt,
agricultural;Carol Geurink,
The Rev. Charles Vander Beek The Rev. William Swets of MapleRoger
Koppenol, Neka Sheridan,
of the host church, accompanied by wood church presented the banner.
his son, Ronald, rt the organ, conThe Junior Christian Endeavor PriscillaTwork. canning;Laurel
Harpst, Lynn Slaughter, clothing;
ducted the rong service and gave Council with Mis. Richard Staat
Richard Schwallier, Ricky Heft,
the opening orayer. Wanda Simon- as president,made plans for the
dairy;
Gary Thomas, electrical;
sen presided at the meeting and annual event.
Bill Rose), Don Rennink,Paul
Lindberg, Ron Lindberg, field

self, contractor.

Water

I

Weerd.

water pipes under the

streets

froze, posing serious troubles for
large numbers of householderswho
get their water supply from the

main across the street.
Guy E. Bell, superintendentof
the Board of Public Works, tdday
advised persons to let a trickle of
water run in their kitchens.The
cost of letting the water run is
only a fractionof what It would
cost to defrost the pipes which can
be done only by experienced welders doing an elecriccurrent pro-

GROUP -

HEADS

John

Zelenka of West Olive was reelected president of the Michigan Association of Nurserymen at the 39th annual convention of the group held last
week in the Pantlind Hotel

cess.

in Grand Rapids. Keynote

Sunday’sfrozen pipe problems
were aggravatedby a 40-degree
spread in temperaturesranging
from »7 in the early morning to

speaker at the banquet was
Dr. Arnold Schneider, dean
of Business Sclywl at Western
Michigan University in Kalamazoo. Zelenka served as

33 degrees in the afternoon.Bright
Grossennacker, Bonsunshine on bare pavementstends
toastmaster.
nie May, Glenn Grossenbacker,
to push frost down.
Mr, and Mrs. Garden Wesley Kosien
food Preparation; Linda Brouwer,
Charles Sligh. 2 East Eighth St.,
Carol Van Kampen, frozen Foods;
demolish Woolworthbuilding;Don
Lucy Jane Me Nitt. Judy Me Nitt,
Brink, contractor,
Tom May, Dale May, gardening;
Boeve Oil Co., southwest corner
Carol Beuschel, Judy Reed, Caro^
of Lincoln and 32nd. new gasoline
Adm. Est. Henrietta De Jonge, lyn Me Nitt, home Economics;
Startingoff a gala week of fesstation, 67 by 29 feet 'council acDec. to Robert L. Gitchel and wife Carole Blink, recreation.
No last-minute surprises were
tion awaited), $25,000; self, contivities
for Miss Sharon Crawford,
Pt. SWV* 14-5-14 Twp. Zeeland.
GRAND
HAVEN
Stephenson
PatriciaSpykerman.niece of the
In a candlelightceremony perJim Dyke, swine; Dennis Sheriforthcoming Saturday as the deadtractor. .
John A. Brieve and wife to K & dan. conservation.Mary Ellen formed Thursday in Bethel Re- bride, was the miniature bride Construction Co. of Zeeland was who will be married on SaturRay Mouw, 130 West 23rd St., line approachedfor filing petitions K Pre-Cut Builders, Inc. Lot 21
Modderman, Nadine Edge, Key formed Church. Miss Elsie Joan wearing a white floor length gown the successfulbidder for the con- day to William Brookstra,was the
for city officesat noon.
replace two windows with single
John A. Brieve Sub. Twp. Holland.
Club
award; Barbara Vugteveen, Spykermanbecame the bride ol and carrying a miniature bouquet tract for the new Ottawa County roffee given this morning by Mrs,
City Clerk Garence Grevengoed
window at rear of house, $150;
K & K Pre-Cut Builders,Inc. to home economics; Gerald Meek- Gordon Wesley Kossen.
JuvenileDetentionHome which
identicalto the bride's.
said there were no requests for
self, contractor.
Paul P. Loncki and wife Lot 21 hof. dairy; Glenn Berens, agriThe bride is the daughter of Duane Kossen, brother of the will be erected on old US-31 about Warren S. Merriam at her home.
Fred Raffenaud, 202 Maple Ave.. petitions for new candidates today. John A. Brieve Sub. Twp. Holland.
Invited to pour were Mrs.
culture; Brian Bosworth, achieve- Nick Spykerman,502 West 48th St., groom, was best man. Ushers were three miles south of Grand Haven.
aluminum siding. $945; Holland The ticket for the Feb. 20 priPercy J. Osbrne and wife to ment; Barbara Vugteveen.achi- and the late Mrs. Spykerman and John Spykerman. brother of the
Bids were opened in Grand Charles E. Bennison, wife of the
maries shapes up as follows;
Ready Roofing, contractor.
Frank Bos Jr. and wife Pt. Gov, evement and Key Club Award. the groom is the son of Mrs. Jean bride, and Stanley Kossen. broth- Haven Thursday afternoon and the
EpiscopalBishop of the diocese
Mayor — Incumbent Robert Vis- Lot 2 Sec. 34-5-16 Twp. Park.
Leaders receivingtheir fifth year Kossen and the late Joe Kossen. er 0. the groom. Steven Spykerman Stephenson firm with a base bid and Mrs. George D. Hardman,
scher, Nelson Bosman, Cornelius
Orray J. Blok and wife to West leadershippins and certificates The Rev. John Van Ham per- was miniature groom.
of $143,959 was the lowest of seven
Huizenga.
Michigan Construction Co. Lot 4 were Mrs. Arthur Van Zytveld, formed the double ring ceremony The groom’s mother selected a submitted. Others had ranged as wife of Dean Hardman of St.
Councilman-at-large
IncumBrookfield Sub. City of Holland. Mrs. Keith Busman, Mrs. Al before a setting of white mums dress of pink lace with matching high as $167,000.
Mark’s Cathedral, Grand Rapids,
bent William Heeringa, William J.
Reka Holkeboer to Howard J. Smoes, Robert Johnson. Mrs. and red sweetheart roses, palms, pink accessoriesand wore a cor- Bids were consideredby the Spe- who will perform the ceremony.
Van Ark, Donald Oosterbaan.
Pippel and wife Lot 8 and pt. 9, 7
cial Improvementcommittee of the
ferns and candelabra. Pews were sage of white roses.
On Wednesday a 'round-the-clock
Councilman,first ward— Incum- Maple Creek Sub. City of Holland. Henry Bultema. Mrs. Ralph Bosch,
A reception for 150 guests was Ottawa County Board of Super- shower and luncheon will be given
ZEELAND
Zeeland and
Mrs.
Mildred Me Duffee, Gordon decorated with red bows in valenbent Ernest Phillips, Charles ShidReka Holkeboer to David L. Schuitman. Leaders receiving 10th tine baskets.
held at Van Raalte's Restaurant visors consisting of Case Szopinski by Mrs. Edward Brolin, Mrs. WilDrenthe firemen made two trips ler, Bertal Slagh and Edward
Holkeboerand wife Lot 9 Maple year recognition were Mrs. LaMrs. Roy Griffis, sister of the in Zeeland. Serving punch were of Robinson Township, Gerrit Bot- liam Beebe and Mrs. H. J. Thoto the Gerry Schermer home on
Gamby.
Creek Sub. City of Holland.
72nd Ave., three miles east of Zeevern Kromer, Mrs. Fannye Sheri- bride, played traditionalwedding Miss Gladys Egbers and Ted tenia of Spring Lake, Henry C. mas at the Thomas home. In the
Councilman,third ward— IncumJohn Arens and wife to E. S. dan, Henry Modderman, Arnold music and accompanied Tom Wierda and arranging the gifts Slaughter of TallmadgeTownship, evening Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
land, Sunday as fire caused an
bent John Van Eerden and Harold
Batema Pt. NW‘4 SWV4 22-5-16 Berg and Robert Bottje.
Weller who sang “Because,” “1 were Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Bow- James E. Townsend of Holland, Marsilje,Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hohestimated $3,500 damage to the twoVolkema.
Twp.
Park.
story frame house.
The next district leader training Love You Truly” and “Wedding er and Mr. and Mrs. John Farn- William Kennedy of Allendale and mann and Mr. and Mrs. Adrian
Councilman, fifth ward — Henry
E. S. Batema and wife to Orray meetingswill be held on the fol- Prayer” during the ceremony.
dale. Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Spyker- Herman Windemuller of Park Van Putten will host a buffet dinThe fire started in the attic of Vander Plow, Rex Chapman and
J. Blok and wife Pt. NWV4 SWy4 lowing dates. Feb. 21. Coopersville The bride approachedthe altar man were master and mistress of Townshipalong with Board Chair- ner in the Tulip Room of the
the home about 3:20 p.m. Sunday Morris Peerbolt.
22-5-16 Twp. Park.
man Robert Murray of Coopers- Hotel Warm Friend.
Junior High School: Feb. fcl. Hud- on the arm of her father. She ceremonies.
and then flared up again about
Willard Beelen and wile to Gerrit sonville High School; Feb. 28. wore a dress of satin brocade with
Mr. Weller, accompaniedby ville. John Vander Meiden of the Thursday noon Mrs. W. A. But8:30 p.m.
O. Bruins and wife Ixit 28 and pt. Waverly School.
a square neckline and long Mrs. Griffis, sang “Bless Be the architecturalfirm of Vander Mei- ler will entertainfor Miss CrawAccording to Zeeland Fire Chief
29 Beelen's’ Sub. Twp. Park.
den and Koteles also was present. ford at a luncheon and shower at
sleeves. The bell skirt featured a Tie” and “Always.”
John Van Eden, the blaze was beDick Oosting and wife to Lozena
The Stephensonfirm also is her home. In the evening Mr. and
For
the
wedding
trip
to
Washpoof
bustle
falling
into
a
chapel
lieved caused by a defectivechimElenbaas Pt. W4 W'a SWV4 SWU
building the new Ottawa County Mrs. Reemer Boersma will give
length
train.
She
carried
a
bouquet
ington
D.
C.
and
New
York
City,
ney. Firemen limited the blaze to
17-5-14 Twp. Zeeland.
of white mums with red sweetheart the new Mrs. Kossen changed to jail.
a buffet at their home on Lake
the attic and second floor of the
Gerrit J. Van Zoeren et al to In
a tailored mink trimmed brown The originalestimate was $120,- Shore Dr.
roses.
house, but water and smoke caused
Willis S. Boss and wife SW'4 SEy4
Miss Beatrice Arends, maid of suit with white accessories. She 000 covering accommodationsfor Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Arendconsiderable damage to the rest
10-5-14 Twp. Zeeland.
HAVEN
Circuit honor,
a red crystalette was graduated from Holland High persons. Changes were made to shorst will have a brunch for the
of the building,officials said.
ALLEGAN - The annual district Henry Piers and wife to Nick Judge Raymond L. Smith Friday strapless dress and red velvet School and is presently employed increasethe capacity to 14 and to wedding party and out-of-town
The blaze was discovered by
C. Kiekover and wife Pt. Lots 2.
jacket with boat neckline dipping at J. C. Penney Co. Mr. Kossen add a microfilm room. Subcon- guests.Parents of the groom, Mr.
Schermer’sson Harry, who was meeting of the Michigan Livestock
afternoon denied a writ of centio3 VandenBerg Plat, City of Holto a V in the back. The" jacket had was graduated from Zeeland High tracts will be let to Bert Rei- and Mrs. Clarence Brookstra,will
Exchange
has
been
set
for
Monhome alone. Schermer and his
rari in an appeal brought by Charshirred elbow lertgth sleeves. A School and attended Michigan mink of Holland for mechanical give the rehearsal dinner Friday
day,
Feb.
27,
starting
at
10:30 land.
wife, enroute home from a trip
Willis S. Boss and wife to les B. Eggen, 39. Birmingham, to red taffeta headpiecereleased a State University.He is employed and plumbing and the Ottawa Elec- evening at the Peninsular Club in
a.m.
at
the
Griswold
Auditorium
down south, were expected to artric Co. of Grand Haven for elec- Grand Rapids.
in Allegan, according to A. K. George R. Van Zoeren aqd wife Ottawa Circuit Court from the jus- red circular veil and she carried at Hart & Cooley.
rive in Zeeland tonight.
SW*4 §pV4 10-5-14 Twp. Zeeland. tice court of Eva O. Workman of red and white carnationson a
The couple will make their home trical work.
Last week Mrs. Frederick Meyer
Van Eden said that some em- Brown, Allegan County Extension
Aleta M. Lane to Russell Boeve
Contractor Stephensonsaid he and Mrs. Lawrence Geuder had a
at .502 West 48th St.
white muff.
Spring Lake.'
bers began smolderingagain at Agent, Agriculture.
Pre-nuptial showers were given hopes the new jail will be com- “block party" for Lawndale "CourLivestock feeding from the stand- and wife Lots 238. 239. 240. 241 242
Eggen was found guilty of speed- Mrs. Richard NyenhuLs. sister of
about 8:30 p.m. and firemen were
Harrington
and
Vandenberg
Bros.
the
bride,
and
Miss
Lillian
Kosat
the homes of Mrs. Wilbur pleted by opening day Feb. 20. tiles" to welcome Miss Crawford
point of dollars and cents in the
ing 35 miles an hour in a 25-mile
again called to the scene.
Sub. Twp. Park.
Spykerman.
Mrs. Clarence Bower, He said workmen were 50 days home. On Friday Mrs. Bernard
sen,
sister
of
the
groom,
were
producers
pockets
will
be
emzone at a jury trial Nov. 29 and
Neighbors helped firemen reJacob
Essenburg
and
wife
to
Mrs.
Gerrit
Lubbers, Mrs. Neal over the allottedtime. He and Donnelly and Mrs. John Donnelly
bridesmaids.
They
wore
matching
was sentenced to pay $15 fine and
move furniture from the home and phasized in this year's program.
‘'Lets Produce More Meat" will Gordon De Jonge and wile Lot 118 $10.60 costs. Defense counsel im- dresses and carried matching flow- Ammeraal and by J. C. Penney one of his sons were both ill for entertained for the bride-to-beat
others kept the fire departments
eight weeks last summer and there the John Donnelly home.
Rose Park Sub. No. 1, Twp. Holemployes.
mediately asked for a stay of exe- ers^'
suppliedwith water by hauling be the topic ol Don Stark. MSU
was some trouble in getting materland.
Miss Crawford and Mr. Brookcution,claiming there had been a
milk cans full of water in pickup AgriculturalEconomist. Stark will
ials.
Percy Nienhuis and wife et al to
stra will be married at St. Mark's
discussthe opportunityof producer
passengerin the Eggen car who
trucks.
Harold G. Wassink and wife Lot
Cathedral,Grand Rapids Saturday
was not called to testify in the
Firemen were at the scene of the to utilize more feeds grown locally
19 Woodlane Heights Sub. Twp.
at 2 p.m. with Dean Hardman ofFiremen
Extinguish
for
livestock.
Mast
ol
the
meats
lower court.
blaze for about 90 minutes Sunday
ficiating.
consumed
in Michigan are brought Holland.
Harvey L. Scholten.who serves
afternoon and stayed 40 minutes
Fire in Brooder Coop
Frank
Barber
and
wife
to
Henry
in from outside.
as village attorney for Spring
on the second call.
Also up lor discussion will be J. Heetderks and wile Pt. Nh Lake, tried the case at the time.
More than half of an 80-foot
Officials said the house and conNW'4 12-5-16 Twp. Park. .
feed
production
and
utilization.
brooder
coop at the Salador Zyinga
He
said
he
was
not
aware
that
blaze
by
a
slofr
C&O
freight
train
Fire early Friday gutted the
tents were covered by insurance.
James Bykerk and wife to EdMany Michigan farms produce and
residence north of 160th Ave.. just
there had been a passenger and
at
16th
St.
crossing
near
ColumWooden Shoe Texaco Service Stause $10,000 to $30,000 worth of mund O. Sneden and wife Pt. W'j that defense counsel had made no
bia Ave. By the time firemen ar- off James St., was destroyed by
tion on the US-31 bypass at 16th
NE'4
and
pt.
E'j
NEl4
23-5-14
home grown feeds.
request she be called.
rived at the scene of the fire, fire at 4:45 a m. Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Kunkel,
Twp. Zeeland.
St., causing an estimated $10,000 flames were shooting through the
A panel moderated by Brown will
It was the second time in less
464 West 19th St., entertainedSundiscuss what Allegan Countythan a month that the Zyingas have
damage.
roof of the building.
Rev. Ralph Ten Clay
day evening with a buffet supper
people think of present Michigan
The blaze apparently started in
Flames gutted the north half of had a. fire in a brooder coop. A in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Installed at Hamilton
Livestock Exchange services,and
the furnace room of the station, the station,and firemen concen- similar blaze was put out on Jan. Lucas whose marriagetook' place
Plans ire rnovinj ahead for the'h|m lhfy can ^ jmpr0VKl
according to Holland firemen, but trated their efforts on saving the 12. Fire Chief Jake De Feyter
Admitted to' Holland Hospital
Jan. 28 in Oak Park, 111. The bride
12th artnual Holland Home Show
A free luncheon sponsored by Thursday were Mrs. Egbert De HAMILTON -The Rev. Ralph the immediate cause of the blaze service department, located in the said a defectivebrooder stove ap- is the former Juni Kunkel, daughTen Clay was installed as pastor
scheduled Feb. 21-25 in the Holland
the Michigan Livestock Exchange Witte. 59 West 29th St.; Mrs.
parently caused the blaze.
was nqt known.
south half of the building.
ter of tlie Herbert Kunkels. The
oi the Hamilton Reformed Church
Civic Center and sponsored by the
and prepared by the Creshire Maurice Walters, route 1; Lyn
The fire was first spotted by a
Two semi tractorsin the service A total of 2,200 checkens, eight groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Thursday evening at an impressive
Goodfellows Foundation of the HolHome ExtensionLadies will be Skaggs, 1846 Lakewood Blvd.;
night watchman at the General departmentwere not damaged as or nine weeks old, were destroyed Abe Lucas, 120 West 27th St.
service.
land Exchange Club with proceeds
Electric plant, ‘across the divided fast work by the firemen kept in the blaze. Firemen from Park
provided.
Mrs. Otis Barlow, 527 West 22nd
Attending the couple at the
The Rev. Edward Tanis, presigoing for Holland’sunderprivileged
St.; John Branderhorst,Wood- dent of the Zeeland Classisof the highway -from the station, at 4:55 flames from reaching the service Township No. 2 fought the fire for ceremony were Mrs. Don Lucas
children. '
two hours. De Feyter said the
haven, Zeeland; Mrs. Henry Reformed Church in America, pre- a m. Friday.. Firemen said the section of the building.
and Marty Hardcnberg.
The show opens Tuesday, Feb
blaze already had a good start beAccordingto John De Graaf, chickens were covered by insurSchaap,
115 South Lincoln: John sided at the meeting and two broAt the reception Sunday Miss
21 at 5 p.m. and will run until
operator of the servicestation, the ance but the chicken house was
Kanera, route 1; Mrs. Lawrence thers of the new pastor, the Rev. fore it was discovered.
Janet Kunkel, cousin of the bride,
10 p.m. Show hours Wednesday VjIVCII
Firemen had to overcome tre- contentswere partially covered by not covered.
Hyma, 3040 Lakeway; Michelle Ellsworth Ten Clay and the Rev.
served punch and followinga two
through Friday will be 5 to 10
mendous odds in fighting the blaze, insurance.
Murrell,
307
West
19th
St.
course supper, featuring wedding
Henry Ten Clay, took part in the
p.m. and Saturday's show hours
GRAND HAVEN ~ St. Patrick’s
The building is owned by Chesbut they managed to save half
Discharged Thursday were Debra service.
cake, the couple opened their
will be from 2 to 10 p.m.
Catholic Church parishionerswere
tei
Van
Tongeren
and
was
being
of the building.The weather was
gifts.
Rev. Henry Ten Clay who Is near zero, and brisk winds fannetk leased to De Graaf, who operated Ineligible Players Force
Dwight Ferris is manager of the \ nforifiedSunday of the donation Bouvver, 727 Plasman Ave.; Mrs.
Present for the occasion were
show. Edgar N. Lindgren is gen- ol an organ for the recently con- Bradley Witteveen and baby, 1744 pastor of First Reformed Church the flames.
the station. Van Tongeren, who is Alma to Forfeit Games
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Denny, Mr. and
eral chairman and committee structed church. The organ is a Washington:Mrs. Evelyn Brown. in Grandville. read scripture and Firemen and trucks were halted vacationing in Florida, was notiALMA— Alma College officials Mrs. Arthur Kunkel, Ricky and
members are: J. Russell Bouws, gift of Misses Carolyn and Ida 107 Columbia; Arthur Aalderink, offered prayer and the other bro- in their race to the scene of the fied of the fire this morning.
notified Hope College today that Janet, and Dean Maris, all of Hoiroute
3:
Mrs.
Alden
Shoemaker
the
who
is
pastor
of
First
ReNelson Bosman. Rex Chapman, Utter as a tribute to a family
Alma's three MIAA footballvic- land, Mr. and Mrs. Nick Polich,
Charles Shidler. G. K. Hewitt. which has long been associated and baby. 607 Central Bay; Gary formed Church ol Muskegon, detories would be forfeited because
Vander
Plaats,
336
North
Division:
of the Moose
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Winters,
livered the sermon.
Henry J. Hekman. Harold C. with St. Patrick'sChurch.
of the use of an ineligible play- Terri and Chuckie of West Olive,
Mrs. John Schrotenboer, 837 West
The church choir sang "Living Hold Regular Meeting
Klaasen and John Van Dyke. Jr.
Carolyn Utter is a retired school
er.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Polich and Mr.
The Goodfellows spent a total of teacher who formerly served ’as 26th St.; Paul Overway, route 1; for Jesus.” The Rev. Spencer De
Tex Gleason. Alma fullback, and Mrs. Harold Winters of Grand
Douglas
Collins,
1724
Mam
St.;
Jong,
pastor
ol
Haven
Reformed
$2,880.11 in 1960 for Holland chil- supervisor in Chicago schools.Ida
Reports on the midwinter conplayed in the games although he
dren including$813,
for milk to Litter is a retired registerednurse Margaret D. Bas. 117 West 17th Church of Hamilton, gave the ference opened the regular meetWilliam J. Farrell, Industrial was ineligible. Alma officials re- Haven. Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
St.:
Mrs.
Fred
Handwerg.
360
East
charge
to
the
minister
and
the
Kunkel of Spring Lake, Mr. and
ing of the Women of the Moose
needy familiesand $355.19 for the who formerly was superintendent
Commissionerof the Grand Rapids ported. "An inadvertent clerical
Mrs. Ray Wheaton of Zeeland,Mr.
school milk program.
o' the Cook County Hospital and Sixth St.: Vicky Kragt, 129 Cam- charge to the congregation was Wednesday at the Moose Home.
Many Holland firms ha\e se- Presbyterian Hospital in Chicago, bridge: Mrs. Clarence Looman, 339 given by the Rev. Ed Viening of Mrs. Harold Cramer presided in Chamber of Commerce addressederror in calculating eligibility" and Mrs. John Papls of Benton
DunningvilleRetormed Church. the absence of Mrs. Russell Dwyer, the Holland Exchange Club Mon- was ?'ven as the reason for the Harbor. Dan and Steven Kunkel
cured space at the Home Show The sisters moved to Grand Haven West 28th St.
1 mistake.
A daughter, Lila, was born in The new pastor gave the benedic- senior regent.
and the honored couple.
and the Civic Center will be , followingtheir retirement and now
day at its regular noon luncheon.
The games Alma won in the The new Mrs. Lucas is recepHolland
Hospital
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to
Mr.
tion
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was
followed
by
a
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Arthur Van Dyke, 171 East
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Holland Loses

GRANDSTANDING

Sports Splinters

84-67 Game;

Zeeland Whips Sparta, 79-54
For Seventh Basketball

By Randy Vande Water

Win

the Mineral Bowl at Excelsior
ZEELAND
Zeeland High’s
Cleaning off the desk we found Springs, Mo.
basketballteam rolled to its
a greeting from Ned Stuits, the
seventh victory in 13 starts here
speedy, alert' and pressing personable ex-Holland High baseWheaton College was trailing
Friday with a 79-54 win over
Muskegon basketball team whipped ball coach and footballassistant 75-74 against ValparaisoUniverSparta in the Zeeland High gym.
improvedHolland,84-67, here Fri- coach who is now a salesmanin sity last Saturday and in possession Although Zeeland led all the way,
Grand Rapids.
of the basketballwith 17 seconds
day night before 1.900 fans in the
Sparta pulled within six points at
Stuits slipped into the January left.
Holland High's reserve basketthe end of the third quarter,- 51*
Civic Center in the final home edition of the Michigan High
They had gained the ball follow45. But the Chix tallied 28 points ball team snapped a five-game
appearance for the Dutch this School Athletic AssociationBullet- ing a missed Valparaiso free throw
in the final period while bolding lasing streak, had some fine shootin with a review of his case con- attempt. Wheaton tried a field goal
season.
the Spartans to nine.
ing and staved off a late-game
cerning two footballcontracts to attempt at the 12-secondmark but
The victorywas the ninth In' 11
Coach Paul Van Dort played his
officiate two Grand Rapids foot- missed.
Muskegon rally to cop a 63-62 vicentire team and none of the playstarts for the 10th ranked Big Reds
ball games.
In the franticscramblefor the
tory Friday night in the Civic Ceners sdw more than about a halfwhile the setback was Hfllland's
The state athletic executivecom- loose ball, a Wheaton player accigame of action. Van Dort was ter for its third win in 10 starts.
sixth in 11 tries and the sixth in mittee ruled that the Grand Rapids dentally kicked the ball the length
pleased with the work of his reHolland made eight of 20 from
public schools must pay Stuits a of the court as time ran out and
the last seven games.
serves, especiallysub center Ken the floor in the first half and 13 of
Valparaiso
scored
its
fourth
win
Tremendous speed made the dif- $17.50 stipulation per game providBaron who grabbed eight rebounds
30 in the second half for 43 per
ference in the contest as the Big ed he doesn’twork any other foot- in 10 starts this season.
and scored four points.
cent.
Reds riddled the Holland zone ball games during the specified
Zeeland led 24-10 at the quarter
defense. Muskegon,strong on the hours for which he was contracted About the only laugh that came and 36-25 at half. Subs played most
But Holland missed six straight
out of Holland s dismal basketball
boards, would grab rebounds and in these two instances.
of the second quarter and filtered free shots, all one-and-one situaThe controversy started, accord- performance against Muskegon
frequently tear down the floor
the lineup throughout the second tions, in the final couple minutes
before Holland could . get its de- ing to the Bulletin, when the Heights last Friday night in the half.
Civic
Center
was
Ben
Farabee's
Grand Rapids athleticoffice reand almost blew the game. The
fense set.
Dan Zuverink had J5 for the
Dutch were leading 63-53 with 3:30
When Holland was in ^he zone, quested Stuits return his contracts bout with the door.
winners while John Roe and Jim
Farabee was going at full speed
to play but the Big Reds scored
the Big Reds would go* into a and consider them cancelled beKlinger each added 13. Dave Sienine points while .Holland didn’t
weave and spring a man clear cause it had been discovered that in attempting to block a Muskegon bold made 16 for Sparta.
score again.
for the shot. Many of the shots he had not attended meetings of Heights shot Attempt. Running like
The Chix made 33 of 91 from the
Muskegon made 10 of 39 in the
were taken from the sides and the Western Michigan Officials a "wild bull" he stormed past the floor for 36 per cent while Sparta
out near the foul line and the Big Associationin accordance with a basket, crashed through the closed had 21 of 57 for 36 per cent. The first half for 26 per cent while the
Grand Rapids City League require- double door and kept right on going
Big Reds made 13 of 37 in the
Reds were hot. .
91 shots was the most the Chix
into the lobby.
second half for 34 per cent
Holland matched Muskegon in ment.
have made in one game this seaStuits felt the contracts,calling
Holland retrieved the ball and
Holland spotted Muskegon nine
shooting from the floor as each
son.
points at the start of the game and
team hit 46 per cent. But the Big for games on Sept. 22 and Nov'. play returned to the opposite end
Zeeland struck on 13 of 20 charity
Reds fired 82 times while the Dutch 4, 1961, at 7:45 p.m., in Grand of the floor Without Farabee. Most tosses and the losers made 12 of trailed 18-14 at the quarter Coach
could muster only 54 shots. Muske- Rapids, should be honored. He of the fans watched the door while 28 The Chix will host West Ottawa Don Piersma then sent his team
into a box zone in the second pergon made 38 baskets and Holland declined to consider the contracts Holland moved into its forecourt. next Friday night.
cancelled and sent one copy of each After what seemed a long time,
iod and Holland caught up and
sank 25.
Zeeland (79)
led at half. 37-33.*
Coach Ed Hager, who thought of the contracts back within the probably about 10 seconds, FaraFG FT PF TP
dates
specified
to
the
Grand
Rapids
The Dutch continued in the lead.
bee
came
running
back
through
his club ran the best it has in
Klinger, f .......... 6
51-46, at the close of the third
the now open door and back on to
three weeks (the last time was AthleticOffice.
Zuverink, f ........ 5
Wendell Emery, director of the the court and into the Holland
period.
against Benton Harbor >, decided
Roe, c ............. 6
Mike De Vries had his finest
to apply pressure early in the con- Grand Rapids prep athleticpro- play pattern.
Visser. g ........... 2
night of the season as he canned
test and the move paid off as the gram, and his aide Charles DavidZolman, g .......... 5
25 points to lead Holland. Darrell
Big Reds were able to intercept son and Stuits attended the state
Hansen, g .......... 2,
meeting.
Malcolm
Mackay,
another
Dykstra followed with 10 while
several Dutch passes.
Buter, g ............ 2
former
Holland
football
and
basTom
Esscnburg and Bob De Vries,
Holland took a 6-0 lead on a
Jekel.
.........
o
making his first start, chipped in
basket by Jim De Vries and two ketball coach and principalat St.
naron, c .....
0
a
4
eight. Tom De Puydt and Bill
by sophomore Carl Walters. Mus- Joseph, is a member of the execuMiyamoto, g .. ..... 2 0 0 4
Lawson each had lour.
kegon caught the Dutch with 4:10 tive committee.
Van Kl'ey, g ... ..... 0 0 0 0
Emery and Davidson said the ALLEGAN — A list of 33 jurors
Towers led Muskegon with 24
left in the first qquarter and sailed
Boersen. g .... ..... 0
4
1
4
ahead 9-8 and didn’t again trail Grand Rapids League had the was drawn this week for the Kaper. f ..... .... 0 0 0 0 while Crawford had nine and
although three straight baskets understanding and notified that February term of Allegan Circuit Grissen, f .......... 1 0 0 .2 Tomazyk had six.
late in the first quarter pulled men working games in Grand Court.
Holland within two points, 19-17. Rapids, who lived in (he Grand
Drawn from Holland city are Totals ...........33 13 20 79
De Vries sank two buckets and Art Rapids area, would be expected
Sparta (54)
to attend at least half of the week- Ray Koetsier, Morris Peetbolte
Dirkse made one.
FG FT PF TP
ly meetings of the officials group.
In the second quarter Holland
and GertrudeDen Bleyker; from Siebold. f .......... 8 0 2 16
Stuits’ contracts didn’t carry this
pulled up four points shy, 31-27,
Allegan City, Clayton Gibson, Ho- Cook, f ............. 1
0
2
2
Members of the Camera Club
specitic provision.The executive
with 3:42 to go but another Big
Buck, c ............ 2 2 1 6 were entertained by Russell Sakgroup ruled the contractsvalid as ward Hartman and Frank HerringRed spurt pushed the winners to
Hessler.
6
..... 4
3 14 kers Tuesday night when he showthey had been issued by the prop- ton; from Otsego, John May and
a 41-32 halftime bulge. The Dutch
Carpenter, g .. ..... 0
0
0 ed sound colored movies of Yose1
er authorities and signed by Stuits Ward Doubblesteinand from Plainhad one point more at half than
Corey, g ............ 0
2
1
2 mite Valley.
and returned within the specified
they had in the entire Muskegon
well City, Harold Carlyle.
Lavell. g .....
0
0
2
In the slide contestheld by club
date.
Heights game.
.......... 0
1
2
Drawn from Townships are Chase,
1 members the assigned subject,
The executivecommittee felt the
Jumping junior Sam Moore
Blackmire. f ... ..... 2
1
1
5 "Fall Colors,” was won by A1
made nine baskets in the first policy was good of having men Lewis Hough. Allegan: Myrtle Lampsen, f ... ..... 3 0 2 6 Potter. Richard Por took second
working City League games attend Tourtellotte.Casco; Agnes Ives,
half, includingfive in the second
and Romeo Alfierithird. Honorsome officials meetings for a bet- Cheshire; Clyde Gillan, Clyde;
quarterto lead the Muskegondrive.
Totals ...........21 12 15 54 able mention went to Milton Van
ter understanding, greater unifor- Imogene Bosek, Dorr: Harry BleeHe was aided in the second quarmity and more complete know- ker, Fillmore; William Larson, Officials: Gene Carter and Art Putten.
ter by senior Mike Pedler and
Start, both of Grand Rapids.
In the open contest,first place
ledge of the rules.
Ganges Ruth Thompson, Gunjunior Ben Strong with two baskets
went to Fred Kleinheksel,second
However, the group didn't see plain; Alma Sterken, Heath; Mareach.
to Gary De Weerd and third to
how an implied regulationof this garet Wicks. Hopkins; Eric Hall,
. The second half belonged to
Lee Smithers. Jay Vander Meulen
type could be considered a part of Laketown: Reed Martin, Lee;
Muskegon as the closest the Dutch
got honorable mention.
the contractitself unless it appear- Earl Fisher, Leighton; Nathan
came was eight points. 47-39, with
Judges for the next regularmeeted on the contract.
Brink, Manlius.
4:36 to go on a basket by Gary
ting on Feb. 28 will be Floyd Todd,
If Stuits does work another game
Earl
Johnson,
Martin;
Marie
Alderink. Muskegon gunned four
John Meuller and Forest Flaugher.
on the date of each of the con- Lampen. Monterey; Eugene Baker.
straight and in a minute had a
The assigned subjectwill be "Chiltracts there will not be the re- Otsego; James Hoop, Overisel;Ed
55-39 lead. The third quarter score
dren
Under Ten.” Guests are inquirement that the provisions of Laube. Salem; Ervin Hasten. Sr,
was 65-51.
Gary Wisniewski. 18. of 103 East vited to attend the meetings.
the contracts be met by the City Saugatuck; Myron McCarn, TrowMoore ended with 28 points on
At the Tuesday meeting HerNinth St., who pleaded guilty Jan.
League.
bridge; Floyd Bennett, Valley
14 baskets,four more in the third
bert De Pree. Henry A. Bauman,
Reportedly,Grand Rapids Offici- Township; ElizabethSage. Watson; 23 to charges of contributing to
quarter. He fired 25 times and had
Raymond Wenke and Nick Woolf
als have said that if Stuits wants Dorothy H. Vander Hoff, Way- the delinquency of a minor and
quarters of 4-8. 5-7, 4-5 and 1-3.
were guests.
to receive his pay for the two land.
furnishingliquor to minor, was put
Pedler,clever guard, followedwith
Members and prospectivemem1961 games he must appear at the
20 on nine baskets and a pair of
on
a
year's probation this week bers are urged to take advantage
games.
free shots. Ben Strong,who didn’t
of the special membership fee durby Municipal Court.
It has been reported that Stuits
start because of illness came in
ing February.Persons are asked
must show up at the games, in
Conditionsare that he pay $9.70
with the game three minutes old,
to mail remittance to the club
officials uniform a half-hour becosts. $5 a month supervisionfees,
and added 17 points.
secretary,Romeo Alfieri,573 South
fore the games and sit in the
may not associate with known Shore Dr. Members also are asked
De Vries scored six baskets in
stands in uniform during the
criminalsand must observe a to mail color slides to the Camera
the first half but couldn'tget games.
GRAND
RAPIDS-Afterdump- 10:30 p.m. curfew except with paranother but did add four free shots
Club, 124 East Ninth St.
ing Holland Christian Tuesday ents’ permission.
to lead Holland with 16. Walters,
Dell W. Koop, veteran Holland night, Hudsonville Unity Christian
Others appearing were Ronald
who turned in his best game for official,has prided himself in not
ran into trouble here Friday night De Went, of 1943 West 32nd St.,
the Dutch, added 14 and was effecbeing late for any game he has and Grand Rapids South Christian red light, $7; Joseph E. Baine. of
tive on defense while Ben Farabee
officiated in 15 years.
defeated the Crusaders, 55-46 in a 379 Columbia Ave.. illegalparkhad 12.
But he was late for his first 4-C' League game.
ing. $3; Richard Paul Taylor, of
From the floor Holland had quar- game this week. And to hurt his
The lass was Unity's fourth in 21 East 28th St., improper left turn
ters of 7-14, 6-13. 6-10 and 6-17.
pride even more— the game was U games And gave the Crusaders causing accident,$12: Albert CosOttawa County has exceededIts
Muskegon had 9-23, 10-19. 12-18 and in Holland.
a 3-2 league mark. They play at ter. of 284 Fairbanks Ave., right quota in the 1960 ChristmasSeal
7-22. At the free throw line, MusKoop was to officiate the West Muskegon Christian next Friday of way, $12; Phillip A. Vanderpol,
campaign and is recording one ot
kegon made eight of 16 while Ottawa-Saugatuck varsity and re- night.
of 215 West 12th St., right of way its highest TB funds in history,
Holland cashed in on 17 of 30.
serve basketball game Tuesday South Christianoutscored Unity, causing accident,$12.
according to the Michigan TuberHolland plays at Benton Harbor night in the Armory. Officials at
15-6 in the final quarter after the
Montie Emmons, of 279 West culosis Association
next Friday night in a Lake Michi- West Ottawa games work both the.
game was tied 40-40 at the end of 24th St., right of way, $12: Keith
As of Jan. 30. Ottawa County has
gan Athletic Conference game and reserve and varsity contests, a the third period. Ron Handlogten
S. Blevins,of 733 Aster Ave., as- collected$9,095. compared with a
the first of four road contests. Ben practice used by many smaller
made five in the final frame and sured clear distance,$12; Gerald 1959 total of $8,075 11. The county
ton Harbor defeated Muskegon schools.
Tom Bouma added four for the Goshorn. of 1685 Ottawa Beach figure a year ago on Jan. 30 was
Heights 56-44 Friday night.
The reserve game started at winners.
Rd.. assured clear distance, $7; $7,716.
Holland (67)
6:30 p.m. but Koop thought the
Handlogtenpaced the winners Earl Gene Bonzelaar, oi 311 West
Ottawa is among 54 counties in
FG FT PF TP game began at 7 p.m. So when he with 16 points while Bouma fol32nd St., interferingwith through Michigan's 83 counties to top the
.
3
16
De Vries, f ......
walked into the Armory the game lowed with 15. John Kooiker add- traffic. $12; David A. Gaines, of
1960 figures
4
Buurma, f .......
was about five minutes old and ed 15. Cal Aukeman made 22 for 254 West Ninth St., red light. $12;
While TB is still a knotty prob.
4
12
Farabee. c .......
Myles Runk, another veteran Hol- the losers.
Barbara Lynn Yskes. of 88 East lem in, the state, the Christmas
Dirkse. g .........
land official, was officiating the
South Christianled 19-10 at the 21st St., red light. $7.
Seal organizationis- trying to in1 14 game alone.
Walters, g ....... .
quarter and 27-25 at half. The
Leroy Sybesma.of 359 Columbia crease its activities in the field
2
Klomparens, g ...
Officiating since 1946, Koop has victory climaxed
successful Ave., red light, $7; AndretteD.
o( respiratorydiseases. Influenze,
Alderink. f ......
worked tournament games for sev- Homecoming for South Christian. S. Kinsella, Detroit, improper passasthma, emphysema, chronic bron0
Hilbink, f ........
eral years. This year he has been
ing. $12; Mack E. Payne, route chitis and other chest and lung
Vander Broek. g
assigned to three games in two Marriage Licenses
4. speeding, $10 suspended after diseases will gain more attention
Millard, g ........
districts.
Floyd Duane Walters, 21, route trafficsch-ool, also imprudent as monies are made availableTB
0
Nyland. f ........
He will work one game on March
l'
Leeland, and Joyce Elaine speed and excessive noise. $10 sus- officials said.
3 8 in a Class A district tournaKoop. c .........
pended after traffic school. LorTo date, $846,625has been colWiersma. g ......
ment in the L. C. Walker Arena Peters, 20. route 3, Hudsonville. raine R. Helder, of 154 Cambridge
lected, compared with $906,581.81
in Muskegon and he will officiate
right of way, $17 suspendedafter for the 1959 campaign.
Totals .... .. 25 17 15 67 March 9-10 in a Class C-D district
traffic school.
Muskegon (84)
in the Western MichiganUniverLouise Anna Veenman. of 323
FG FT PF TP sity Fieldhouse in Kalamazoo.
22 Respond to Call
River Ave.. assured clear distance.
3 28
Moore, f ...........14
$12 suspended after traffic schooi; For Blood Donations
6
Collins, f .........
Holland Christian's73-44 victory
Terry L. Nash, of 105 Madison
Twenty-two persons responded to
Pendell, c .........
Ave., no licenseplate on front of.
the call for blood needed in a rePierce, g ........
car, $7: Glenn Charles Mannes. of
1 20
cent heart operation.Mrs. Gladys
Pedler. g ........
700 Columbia Ave., speeding. $30;
3 17 game. Coach Joe Kowatch’s
H Aldrich,executive secretary of
Strong, f ........
Robert A. Manglitz,17. of 341 West
the Ottawa County Chapter, AmerKrumweide. f ...
Orioles had posted 32 victories,in
40th St., speeding, $25.
2
ican Red Cross, announced.
Huizenga. f ..... .. 1
1
They are Kenneth ‘Russel.Sr.,
Saylor, g ..........
unbeaten in 10 games this season.
Peter Eppmga. Mrs. Keith Dadd.
Hayes, g .......
Ludington'slone loss last season
Mrs. Justin Scholten,Herbert
was to Grand Rapids Godwin

Sixth

Setback

-

Dutch
Win Squeaker
Little

A

Jurors

Drawn

KEY CLUB CHARTER -

Harold Pletz, Governor of Michigan District of
Kiwanis, who presented die charier and charge
lo the Key Club and sporaor; J'tfwi Porcelli,
Lt .Governor of Division II Key Clubs, who
spoke "Facing the Future, and Oscar Aiider*
aun, Lt Governor, District II. Michigan District
of Kiwanis, wtio installed the otfkers of the Key
(Prince photo)

Rob Brinks,president
of the Key Club of Zeelnnd High School, (second from lefii is shown here as he receive-the
charier for tl>e new club at a banquet held Tuesday evening in Van Raalte s Restaurant in Zeelnnd sponsored by the Zeeland Kiwanis Club.
Shown (left to right) are Bob Kalmmk, tirst
vice presidentof Zeeland Km unis Club; Brinks;

Club.

f

For Allegan

Named

Winners

By Camera Club

g

.

.

.

f

Many Cases
Processed

In

Court

YOUNG

CALVINIST BOARD - Here is (he executive board of the Holland Young, C.ikim.'t League elected at a league meeting in Prospect
Park ChristianReformed Church. Seated (left to
right) ore Esther Brink, assistant recording secretary; Evelyn Witteveen. recording secretary;
Barbara Schaap. corresponding secretary,and
Betty Boyd, assistantcorresponding secretary.

Standing are Peter Vander Wal, special projects
secretary; Earl Westenbroek. treasurer;the
Rev. Ed Cooke, president: the Rev. Henry Entingh, first vice president; Phillip Plan man. assistant treasurer. Missing from photo is Mrs.
James I/>nt. second vice president The league
is made up of 20 Christian Reformed churches
in Holland area.

STUDENTS WIN HONORS -

tion in relation to ti»e continent* of Asia and

Unity Drops

League

Game

Ottawa Ups

TB Gifts

'

6 4

.2 0 2
4 4

.3107
4 6

.10

0

a

..3016
.0 0 0
..0101
.10 12
.0 0 0

.112

..0010

0
..3 0 5
1 143

..1022

..9 2
7 3

f.

..2125
0 1

0 1 1

.0010

Hamilton Frosh

38

8 23 84 Heights. 74-73. in an overtimein
Totals
Officials'Don Black. Grand Rap- the semi-finalsof the state Gass
ids; Fred Brieve.North Muskegon. B tourney.
The

Zeeland Reserves Nip
Sparta in Last Seconds
ZEELAND -

Zeeland High s

re-

serve basketballteam came from
behind in the lourth quarter here
Friday to nip Sparta. 56-56

Larry Boeve mad* two field
goals and Phil Maatman added a
free shot in the closing seconds
Zeeland trailed-l*U at the quarter and ;i3-27at half Sparta led
at the end ol the third quar-

ter

/

entire issue of the January

Hillsdale CollegeAlumnus has been
devoted to the st^ry of Hillsdale's
withdrawing from the MIAA
Fred S. Burd. Holland Hospital
director and Hillsdale alumnus, received a copy and passed it along
to this desk
The text of the withdrawal, in
formation leading up to Hillsdale's
by the MIAA. com-

—

defeated

ter and 22-9 at half. The third
period score was 31-12
Johnson paced the winners with
10 while Vern Rankin* had eight
Jerry Gnssen and Dale Folkert
each had
Romine made (our for West Ottawa while Cramer and Wehrmeyer each had three The Hanui-

L

Mark

Shore Dr. hae been appointed
Chief Iropector in the Quality
Standard* Depan mem of die
Ind . Plant ot Fisher
mvtn. Gem-ra:

seven

Ot-

.

"

former -husband
arrears * child sup
Court ha* placed Ev<
Ml

front-

Alley Decree
Is

Set

Aside

had pleaded not guilty in

Circuit

,

i

companion^Wward Franklin a motion by defense counsel to
appear ^ aside a decree granted m Ot......

as-!..

Court June 21 to aggravated
sauit upon her 24-year-old
ter last June 9, changed her plea
.
to guilty Friday and was placed on j ^tar ot

^

daugh-j ____ __

.

tawa

_

_

,

.

oethlehem
Meeting
up

W,

Circuit Court Wednesday

afternoon giving Harold and Chry-’
stal Gee and John and Janet Bre, mer, o» Holland, prescriptive
eascIment rights m the alley behind
1 the Tower Building in
Holland,

meeting a2aiast the owners. Unity -Lodge,
'

Worthy ^asonic Temple of Holland.

...

On

;

I

a zipper case

.....

when

tate

suit I

*? tO-

j

Feb

16 fu

vcstigated ui accident

hk car

Oct

27 on
Amk*r j Spring Lake toMtdiip

by 'aiqueimeK
son Tysman charging thal

brought

i

Vasquez,

(Sentinelphoto)

i

-

GRAND HAVEN -

Ramon

son School in Holland .Ian 25. and
GRAND HAVEN -Circuit Judge
GRAND HAVEN — Mrs Eliza- j will return for sentence March 6
beth Alger, 22. Grand Hav^n, who Bond of $2,500 was not furnished.Raymond L. Smith Friday granted

•,one8 N,rs *** Hendricks. wa.s continued and trialI will be honorary
Merry De Maard and Dugan hejd during the April term Smith igan Oran
allegedly had a
led rt
^ inj A ipecu

Probation

winners are

Ten Cate.

Brolin and Jo

a

;‘iohnMU
—
Given
!

CHIEF INSPECTOR - Henry
L. Heimmk of 1807 South

Changed

i>rize

Dale Popperna,Larry Stewart, (rear) Jim
Niw. Barbara Kiekerna , Bob
Stroop, Bob

a 14-year-oldgirl.
Ritfiard K. took, 24. Allegan,
pleaded guilty to nightUmo break
ing and entering in connection
with a breakin at Thomas Jeffer-

Child Beating
Plea

South America.The

left to right/ Jack Meurer,

probation for three year> No fine Has Regular
Schout, Hugh Harper. Robert Wier- i and costs were imposed but she \
sma, Wendell A Miles, Alvin Van I *111 be requirt?d to cooperate In
>lar'of Be
ZEELAND
Hamilton's ninth Dyke. Gordon Arnold. Jack Op- program for psychiatric treatment | OES held
meer, Marvin Rotman, John H ,
I Walter
Smith, 44. Muskegon, Thursday ev
grade basketball team
...............
West Ottawa freshmen. 35-19 in the ^en Broeke, Eskil Sjoholm. Mrs. i stood mute and a
no' guilty ; Matron R
old Zeeland gym Friday night, i Buth \an Kampen Donald Bench. was entered on a charge of carry- j \ nicnv
The winners led 12-5 at the quar- ^or^on Baak. Walter Scojt Don jn{, a concealed weapon His bond, altar dra:

Stop West Ottawa

WF

These E. E. Fell
seventh grade students in Mrs. Hartger Winter’s
United Studies daK-t* display their award-winning relief maps of North America. Three winner's were picked from each of three classes.
The maps show tire topographical features and
political divisions of North America and its posi-

last

her Raymond Ram.
m Haven, pleaded guilty

pr siding
rei

Ms.

ilk-. Jon,

Wednesdayt decree had ruled
that
the fence blocking the ailew
Chapter. OKS
must be removed Today s ruling
meet mg is planned (or
renind* the- order, and leaves the
all visiting member:*
s and
' 7*$?°
01 n to further Ltigauoo.

,

member

of the Mich-

m-drumu
Feb

ter
s»a on

mvrt

In granting the motion/ the court
exercised its discretionaryrights
to reopen the case

|?

,

~

~

~

icon of the Driver Cited in Crash
Germ Van Zy! <0 of 624
A pi Jb.-ujncy is* baa boon trai
cited nv
started (u the Worthy Pulton and police for mtorfenng
it tiw

off

\w

i

.o card* are
i
•

the tjnoel.ng

i«rv«d lb*

li

(V-r
.

’

-
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THE HOLLAND

Christ Church

Tolerance

Is

CIH NEWS, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9,

1961

Engaged

Prescribed

In Solving Race Problem

A Crown

Cops

“Tolerance • tolerance of races,
and cultures" is the prescription for the troubles of the
white race given by Rolf Italiaander. authority on Africa and
Africans, speaking before Century
Club members and guests Monday
night in the Vernon D. Ten Cate
religions

Chriit Memorial Church crushed

Jack and

Earl

s

Texaco,

fiO-46.

Scouts Plan

Monday night in the Civic Center
to cop the

A

League Recreation
basketballtitle while the 8 and C

League champions were
bumped

both

Annual Fete

in their final games.

Scouts and leaders of Troop 6
Local 2391. the B League king, of the First Reformed Church will
fell before Christ Memorial No. 2,
receive their 37th charter Tues42-38. while Quality Motors, the C
League winner, was nipped by day. Feb. 14. at the annual Mom.
Dad and Me banquet in the First
Menken Plumbing. 33-31.

The win for Christ Church No. 1
was its seventh in 10 starts and
the churchmen had to come-from*
behind to win. With about three
minutes to go. Christ Memorial
was trailing, 44-40. and switched
from a zone defense to a man-forman.
Don <Zeke> Picrsma broke
through with two quick baskets to
tie the score and then the winners
went on a scoringparade and com-

home.
Mr. Italiaander. a native of the
Netherlandsand a resident of

The needs are great in

Mass.

Opens Friday

ALLEGAN-Three and four generations of Dawson School “alumni" will be asked to participatein
a campaign for funds to help stock
the library in the new Dawson.
Moving day for some 240 stuJack and Earl's .............5 5
dents in the present 56-year-old
Suburban Furniture ...... 2 8
building will be Friday,, according
Final B League Standings
to Jack Hamilton, directorof eleW L
mentary education who said the
Local 2391 .................
« 2 move from Monroe St. to the new
Berean Church ......... 6 4 14-room school located off DeLano
Christ Memorial No. 2 .... 5 5 St., will be accomplished without
Bob's Sports Shop .......... 5 5 missing a day of school.
Botsis Beverage ............ 4 6
Mrs. Chester Reimink, Mrs.
2

8

Approximately 300 persons filled retiring board chairman,, was also
the auditoriumof the Salvation honored. Brigadier G. A. FoubisArmy buildingMonday evening lor ter, presided as chairman of the
A total of 403 Chippewa District
meeting and installed the new Adthe program presentedby the KalaScouts and leaders took part in
visory Board members and the
mazoo Corps band. .
the second annual Klondike Derby
new officers.
The program, marking the 25th
Donald Cochran is the new chair- Saturday on the Pratt Farm near

Klondike

anniversary of the SalvationArmy
in Holland, also included vocal
duets by Capt. and Mrs. E. Miller,
accompaniedby Anthony Kooiker
of Hope College.

according to Prof Italiaanderwho ConcertgebouwOrchestra
life since age 19 Coming to Grand Rapids
studying the Africans and helping
Admitted to Holland Hospital
William Boer and Frank D. Monday were Randall Houtman.
them through writing of their condition in many languages."In Africa Kleinheksel are serving as co2682 William St.; Mrs. Clyde
80 per cent of the people are illichairmen of a local committee Sandy, 647 West 22nd St.; Mrs.
terate • 94 per cent in Algeria,75
obtaining patron subscribers for
Ramon Guadalupe, 506 West 20th
per cent in South Africa - in the
Congo there is one doctor for 20,- the appearance of the Amsterdam St.; Mrs. Roger Vander Velden,
000 people, in Nigeria, one to 57,- Concertgebouw Orchestra which
172 West 20th St.; Fred Pathuis,
000 Though white men like Drs. will appear in Grand Rapids Civic
15 Cherry St.; Mrs. John Dams.
Albert Schweitzer in Labarene.
Auditorium April 28, sopnsored by 200 East 14th St.; Mrs. Gary Stam,
Charles de Foucould in Morocco
the Grand Rapids Music Society. 170 West 27th St.; Mrs. James
and Carl Cline Becker in the ConLetters are being sent to a Carden, route 4; Mrs. (Jennie Wilgo have accomplished great things,
selected list of local persons con- link, 340 Maple Ave.-; Mrs. Earl
our contributionshave been too
taining special invitationsto the Poll, route 1, Hamilton: Mrs. Marfew.
vin Israels, 2500 Prairie; Gregory
April 28 concert.
The speaker closed with a PresiOthers on the committee are Ramsey, route 5, Allegan; Billy
dent'Kennedyquotation:"There is Mrs. Bernard Donnelly, Mrs. Ed- Glover, route 5.
no reason for panic, but the situaDischarged Monday were Lola
ward J. De Pree, Robert W. Cavtion is very dangerous, especially
anaugh, Arthur C. Hills, Henry Jo Shoulders,route 1; Lyn Skaggs,
in Africa."
Vander Linde, Peter Prins, Dick 1846 Lakewood Blvd.; Mrs. Henry
Miss Janet Wichers,a student Zwiep, Russel Fredericks and Wil- Schaap, 115 South Lincoln; Mrs.
of Mrs. Harold Karsten, provided
lard C. Wichers. The Netherlands Paul Mulder, 180 East 26th St.;
music for the evening with her Information Service is assisting in Mrs. Conrad Eckstrom and baby,
piano numbers “Rondo Capricci- promotingthe 1961 tour which 275 West 30th SL; Mrs. Belle
oso” by Mendelssohn, and “Valse schedules 42 concerts in the United Knight, Resthaevn; Mrs. James
in E Minor,” Chopin.
States from New York City to Zoerhoff, route 5; Mrs. Ernest

Hospital Notes

has spent hi4

scribe.

......

2nd Annual

On

ances in Michigan, previously appeared in Grand Rapids in the
spring of 1955 when it presented
45 concerts in the United States
and Canada. At that time, orchestra members paid a visit to Holland, Mich. The 1955 appearance
in Grand Rapids also was sponsored by the Grand Rapids Music

Blue Birds of Harringtonschool
practiced the Indian dance at the
Civic Center. Sharon Van Bruggen
brought our treaL On Jan. 24 we
participatedin the Indian Dance
held at the Civic Center. On Jan.
30 we made beaded Indian rings.
Peggy Weersing treated. Joan

and treatment.
Holland police identified the
driver of the taxi as Charles L.
Atwood Jr., 28, of route 4. Holland. Police said Atwood's cab
struck the rear of a car driven by
Ronald J. Yonker. 19. of 47 West
22nd St., forcingYonker s car into
the rear of
car driven by
Marinus Rozeboom.52. of 739 West
26th St.
Police charged Atwood with
failureto maintain an assured

a

Freehouse. scribe.

_

.

gation.

Teacher Waives

rooms

.

Two

Two
Within Hour

r

u

books Susan “‘“f
Set Graveside Services
On Jan. lb we met at the home
,
. .
oi Mrs. Hakken We made vaien- For brand Haven Intant
tines for our mothers with the GRAND HAVEN Funeral
for our

!

e

Ryzenga. Mrs Ray Ryzenga and Small Fires
Mrs Howard Pippel at the Nelson
Ryzenga home 759 State St.
Holland Bremen answered two help of Roberta Hallan and Margo vices for four-day-oldAlbin Lee
ithin an hour lele Monday Hakken Becky Schaffenaar treat- Ortquist. son- of . Mr and Mrs
Game* were played and dupli- cal
od Lynn Klaasen.
| Robert Ortquist.Palm Dr., route
cate prizes awarded A two course afternoon
firemen were called For the past feu weeks the Hi- 1, Spring Lake were held at
lunch ua- sened Dciuiai
sandy home at 657ici-0-PiCamp Fire group has Grandview Memorial Garden m
refieshm^nb fo!lo*wi a ilenlin
alter a small tire been working on our budget Iwoks Grand Haven Township ai l pm
theme
,
m an tulomomle- We also ha\e been making our Tuesday The Ke\. John Breuker
Guests •ere 'h*
said damage to the hand-beaded headbandson our will olficiate
Khine Veedet Meulen, O
hand made looms Jan W we made The child was born in the
Pippel, Beit honing H»rv
6* called to mvitat'on* for the lather -daughtei, MunicipalHospital Feb 2 and
kamp William Kammeraa
nair at the square dance and also decided died Monday morning
Havirdmk John Keuning Jay put out
j
Hud
ot
454 We»’ what we weie to bring for the Reside, the parents surviMng
Kkuiubi Henry himpher. (ieiald honur of
Setupped (ieraln Kline Kay D« ‘2lnd w Firemen xaid damage to potluck dmnei Susan Townsend, are two brothers Kenneth andj
nut Mgh 1
Date, two sialeri bharea MHlj
fttyi, Rog'i Kweugi
umsged The Odilo group held uuif Dons 'he grnndparmiiAustin
on AC »f
Unquist of Apnni Lake *nd Mr
as follows I’auy Me and Mu Percy L#*» ft!

.

1

scribe
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Newcomers Club Meets
For Pre-ValentineParty

The Holland Newcomers Club
met Saturday evening at the Elks

a

Club for

pre-Valentine party.

Mr. and Mrs. James Bradbury,
chairman. Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Teuting and Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Worrell were hosts

to

the 35 couples

attending.

Bridge and other card games

Townsend Park near Grand

Rapids.

The Ant patrol of Troop 33 of
Hamilton won the Klondike ^led
timing race in a time of two hours
and 31 minutes while the Panthers
of Troop 43, sponsored by the
North Shore Community Club, took
second in 2:36 while the Buffalo
patrol of Troop 22, sponsored by
the Beechwood Reformed Church
was third in 2:45.
The winners won a "bearbone.
musk ox skim and Arctic deer
skull. The Scouts had soup (caribou elixer)at the climax of the

I

Berkompas and Mrs.

Clifford

Rich Convalescing
CLERMONT, Fla. (Special)Phil T. Rich, publisher of the
Midland Daily News who was
strickenwith a heart attack some
months ago, is convalescing satisfactorily here and expects to return north in the spring.

ICE
AIR

MACHINES
CONDITIONERS

scribe
I
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COMMERCIAL-

Fairbanks Maria

Doming

Sales and Service

WOBI

This saol moons

—

—

Myar*

—

—

Sta-Rito
Dayton
Ganoral Eloctric
A. O.
Smith — Franklin — Cantury
Dolco A many others.

—

—

—

DUCTS
COPPER DECKING
EAVES TROUGHING
and GUTTERS

KEN RUSSELL

HAMILTON

HOLLAND

Air Conditioning

MFC. & SUPPLY Co.

SHEET METAL CO.

Wo Soil
PK a 4-1902

Sorrlc# Whal

221 Pino

Ato.

-

FURNACES

LOW COST

•

Air Conditioning

FRIC PICK-UP SERVICE

Westenbroek

EX 6-7716 & ED 5-8353

Service

ELECTRIC MOTOR
SERVICE INC.
8U> &

WASHINGTON
Repairing

Rewinding
Ball

ON POWER EQUIPMENT
Distributorslor

WAGNER MOTORS

44000

Ph.

EX 4-S733

BLACK TOP
CAN PAVE YOUR
• DRIVEWAY
• PARKING LOT

NOW

304

Lincoln Ph

Call EX 4-8281

REPAIRING

BUMP SHOP

•
•

KEYS

Quality Workmanship

R. E.

BARBER,
1SI RIVER

PHONE EX

FREE ESTIMATES

MADE

SCISSOR SHARPENING
ROLLFA5T

• BUMPING
• REFINISHING
• BODY WORK

BICYCLES
Mod#

to

last.

RAFFENAUD’S

INC.

AVE.

HOBBIES • TOYS - BICYCLES
210 RIVER AVI. Ph. EX 6-4841

2-9198

tom

OAK ma
.gatTB#

HAROLD
LANGEJANS

HEATING

GENERAL CONTRACTOR

and

HOME BUILDER

AIR

• REMODELING
• STORE FRONTS
• CEMENT WORK

Conditioning

PEERBOLT'S

Commtrdal — RoaidanSa]

tor

EX 2-9647

BICYCLE

and

Commareial— RoaSdonflal

Crackar-Whoolai
Noton
Gatas V-Balts4 Shaavaa

EX

Rasidantiol• Commarcial

TULIP CITY

& SlooTt Roarings

Initallatlon
4 Sortie#

PHONE

and HEATING SERVICE

EX 2-3314

12 EAST 8TH ST.

SPEEDWAY PRODUCTS
374 Chicago Dr.

No lob Too Largo or Too SmaD
91 W. 94th
Phk EX 44919

SL

ROOFING

SHIFT METAL CO.
19

l

8th SL

Ph.

SX 24728

FENDT'S
Auto Service
i

and

ALUMINUM

OME

SIDING

Specialistsin

SAUS and SDtVfCf

AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSIONS
SERVICE i REPAIR

HOLLAND
HEADY

Gas

• Oil

'

Cool

Wf CLEAN eed IIPA/I
ALL MAKES OF fURNACIS

is

and dependoblt.

.

Eaves Troughing
Ph.

jPlumberwho

Now

DELAYS

othicol

COMPLETE PLUMBING

• AVOID

TONT

daaling

on

'sfficlont, reliablo

THAT

Repaired

CALL

A!

Heating

PHONE

.you ora
iwith

Lawn Mower

BOUMAN
G. E.

CALL tX 6-469)
Wotar is Our Businass

GET

BREMER

CALL
-Mixr W

PLUMBING & HEATING

HEAVY SHEET METAL

SERVICE

AIR CONDITIONING—

EQUIPMENT

W«

Bert Reimink's
"Dependable"

RESIDENTIAL—

INDUSTRIAL

1

•

INDUSTRIAL—

WELL
PUMP
MOTOR

;

,

>

The three patrols will participate
in the Grand Valley Council Klondike Derby on Saturday, Feb. 18

LET THESE EXPERTS HELP YOU

bard.

r-

activities.

Peanuts ripen below the ground. Berkompas.

Monday

at a miscellaneous shower Thuisday evening given by Mrs. Nelson Bremen Extinguish

participation
in the various Scout

Howard Wolters and Mrs. Peter
Hospital births list a son, Kurt Wolters in charge of devotions.
Guest speaker was Mrs. Edward
Dennis, born Monday to Mr. and
Mrs. Russell De Vette, 720 Lugers Tanis, wife of the pastor of Faith
Rd ; a son, Eric Dean, bom Mon- Reformed Church of Zeeland.
day to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Refreshmentswere served by
Rohlck, 287 West 22nd St.
Mrs. Harvey Hoffman. Mrs. Donald

Rentals

On Drug Charge

honored _______

Corps, were present at the meeting.
It was a farewellmeeting in Holland for Capt. and Mrs. Badgley,
who leave today for Bismarck,
N. D.

of their leader. Mrs. Van

On Jan. 13 the Heights Blue
last moving suspense story “n j whUe'said Ve'Board of Education Bird group No. 1 visited the Dutch
cerning Tony Wendlce s attempts lan5 ,o s(,ek bids s00„ (or ,.azi„6 Boy Baking Co. We were given
to murder his wife, Margot HiS bolh |h(. Dtws011 and lhe old a souvenir to take home. Sherry
achemes i n c 1 u d e blackmail, a Norlh Ward Scllool „„ North Si. Heidema brought the treat. On
clear distance.
hired assassin,tan silk scarf,
•
.
Jan. 19 we made Indian necklaces.
finallyframing the wealthy Mrs
.
r, ,
Our group is now split into four
Wendice during a murder investi-°pf/-Mrs. Club Members
groups. Mrs. Sue Jebb is one of
Assist at License Bureau
our new leaders. On Jan. 26 we
Max Halliday. an author of
met at the home of or leader,
Mrs Robert Van Dyke was hostAmerican TV mystery dramas
Mrs. D. Van Kampen and made
(and who is Margot's lover and ess to the members of the Hol- Blue Bird paper dolls. Linda Van
GRAND HAVEN - Mrs. Esther
the reason for all Tony's schem- land Opti Mrs. Club Monday eve- Kampen brought the treat.
Smith. 57. of 575 College Ave.,
ing* concocts a mystery story in ning at her home Mrs. Everett
The Happy 12 Blue Birds of Van Holland, teacher in Pine Creek
an effort to remove the guilt Hart, president, conducted the Raalte school met on Jan. 17 at School, waived examination at
from Mrs. Wendice. and with the business meeting.
the home of Mrs. lones. We made noon Tuesday before Justice LawDecisionswere made on several
help of' Scotland Yard, the true
yarn tassels. Peggy Jones treated. rence De Witt on a charge of
projects which will make use of
circumstances are revealed.
Kathy Van Oosterhout, scribe. On possessing and transporting narthe
License
Bureau
fund
for
needy
Mary Bosch and Jay C. Petter
Jan. 24 the Happy 12s met at the cotic drugs, namely nembutal.
play the roles of Mr. and Mrs. children This money is earned by home of their leader, Mrs. Murrell.
The allegedoffense, according to
Vendice. Gil Bussies plays Mqx members of the group donating Kathy Cross treated. Kathy Van
state police, occurred
their
time
to
type
applications
for
Halliday.' with Charles Anderson
Oosterhout,scribe.
when Mrs Smith was said to have
appearing as Capt. Legate and license plates Mrs. Donald Reek
The Busy Bee Blue Birds of 3rd 255 capsules in her possession.
Gerald Kruyf as Inspector Hub- is serving as license bureau chairgrade Longfellow school met on She furnished $1,000 bond for her
man this year
Jan. 30 at the home of Sandy appearance in Circuit Court
I he group will provide cookies
Steketee.We worked again on our Feb 17.
for the Veterans Hospual in Battle
Shower Compliments
valentine gift for our mother.
West Ottawa Superintendent of
: r i*>ek during the months of March.
Marla Rooks furnished the treat. Schools Lloyd Van Raalte Tuesday
Miss Sharon Pippel
April and May.
Lynn Zuvennk. scribe.
said that he has suspendedMrs.
Refreshments were served by
On Jan. 9 the Wacmton Camp Smith pending Official notification
Misa Sharon Pippel. whose mar | Mrs Van Dyke and Mrj Harl
Fire girls met at the home of of the outcome ot the matter.
nag* 10 Roger \and,r Meulen », (o|!f|l |hf
Mrs Haiker. We planned
take place in April, waa

,

are Judge Cornelius vander The Bat patrol of Troop 21 in
Meulen, Bruce De Pree and the
Zeeland won 32 “nuggets" to take
Rev. William Warner.
Irvin De Weerd of the Kiwanls first place in the Derby while the
Club presented a check to Capt. Cobra patrol of Troop 11, sponsored
David Badgley for the Salvation by the Hope Reformed Church in
Army Camp fund, from the Hol- Holland, was tied for second with
land Kiwanis.
the Wolves patrol of Troop 21 of
Lt. and Mrs. Eric Britches,the Zeeland with 31 “nuggets." “Nugnew commandants of the Holland gets" were awarded for skill in

SERVICE DIRECTORY

M'

,

per-

Grand Haven.

'

_

ma, Jr., RussellKlaasen and L. C. (Grand Haven area) and 633
Dalman. Other board members sons took part in the event.

,

W L PTA-sponsored committee which Oosterhout. Carla Weller treated. Three-Car Crash
Quality Motors ........... 8 2 will seek money for books for the We made valentineholders.KathMenken Plumbing .......... 6 4 library room in the new school. leen Sanderson, scribe.
Injures Trio
Mass Furniture .......... 6 4 Other Allegan elementary The Gay Blue Birds held their
Overkamp’s Washer ........ 5 5 schools have had their own li- meeting at the home of Mrs. Scar- Three persons were taken to
Steffens Market ............ 4 6 braries for some time. Miss Crow- let. We made a chemical garden. Holland Hospital for treatment of
Trinity Church ....... ....... 2 8 ell pointed out. but the "old Daw- The treat was apples with faces injuriessuffered when the taxi
son" had no such facilities and on them brought by Susan V. they were riding in was involvet
the move into the new plant Shelley K., Scribe.
in a three-car crash at 3:38 p.m.
Rehearsals
caught the school board without The Little Acorns had election Monday on River Ave. near 15th
of officers at today's meeting. St.
sufficient funds for books.
Continuing
The committee will attempt to Named as president,Debbie KonHospital officials said Dick
contact as many former Dawson ing; treasurer,Lee Ann Moore: Boter, 80, of 758 South Shore Dr.,
For 'Dial
students as possible, although they scribe. Eva Prys. We decorated Mrs. Rachael Me Vea. Sl^of Dougadmit that it will be quite a task a valentinebox and made valen- las, and Mrs. Me Vea's rlaughter,
Peter De Moya, director of Hol- since four generations of Allegan tines. Eva Prys treated.
Helen Me Vea, also of Douglas,
land Community Theater Group's youngsters have passed through
On Jan. 23 the Happy Go Lucky were released after examination

and:
n .

of the board; Sandy Meek, Eastmanville.
vice chairman; Larry Beukema, The Chippewa district scouts
treasurer and Mrs. W. F. Young,
w$re joined by scouts and leadsecretary. New board members
are Mrs. P. H. Frans, Hill Buur- ers from the Ottawa district

were played. Winners were Wil- event.
liam Kurth, Richard Crane and
The Alpha Phi Omega, a group
Mrs. Arden Thompson, bridge; ot Hope College students who are
Donald Tipton and Herb Childress, former Scouts, assisted with the
pinochle; Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd judging. Other judging was done
Slagh, William Kays and Winton by Explorer Scouts.
Buell, canasta.
Post 2006 of First Reformed
Heart-shaped tallies were used. Church judged the first aid while
After the card playing, a buffet Post 2022 of Beechwoodjudged the
lunch was served.
cliff rescue. The Morse code was
judged by Post 2045 of Ganges
and Post 2044 of Maplewood ReHarlem Guild Members
formed Church checked the fire
Hear Talk by Mrs. Tanis building. Tent pitching was
The Guild for ChristianService checked by Post 2033 of the HamWehrmeyer and baby. 363 Fourth
San Francisco.
The Concertgebouw Orchestra, Ave.; Mrs. Gilbert Vanden Borg of Harlem Reformed Church met ilton Reformed Church. Ed Steele
was general chairman of the event
which is scheduling four appear- and baby, 185 Cambridge: Mrs. Thursday evening with Mrs. Frank
Henry Bush, 1537 Slayton St., Assink, Mrs. Hollis Brower, Mrs. for the Chippewa District.

Jan. 18 the Towanka Camp
Fire group met at the home of
their leader, Mary Ann Fabiano.
The followingofficers were elected: President,Sandy Meengs: vice
On Jan. 23, Mrs. Botsis'group, president,Pam Slayer: treasurer,
The Little Acorns of Lakewood, Jackie McBride; secretary,Gayle Society.
and Mrs. Hall’s group took a tour Tretewey; telephone chairman, Suthrough the DeWitt Hatchery in san Meyer and Louise Whightman.
Zeeland. We saw many interest- They also planned the valentine
ing means and ways of raising party, the father-daughtersquare
chickens. On Jan. 30 we drew dance and their home cooked dinnames to make valentines for each ner. Refreshments were served by
other. We started our valentines the leader. On Jan. 30 the group
for our mothers and played games. met at the home of Sandy Van
Eve Price treated. Jinji Wright, Kampen and had their second
home-cookeddinner and worked
scribe.
The Gay Blue Birds met at the on their requirements.

Henry Polytika and Miss Rhoda
home
Crowell have been named to a

next production, said today cast
its dreary halls.
rehearsals and stage crew work
Hamiltonsaid classes would
are progressingnicely and he meet in the new school for the
anticipates a polished performance
first time on Monday morning.
of “Dial M for Murder" which Nine of the 14 available classwill be presented in the Woman's
rooms will be put into use this
Literary Club Feb. 23, 24 and 25
term while the remainderwill be
at 8:15 p.m
filled next fall after school assignThe play, a mystery in three! ment are re-shuffled.
acts by Frederick Knott, is a
School superintendent L. E.

man

Africa,

New School

Final C League Standings

Army Occasion

Salvation

count as 38 million,the loss due
to the French and Belgians and
other Europeansleaving the country since independence.
Continuingthe informationon the
religiousissue, the speaker said
that 40 per cent of the African
population still hold to the old
religionsof superstitution.
animism, and such. As education increases and 10 people give up the
old religions, three become Christians and seven, Muslims. Why?
In Africa today Christianityis
synonymous with colonialismand
imperialism; Islam with social and
political independence, he said.
Concerningthe social situation
in Africa, Mr. Italiaander re-emphasized how the European and

then. “We started it." he said.
Through slave trade and Apartheid, in the Union of South Africa,
we have developed an antagonism
banquet.
Suburban
that
has brought about race disHighlight
of
the
event
will
be
an
Dirk Bloemendaal scored 16 to
lead Christ Memorial No. 2 to its Eagle Scout ceremony. Dave De criminationagainst the white race.
win over Ldcal 2391. 'Bob 'Shorty* Visser. Richard Cook and Bill Black men are unitingaround the
Van Dyke had 13 for the losers Boersema will receive the highest world,' includingthe 30 million in
the United States,taking pride in
Bob's Sports Shop bumped off scouting award.
their {>lack skin, until one day they
Entertainment
will
include
a
high
Berean Church. 42-29. in another B
game as Dick Vander Yacht made school trumpet trio and a pageant will revolutionize, unless we mend
our ways through tolerance and
13 for the winners and Ed Ericson of scouting Warren Van Egmond
by sending more' teachers, more
will
be
Dr.
Boice
and
Bruce
Kragt
had six for Berean.
doctors to help them, and by inBotsis Beverage edged Parke- will be the unknown scout.
viting many to our country to witThe
Beaver
patrol
will
demonDavia, 38-33. in the other B game.
Dell Koop paced the winners with strate camping and the Flying ness our way of life.
Formerly, Mr. Italiaandersaid,
13 while Chuck Goulooze had nine Eagle patrol will demonstrate first
he has reported that there were
aid
and
knot
tying
while
the
Wolfor Parke-Davis.
Dale Den Bleyker led Menken verine patrol will show signalist. 44 million Christiansin Africa out
Plumbing with eight points while The Wolf patrol will present a of a populationof 240 million. Figures releasedby the World CounBob Stoel had 14 for Qualityin the stunt.
Dr. Raymond Van Heukelom will cil of Churchesrecently give the
top C League game. Mass Furniture tied Menken for second in the speak to the group and O. S. Cook
Wise, treasurer; Susan Kvorka.
standings with a 35-25 win over will be master of ceremonies.
secretary; Linda Bleeker, scribe.
Steffens Market. Con Eckstrom
We also made place mats for the
had 13 for Steffens and Mark Mulsmorgasbord. Stephanie Wiersem,
der had 12 and Overbeek 10 for

Herm Tuls 10 for the win- Bielefeld. Board o' Review chairners while Sherry Shaffer and man, at the banquet. A court of
Jack Van Dort each had 12 for honor will be staged followingthe
12 and

Parke-Davis

Scouts Hold

Hamburg, Germany, painted a
BandmasterAndrew Stewart
realisticpicture of the dangers
lead the 40-piece band in a spirited
imminent to white peoples of the
and inspirational program. The
earth who are outnumbered by
Miller’s voices blended beautifulcolored races by a ratio of twoly as they sang, "How Sweet the
Reformed Church.
fifths to three-fifths.The speaker
Name of Jesus," and “The Lord Is
underlined
his
statement
that
the
Troop 6 is the oldest active troop
My Shepherd."
race question is' the most importin the Chippewa District and reMayor Robert Visscher thanked
ant question for the future and
ceived its first charterin 1924 when that “we^must find a solution." American people have exploited
the Salvation Army for their 25
Mis* Borboro Ruth Vender Zwoag
Don Zwemer was Scoutmaster.
years of fine work in Holland and
“All over Europe an{) in the United Africans. To illustrate he quoted
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Vander
Several of the leaders have com- States conversation,speculationfrom a Belgian publicationat the Zwaag of 5761 120th Ave. announce presented a copy of the proclamabined 200 years of service. These and effort is more and more direct- time the Congo got its indepen- the engagement of their daughter, tion he had made in honor of the
men include: Andrew Steketee. ed to the Man in the Moon', but dence last June 13: “white clerks Barbara Ruth, to Barton W. Hel- anniversary.
Fred Zcerip. Ben Mulder. Law- I say our problem is the man on received a salary of 8400 a month, mus, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Clarence Jalving,retiring board
black clerks 825; white engineers,
member, was honored for many
renci Zwemer, Ben Poll, Chester earth," the speaker said.
Heimus, 160 Glendale Ave.
Raak. Elmer Northuis, Marinua The lecturer, also an historian, $500 a month, black $25; average A fall wedding is being plan- years of service on the Advisory
Board, and the Rev. John Hagans,
Rozeboom. Albert Bielefled and traced the relationshipbetween black pay was $3 a week for black ned.
ScoutmasterElmore Van Lente, the black and white races from workers, $125 for white."

pletelydominated play the rest of
the game. Hal Molenaarwas high
its beginning 400 years ago when
point man with 18 while Dave who has 31 years of service.
Kempker pushed in 14 and Ken The troop has a membership of the Dutch and Portuguese and
(Fuzz* Bauman had 12. Ken Schol- 32 Scoute. The Explorer Post has British went to South Africa and
a membership of 15 and Russel found a very friendlypeople who
ten had 12 for the losers.
H. E. Morse took second place Yonkers is Explorer Post Advisor. looked upon the white man as
angels from heaven." There was
District commissioner Hugh Rowith a 44-39 win over Suburban
no
race discriminationin Africa
well
will
present
the
charter
to
Furniture. Bob Klingenberghad

Overkamp's Washer Parts won
over Trinity Church. 30-22. Bill
Keen had 11 for the winners and
Con Nienhuis had 11 for Trinity.
Final A League Standings
W L
Christ Memorial No. 1 ...... 7 3
H. E. Morse ................ 6 4

300 Persons Help Salute
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